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Contributors to this Issue
'>

.BETTY RHOADES REDIN is a former "student of the Univeraity of New Mexico, where
she did outstanding work in the Department of Art. Her present art work is done
in the studio of another painter, her husband, Carr Redin, well known Albuquerque
artist.
;-..
4
LERoy S. PETERS, physician in Albuquerque, is eminent as a specialist in the treatmt!Dt of tuberculosis. In Medical EconomicB, he writes of his profession from
~,new and arresting viewpoint.
ETHEL B. CHENEY won firat prize in the recent Oren. B. Strong Poetry Contest. She
contributed to the November, 1935, QUARTERLY and has poems appearing in the
ROBe Chalice and other magazines.
RUTH LAUGHLIN is author of Caballeros, one of the best known books descriptive of
New Mexican life. She lives in Santa Fe, a city invaded and held by a new type
of conquistador, the tourist,
NORMAN MACLEOD is the author of two books of poetry and numerous articles and
reviews. Thanksgiving Be/ore November, his second book of verae, has just been
published and will be reviewed soon in the QUARTERLY.
.
GEORGE D. SNELL lives in Salt Lake City, Utah, where he is on the staff of the broadcasting station, KDYL. His professional writing career includes .stories. in
Manuscript, New Masses, Frontier a.,m Midland., and other magazines. A firat
novel called The Great Adam was published by the Caxton Press, of Idaho,
in 1934, and the same press "is to bring out a second novel entitled Root, Hog, and.
Die.
EUGENIA POPE POOL comes to New Mexico in the summer to sketch and write poetry.
Her home state of Texas, and the Southwest scene in general are themes of
interest to her, too.
GRACE TAYLOR MITCHELL has the rare quality of the informal essayist in her writing.
Her essay, "The Cruet· Stand," in the QUARTERLY for February, 1934, was a
delightful predecessor to the present contribution. Mrs. Mitchell lives in Albuquer~ue near the campus of the Univeraity where her husband teaches.
EVA NEWCOMER GEYER is a young poet of Tucson, now studying at the Univeraity of
Arizona.
1/-.
ROBERTO BRENES-MEsEN, professor of Spanish Literature in Northwestern Univeraity,
was visiting member of the summer staff of the Univeraity of New Mexico in
1935. His pen translates part of his summer experience in this brilliant prose
poem in the QUARTERLY,
•
DOLORES HUNING has done graduate work at the University of New Mexico and the
Univeraity of Mexico. Her field of study is Spanish with especial attention to
the folklore of the Southwest. She lives in Albuquerque and is now a member"
of the staff of the San Jose Training School.
IRENE FISHER is
Albuquerql&e
graduate in
contributora

a New Mexican journalist, who has written feature articles for the
Tribune, New Me:x;ico, and other Southwest periodicals. She is, a
English from the University of Arizona and has been among the
of poetry to the QUARTERLY.

LOIS NELSON KUIPERS has been a teacher at the Zuiii Mission School, where she served
as advisor to girls and taught vocational work. Her present home is in
Albuquerque.

;,

MALYA RUDHYAR has lived both in California and New Mexico and has her present
residence in Bombay, India, where she is lecturing on education. Her poetry
has appeared in New Me:x;ico Magazine, Hamsa, and Italian magazines.

~

NINA ALMIRALL RoYALL lives at Tyrone, New Mexico, and has contributed poetry
to both Eastern and Western magazines. She writes that "editora are funny"
but adds that maybe poets "are the funny ones," too.
ROLAND DICKEY is a student majoring in English in the Univeraity of New Mexico.
His poem, "Poplara," appeared in the QUARTERLY for November, '35.
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Medical Economics
By LERoy S. PETERS

' 'HE PRESENT era is a period in which the entire world
T
faces a grave economic situation. The medical problem
is only one of many for which the man of little or no means
must find a solution.
.
Immediately civilization reaches a cri~is, the literature,
both lay and scientific, is filled with articles offering a
panacea for all ills, whether' of the flesh or the body politic.
If one appe~rs who is inclined to be somewhat leftish ill
thought or differs in any way from the old rugged individualistic attitude, he is at once, put. down as a Red, a Communist, a Socialist, a Bolshevik, or what not. The terms
mean little-~hey are used as a label for any thinker who
does not agree that this is the best possible of worlds.
America, they say,. will never go communistic;' ther~ are no
Reds worth considering in this fair country, and. yet America, along with the rest of the world, is in ~he throes of ~
revolution which really began with the industrial age, and
has been gTowing by leaps and bounds, until today all that is
needed is a stand-pat attitude, ,a no give-and-take policy, to
ignite the pent-up'" smoldering of ages of oppression and
.start the revolt which leads to'dictatorship and chaOs.
Yet thousands sit idly by a~d smile at the mob-as
smiled royal heads of Europe, the heads of th~ Greek and
Roman' dynasties whose governments crashed and whose
.
civilization's are now buried in ruins.
But we are writing of medical ecOliomics.. And here
again, the same smugness prevails that permeates the industrial group. Organized medicine bears the same relation
to the economic situation as does~organized capital. In fact~
organized ;medicine represents the capitalist in medicine.
And the medical group exhibits the same· stubbornness in its
opposition to change as do the corporate interests. '"Neither
[3]
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sees the handwriting on the wall. Neither is willing to
make concessions that" might put off· the evil· day when
change will inevitably come on the shoulder of revolt.
When one considers the average income in medicine, it
is readily apparent that the large income groups ~ are natur- ,
ally opposed to change. The small income groups ar)
already engaged in contract practice-:-salaried positions· or
are starvi~g in private practi~. Organizetl medicine does_
not necessarily speak the voice of the profession as a whole. ;
Even such groups as the American College of Physicians and the American College of Surgeons are protesting
the attitude of the American Medical Association, either by
editorial or by resolution at a meeting of the College. These
are hopeful portents since both groups are representative of
the best in the profession and are not so-to-speak delegates
of a medical union. However, the American College of
Surgeons recently announced to the American Medical Association that hereafter it will leave the solution of the economic problems in medicine to the general organization of
the profession. In other words, through pressure brought
to bear by organized medicine, a positiye stand by a repu~
able society has been negated.
Witness the similarity between the liberal element in
medicine and the liberal group in the ConlVess of the United
States. When the whip is cracked, the so-called liberals run
for cover and apologize ~or having raised a voice in protest.
When a patient calls his doctor, he is paying for services which the physician has to sell. Therefore, a business
.arrangement is made which should be eQually beneficial to
both parties. The patient gets or should get something for
his money, and the doctor should receive a fee for his
services, for by this act he is attempting at least to make
ail honest living. Both part~.es 'to the ~greement should
'f _
have a voice in the matter.
13ut does organized medicine in its present attitude
vermit this? It does not! To the powe~s that be, 'all matI
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MEDICAL ECONOMICS

.ters relative to the relationship between doctor and patient
are to be deterniined by the doctors themselves. The patient
shall have nothing to say about-it. There are large number~
of families'in this country in the lower brackets of income
who can ill ,afford medical care. They can budget for every'"
thing but illness. This being an unknown factor makes it ,
impossible to even ~pproximate the cost. Then when sick~
ness stalks into the impoveri~hed' home they are either
without adequate medical care, or with it assume a stagger:..
ing bill fbr services which th~y cannot pay. Both the patient
and the doctor loses. And both suffer because of a stubborn
attitude on the part of organized medicine, which prevents
the solution ,of a most perplexing problem.
.
'
When the Wilbur Committee on the cost of medical care
presented its report after three years of scie~tific research
and suggested a' socialized medical service, the American
Medical Association denounced the report and labeled the
issue as one of Sovietism versus Americanism. It ~lso toolt
,to task tile Michigan: State Medical Association and the Milwaukee Gounty Medical Society for offering the public some
"form of health insurance. It attempts to ostracize private.
groups· who have tried to ,solve the high cost of ~edical
care by dfferin~ insurance for medical purposes.
. The Ipresent chaos in medic~l economics is the 'resuI~ of
the industrial age. In all social relations the trend has been
tow:ard $ounting expenditures in the cost of living. In
early ye rs, a woman could give 1)irth to a baby iiI her own
home, a d usually successfully. Now she nUlst be E5ent to the obste rical ward of a hospital, at great expense.: Most
of this n w order is due to the medical advisor ~nd his desir~.
to have hildbirtb, made easy for him. In the hospital the
nurse ~ watch the progress of labor and call the doctor_
~ust in't~fe to d~Iiver the ~aby and tie the cord. ·.His wor~
IS over
ten to fifteen mInutes, whereas uiJ.der the hom~
treatmen~ plan he waited half or all the. night to usher a new
soul into [this chao~~c world. The doctor is saved time andl
,
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.the patient is asked to pay for it. Once a baby could be
brought into the community for $10.00 to $15.00. Now it
. takes $100.00 to' $150.0q to produce no better offspring. In
fact, statistics show that chance for puerperal infection is
greater in a general hospital than in the home. Think that
over when trying to cut down the high cost of living.
It has come to such a pass that all acutely ill patients
are rushed to hospitals if the doctor can persuade the family
of the necessity of hospital care.
All this has produced a p!oblem that must be solved.
The solution must be. worked out by the profession and the
laity working hand in hand. The physician alone has no
right to disregard the patient, any JIlor,e than the patient
has a right to forget the doctor in the final adjustment.
From a sane viewpoint, it would seem to be a business
arrangement between patient and physician in which the
doctor is paid a reasonable fee and the patient is given
reasonable attention. The cry of organized medicine that
the patient must be allowed to choose his own doctor seems
to bother the doctor more than it does the sick man. As
a matter of fact, state medicine under a collective society
would produce better average doctors than are found today
under the profit system. Under the former, only. those
with a love for medicine would enter the field, while under
the latter any bright and prepossessing youth sees a short
'" For
cut to affluence and a social standing in the community.
which reason many unqualified and unfitted humans become
practitioners of the healing art with nothing better to
recommend them than a pleasing personality and the ability
to'sell themselves regardless of their knowledge of medicine.
You have but to look around at the profession of any community to fins the truth of this statement. I have often said
that to be a financial success in medicine I would sacrifice
knowledge to personality. The man with the personality
minus intellect augments his bank roll daily, while the man
with knowledge minus the social graces starves in an attic.
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And jWhat is the solution of it all? Under state medicine a phjYsician would receive a salary and have a certain
number of patients under his care. This, however, would ,
not be to the best interests of doctor and patient under the
profit system. No' physician of any ability wants to practice
state medicine under a capi~alist government. In 'other
words, he' would be living on a small income and paying
capitalist prices for the necessities of life. But on the other
hav.d the colloction of fees tends to commercialize medicine
to a great degree and to lower the standards of medical
practice.
The ideal sol~tion in our present society seems to lie
in some form of lilealth insurance. This might be made
possible through well organized grouf>s with proper hos~
pital and laboratorY facilities. Once started, the movement
would no doubt g~in momentum 'and a large number in a
given community'" would be voluntary subscribers.
Personally, I feel that ultimately some form of c,om- .
pulsory health insurance will be necessary to bring all
classes into the fold. This, however, will never be by any
act of the present Congress,. wJ10 'fear the wrath of the
corporate intere~ts and quake for fear they may be labeled
with the stigma of! communism.
,
Whenever compulsory insurance .comes, it must b~
adequate and must be administered by the Federal Government-not divided between the central Government at
Washington and tJ;1e various states. That gets no one anywhere except into aifficulty. ,The doctor must never forget,
as Hugh Cabot phrases it, that "the sole right of medicine
to exist is that it serve the health of the community, and!
not that it furnish. an income to'its practitioners."
When )Ve remember this; and also that the b~st way to
keep state medicine out of a capitalist society is to establish
some form of health insurance, then the bugbears that beselt
both the laity and the profession will have vanished forever.
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Winter Woods
By ETHEL B. CHENEY

Winter has come upon the deep woods now.
The aspens, that have spread with tender grace
A blanket for their nursling trees, now face
Cold sifting flakeS with bare, defenseless bough.
Under the crest the banks are drifted high; 'I!
Deep in his den the old bear lies asleep;
While questin~ foxes like dark shadows creep
In swiftened silence from their holes nearby.
Far in the forest is great quietude
Where timid creatures, wandering unafraid,
Fear no invasion of their solitude
Through the white barrier the snow has laid;
And fir tr.ees murmur with increasing tone,
Telling old tales the woods have ever known.
<:
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1

Thes~

Things Are Beautiful

By

ETHEL B. CHENEY

<l

Th~se

things are b~utiful
Always to me; ,
Swift-melting snowbank
Anti sap running free.

"

First green of springtime
FIQoding the earth,
New joy of songbirds
Trilling their mirth.
i

S~all

petals drifting
~From low apple bough,
Breath of the turned sod
Following the plough.
,

Ha~,

sweet in mowing-time,
GI~aned golden plainTnen white-breasted silence
qf ,winter again.
These things are beautiful;
Earth in her i.sleep,
Alip earth's slo~ awakening
Her promise to keep.
These things are beautiful; Rest and new birth.
Can heaven be loveli.er,
o Earth, my Earth?
I

lo
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The Tourist Tabu
By RUTH LAUGHLIN

is a magic word. It is an instantaneous selfstarter to the imagination. Unfolding a map or a timetable and planning the vacation trip is the first thrilling step
toward the Land of Enchantment. There are tinlmown
pleasures ahead of us; mystery and adventure may lurk
around the dark corner: colorful people and strange customs'
beckon us. Everything will be different from the humdrum of home. "There is no place like home" takes on a
new and fascinating suggestion. But go as far as we will, the
pure fillip of foreign travel is diluted by tourists from home
wandering about the narrow, quaint streets. We have
come so far to get away from home, but by their clothes and
accents and money tourists have dragged in home ahead of
us.
- "I don't want to go to Europe ano,ther' summer," sighed
Mrs. Martin. "It's so crowded with tourists."
From Singapore to London, from Maine to New Mexico
we hear.other Mrs. Martins deriding tourists, disparaging
tourist boats and hotels, ridiculing personally conducted
parties, avoiding other groups of Americans classed as
tourists. But isn't Mrs. Martin herself a tourist?
A tourist means anyone who travels for recreation. A
tour may be a trip from New York to Niagara Falls or from
South Bend to the South Pole. It would be interesting to
lmow just how many world cruises are necessary to make
a tourist into a traveller.
Why is it that we label the rest of the world as tourists and exclude ourselves from the tabu? Tourists are' always the other fellow. They are a smear on a landscape
that should be reserved only for our own eyes. We assume
that Providence has made the Grand Canyon for our exclusive benefit and that everyone els~ should be kept off the
[10 ]
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rim, at least until we have gazed at vermillionciiffs and
purple distances in the soli-tude of our own comments. We
are like greedy little boys who want to run off into a corner
to eat their cookies alone.
Fifty years ago Americans. developed an acute symptom of restlessness. ~ They had itChing feet. The iteh could
·be soothed only by treading new soil, anywhere so that it
was far e~ough away from home. About that time they
were told that America as a natibn was young, crude, and
ignorant. The only way of curing such a pitiable condition was to travel and absorb the old and historic~ Adver~
tisers said this with highly-colored flowers. Their artists
splashed on the' purple fteur de Iy,s of France, red carna~
tions of Italy and the green of ivy creeping ov~r English
. cathedrals. They tempted with suggestions of personal
pleasure, curiosity, and romance, where teachers had offered
dull, impersonal- history. Educators sowed the seeds of
forei~. tr.avel, adv,ertisers painted the l~IY, and!amShiPS
and raIlroads harvested tq,e crop Sf toUrIsts.
Then came the pinche'd years of the depression hen we
paid neit~er steamship fares nor income taxes. We had
to stay at home~- Many towns groaned over the blight on
, their pripcjpal .industry-no tourist crop. But in 1934
A.D. (Af~er Depression) there was a more hopeful look on
the faces I of presidents of steamship .lines and railroads.
Their business had increased, ~varying upward from 98 to
300 per cent. America is on the move again. '
It may have been the depression that taugilt us to
value our own country, or the tales of unrest and discourtesy
in Europe, or the high rate of exchange. One or all of them
have made tourists America-minded. Now they are not
seeking the Riviera or Biarritz but America's smart new
'playground-the Wide desert stretches of New Mexico,' Ari-'
zona, Nevada, and California.
Mrs. Martin hopes that the Southwest is free from
tourists. But the same colored advertising and picturesque·
,

l}
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scenery, . state slogans and gossip of new hotels", that has
sold the' Southwest to her has also sold it to thousands of
others. Probably there is no place left in the world that is
n<>t tOurist-visited. If there is, it is oooause railways and
steamship lines have not heard ofthe place.
Perhaps the odium of the name tourist is still connected in our minds with the emigrants who came wes~ fifty
years ago. Trains had just begun to creep across the American desert. Immigration bureaus put out glowing prospectuses and quoted tourist rates to the western Land of
Opportunity. Families sold out in the East, packed up their
belongings in a tin trunk, brought enough lunch in a shoe
box to, last them across the continent, and crowded onto
the rattan seats of touri~t coaches. Tourist rates included
. fifty people eating and sleeping in a' narrow car, babies
wailing, diapers drying, children with sticky hands.
Now western travel has changed to the exclusiveness
of compartment cars, maid and valet service, bathrooms on
wheels and radioed market reports. Sons who can pay for
this exclusiveness do not intend to be disturbed by the steerage class of their father's day. Class-consciousness has developed, defined by purchasing power. Aristocrats of Wall
Street can pay for the greatest luxuries of today-space and
silence. When they reach the desert space and silence they
resent city crowds and noise disturbing it. They want the
desert for their personal pl~yground-provided all the comforts of our soft modern life be summoned Aladdin-wi~e by .
a push button.
Mrs. Martin stopped, at a hotel in one of those oases
that miraculously provided tiled bathrooms, bedside telephones and wrapped guest soap, where prospectors used to
be thankful to find a water hole. She would not have come
unless the accessorie~"ihad been provided, and the ma~ag~
ment could not provide them for one solitary guest. Yet
after two days Mrs. Martin sighed, "I shall have to go on
somewhere else. This hotel is so full of tourists."
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I

Miss Henderson was another yearner for exclusive.
scenery. , She came to Santa Fe' as a two-day tourist and
~tayed t'T0 mont4s, thrilled wi~h the novelty of tlae West~
Two mOl\lths later she glared at groups of tourists also:
watching: the impressive Indian Corn Dance. She turned to
the old-tihter who had taken her to her first Indian dance,
Ionly a fer wee~ before and sniffed: .
.
"I tlj1ink it's dreadful that these awful tOurists are'
ruining tpe country." .
. '
"Oh'lwe don't fee~ that you are ruining it all," the old.
timer rep~ied.
It is this possessive tone of owning the country after a:
two-months sojourn that is the old-timer's pet grievance
against the tourist. Because the Southwest is still the least
known part of the. United States, the tourist is sure he has'
"discover~d" it. The fact that the Indian civilization goes
back to the dim, prehistoric dawn of cliff-dweIIer life, that
Santa Fe is the oldest capital in our country, or even that
Yankee traders came down the Santa Fe Trail a hundred'
years ago and that their children have been living here happily ever since, is overlooked in the present "discovery.".
And having discovered it, the tourist is the. one who wants
to lock the city gates an hour after he has arrived and put
'
up a placard reading "No Tourists Admitted." .
"These new-comers not only take possession o~ the country but also of the native' inhabitan,ts. The first. step is to
copyright the ~,'Indian problem" as their own (,pet responsi- .
bility. Each discoverer feels that she was born to solve this
problem and everyone else must keep hands off. She would
like to fence off Indian reservations as her individual missionary territory. Old maids sublimate the Indian hobby
for the emotion~l disturbances of husband and home.
Scientists iacknowledge that the only knowledge of the· In- •
dian has been published in their own reports. Yet, like other
profers of! aid with good intentions; it is easier to hurt the
Indian th~n to help him. True, in spite of the figures that
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.

tourist purchases of such native crafts as blankets, pottery,
and silver jewelry have given the Indian a new economic
.
freedom.
Getting away from home reveals a Jekyll and Hyde complex in people. The solid citizen forgets his normal conduct
-and co-operation as soon as he passes the city limits of his
own home town. Letting go the familiar bonds, he develops
an hysterical behaviorism. He becomes one of a herd, irresponsibly
curious over things which .have no relation to
.'
him.
Mrs. Martin would call the police if anyone opened her
front door and walked in to inspect the sewing machine and
electric refrigerator. Yet she thinks 'nothing of bursting
into an Indian woman'~ home, examining the metate where
the corn,is ground and fingering the Indian woman's dress
as though it was the wrapping of a mummy. People who
would throw out a photographer taking snapshots during
church services are the same ones who sneak pictures of the
_religious ceremonials of Indian dances.
The home of any well-known person is subject to vandalism through this idle curiosity. Tourists walk into gardens and loot flowers; chip stones off walls and take pict~res
of the famous places they have visite4 without so much as a
by-your-Ieave gesture. They assume that the world was
evolved for their entertainment and that proximity to fame
allows them to rush in where friends,fear to tread.
Inscription Rock in New Mexico is one of the most impressive historical monuments in America. It is a gigantic
red sandstone pinnacle pushed out of the surrounding
desert. On one side is a cave and a water hole, where the
Conquistadores stopped on their long marches to tpe Pacific,
while subduing the Indian country. They rested here and
carved their names and dates into the face of the rock, a
'"
.
stone document of great names and heroic conquests. Near
the old-fashioned Spanish script spelling an illustrious
name, "Don Juan de Onate, 1604," there now appears "Jim.
~

?
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Wigam, Kansas City, 1928." Idle curiosity brought Jim,
there to perpetuate his insignifican~e beside the records of'
conquerors. .It is against such tourist vandalism that
National Monuments must be protected.
Megaphone guides on sight-seeing buses cater to this,
idle human curiosity. They shout the story" of the family
skeleton, iwhich they have pulled out of the closet and left
dangling from proud windows, with a tabloid account of
what happened to names that make news. In Salt Lake City
guides w~ve megaphon~ to point out the home of Brigham
Young ~d in turn the homes of his many wives, with lurid .
int!endos ~s to why wife 11 succeeded wife No. 10. Touris~:
care little about the tenets of the Mormon faith but their'
curiosity lis appe~ed by these' Sunday supplement storie,s.
, They hav~ something to write home about.
''
These tourists question every one they meet, about the
customs of the country. Their notebooks are a jumble of
describint Coronado's skull as a boy and a recipe for chile·
con carner ,Then -they. go home and write a book or at least
'
an interv~ew about their travels.
Thes~ insatiable dudes are baits for the tall tales of old-'
timers. ~t is even better when the tale can be dramatized.
An alristocratic
lady and her husband"
once
descended.
I.
_
from the!' narrow-gauge coach at Taos Junction for the
, twenty-five mile ~tage drive to Taos. With two other pas:.
sengers tlley filled Long John's car. But the Havens had'
four boxes, and two . portfolios of pictures to
. seven bags,
.
be stowedl in the car as well. Long John had a contract to
haul'the hand luggajge free but this was certainly excess
freight. f\irs. Haven's imperious blackWas flashed as he
grumbled I about it and she made certa· remarks about
the battefed s,tag,e. Mter several mil 'of complaint he
said in hi~ nasal drawl,
!
"Youire right, lady. The brakes are about worn out on
this old C4tr ,and it's ia purty bad road ahead. I guess the
regular mpver didn't want to risk it."
4

I
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"D'you mean to say that you are not the regular driver?
The idea of sending ali Inexperienced perwn on this road to
endanger our lives. It's an outrage. We were coming to
Taos to paint, not to be murdered."
They started down the canyon, a zig-zag trail twisting
between sharp blaek rocks to the river far below. If Long
J onn used the brakes they failed to stop the speed of the
car careening down the grade and lurching around hair-pin
turns. He clutched the wheel, sucked in his moustache and
groaned at every curve., At last they stopped safely beside
the river. Long John unfolded his -legs and got out, mopping his brow.
"And we have to go up a road' on the other s'ide of the
canyon that is just as bad as this 1 I won't drive one foot up
that road," Mrs. Haven stormed.
"Suit yourself, lady~ but you'll have to walk unless you
aim to camp here the rest of your life." Long John smiled
as he started the motor again.
She walked-or. rather she climbed, and her husband
protestingly climbed beside her. The stage rattled up the
mountai~ like a frolicsome goat. High-heeled slippers and
. a picture hat weren't so good for a mile and a half of steep
trail. There was no breath left in the. high altitude to scold
but Mrs. Haven's eyes held murder. Finally she sank into
the waiting stage at the top of the mesa. For twelve miles
she. didn't say a word. She was saving up until they reach~
Taos. Then the hotel proprietor heard the worst.
"The idea of bringing innocent people over tl}at road,"
she stormed. "You ought to be prosecuted for endangering
our lives with an inexperienced driver ..."
"Inexperienced driver, madam 1" Who did you have?"
The hotel proprietor was astonished..
"That man." She pointed, full description in her tone.
Long John was bringing in the last of the seven bags, four
boxes and two portfolios, of pietures.
6j

>,
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"Why Long John has been driving the stage twice a
day for twenty years. 'He's the'best driver in the country," _
he began.
Long John 'winked and his yellowed moustache straightened in a grin as he slid out the door. He had hauled the
extra freight, he had refrained from back-talk to a lady, and
he had hftd his pay' in the old-timer's wicked delight in
.dramatizing the Wild West for difficult tourists.
Strangers in the country look about the same to the oldtimer, whether they have been around two days or two
yea;rs. "New folks pester the to~," argued one gnarled
. prospectot, "but" I cain't see no way of stoppin> the railroads runlnin'. After all we got a heap of outdoors around
, here an' ~ kin go fifty miles over them mountains without
meetin' a40ther human."
.
The <i>ld-timer's greatest grudge against the tourist is
that they iare makin!t his once impenetrable country soft.
After all fe can lock ltis door and avoid curious people, but
he doesn'~ want to have his country changed for them. His
. pioneer s~irit liked.ijhe zest of that zig-zag trail up and
down'the IRio 'Grande~Canyon' andtesents a seven per cent
highway. I Now two cars can whiz past each other without
the former friendly-c~atabout whether meeting a car meant
backing up the trail or whether one inch at the side of the
precipice was enough :room to squeeze by.
La B~j ada Hill ~tween Santa Fe and Albuquerque is
another~'re spot with him. It is the sheer two-thousand
foot wall hat divided the p,rovince into the high and low
river co try of Spanish days. The road used to come suddenly to t~e edge of the dr9P, revealing in ~ne breath-taking .
turn the \fast
panorama of.. the d~sert basin, a field of gold
I
splashed ith purple, . shimmering in the brilliant sunlight,
.and only I mited by the far blue Jemez Mouhtains. It was'
a sight t t quickened the wearIest prospector with delight
in his dramatic land. ,But tourists from flat states lost their
heads on fhe sharp turns and pitched over the precipice. :
I
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Now the new paved highway meanders gently up 'the valley
and cuts out hill and thrill.
Yes, the country is getting tourist-soft. So soft that
there is now a plan to preserve parts of it in-the old primitive hardness. Th,is is a scheme for allotting certain mountain fastnesses as permanent "wilderness areas." No highways will run through them and con~equently no tourists.
They are to remain the forest primeval, a refuge for the
hardened camper and: hunter. Artificially bounded by the
inroads and highroads of civilization, these wilderness are~s
will be monuments to the'memory of -happy hunting grounds
that have disappeared before the genii of gasoline.
Still there are elemental dramas Chambers of Commerce cannot overcome, though highway signs take away
the joy of the unexpected. Yellow placards with black
letters read "Hill,,,t "Curve L," or "Dip, 300 ft." The latter
puzzles the tourist, for he puts on his breaks to find that the
dip is a shallow wash and the 300 feet meant. distance from
the sign and not depth.
Another sign bears this sinister, -bewildering legend:
"Warning. Do not cross this wash when the water is running. To do so is to endanger your life."
"What in the name of Heaven does that mean-?" exclaims the tourist.
He looked at the parched country, at the evergreens
crouched close to the ground through years of drought, at
the gully where the sand is bone dry. But if there are cloudbursts darkening the mountains he had better take warning.
The draining mountainsides do not fill the gully with a preliminary trickle. The flood rolls down in a sudden eightfoot wall of churning, muddy water, racing over the- sand
like a hungry monster. Anything in its path is lost. Cars
are swept along, turned over and sunk _in quicksand. People
have been drowned in such a storm in the desert. Old-timers
enjoyed these outbursts of nature. They sat patiently on
the bank and waited a couple of hours until the cloudburst
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drained
Time was unimportant, and a hard life gave a
zest to liv~ng before the country went soft.
Ther~ are people dwho .like to be tourists. They start
west the ~ay the summer rates begin.
,
"We llav;e to get to Californy by the twentieth," one old
farmer cotrfided to me. "That's the day of the Ioway picnic.
Last Yea~ we had tvlienIy-two thousand people from our
state and lots of people from our home town. We figger
on gettin together again at the annual state picnic. Makes
it seem litre home wit~ the neighb.ors around." So Venice
on the Pa~ific
has"'come. to be kfl()wn
as Ioway-by-the-sea.
I
.
These people love: huge get-together crowds and excursions. Tijey like the :drild climate after years of struggling
with long~ hard winters. Old cronies give the new setting:
a feeling pf secure familiarity. Milling ar,ound together in
an up-roo!ted vacation life, they enjoy being tourists. They
make the~·ost of free rides in realtors' cars, excursion rates
and the u~rate inducements of corner grocers who pray
for bigge and better tourists.
_
'
,
Con~jentions mean a,grand good time. Gold letters are
proudly displayed on· red ribbon badges. Fivethousand
strong thjey pile into cars to see the sights. One man in
, every crolwd makes th~ most of an audience to wise-crack,
his loud toice echoed by louder laughter. The significance
of the coqntrythat inpividuals.might penetrate is lost in the
mob psychology of having a good time and making a joke of
Kike's Beak or the Brld'ell Fall. ' They are boisterous children playing hookey 'from home cares. The country is,
'theirs temporarily by reason of numbers and railroad
. "tickets: Wl¥tt do they care jf they leave crackerjack boxes".
banana skins, arid tin cans behi~d them? This country, isn't
their front yard. Th~ir anthem is "We are but tourists!
here. Kansas is our home."
,
At ~very stop th~y send home gaudy postcards andJ
take kod~k pictures. :The developer brings out poses of a
giggling ~atron1trm-ill-arm with an embarrassed 'Indian, or
1 ·
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a young couple entwined on the brink of the Grand Canyon.
One fat man stopped the cars climbing the steep grade to
Mesa Verde National Park because he must take a picture.
Brakes whined and nervous ladies groaned. The fat man
crept out on a rock jutting over the gorge and focused this
way and that. Women hid their eyes in clammy hands.
"Bah!" he laughed, when the car wa's allowed to start
on. "I never get dizzy. My head's just as clear as it is on
my pillow."
,He had no fear of height but he had a fear of being
walled in. The crowd got even with him later on when the
trail to the cliff palace passed through a narrow cleft in the
sandstone wall. The fat man had .been kidding and kodaking as he went. His guffaws stopped as he started through
the cleft. He balked. and bulked half-way through, as terrified as though he was .wedged into the crevice for life.. A
fellow tourist impatiently poked his rear upholstery. The
fat man shot through the crevice like a maddened elephant"
pushing everyone out of his way. No kodak could have been
fast enough to catch his escape.
While tourists used to travel on the rattan seats of
railroad coaches, they now travel any and everywhere in
their own cars. A leftover bit of the living room draperies
provides the seclusion of home for their glass house on
wheels, or striped awnings make the car look like a banana
stand that had strayed away from the East Side. Tourist
camps outline the outskirts of every town for their benefit-rows of box-like rooms with a stove, a bed, and a mattress for a night's stay. Tourists arrive, like migrating
birds, after dark, and leave before dawn. The town is just
a place to sleep and their picture of the country is one endless road. Their purchases are a five-cent tin of sardines
and a box of crackers. One gallon of gas almost takes
them across the state.
One party stopped an entire two hours in Santa Fe to
see the town. Father parked the car in front of" the Art
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in to investigate. Two minu!tes
Museum alid Mother
. later she b stled out of the door.
"Don' get out, Pa," she called: "There ain't nothin~ in
there but pitchers."
, . Wher+upon they drove around to give this foreign torn
with its q,eer ~ud ho~ses a dutif.ul once-overs. "They ~ad
never see SpanIsh patios before.
. !i
,
"Well if this, ain't the funniest place!" Ma ejaculatjed.
"Don't th se people have front yards? What are tl/t.ey
ashamed 0 that they have to live behind walls ?"
!
Many of the motor tourists cut the expense of tou~ist
camps an~ sleep beside any road. They carry their en~ire
living equ!.m ent' with them. Here comes a Model T loa4ed
from roof running board. Two skeletons of sanitary cqts,
quilts, wa tubs, trunks, canvas stools, skillets and buck+ts,
and a gas line stove are roped to"the top and back. The
left runni*g board is fenced off -with two boards. There
rides the tnilch goat, ms whiskers wavi:Qg over the front
.fender. :ae is a necess~ry member of the family for there
are two b~bies, four step-chair children, a puppy, and an
aunt, besiHes Father apd MothE;r, in one four-passenger
open Ford[ Where and how they rige is as big a mystery
as w~re ey get the price of gas. When the cold weather
begins, th roads to California
swarm
with these transients,
1
•
who form he greatest c:harity problem in western states.
Inva ably Fords get througlr where Li~colns fail to
pass. On, aved highways super-sixteens may sniff as they'
skim past ~he "road runners" but in a-Iand where there may
be high cepters, mud and quicksand, Fords run lightly over
.the top arid heavier cars bog down.
Eme:;:1encie~, are great lev'elers, stripping . down artificial clas distin~tions ¥> the lowest common denominator
Tycoons
and tramps;
are equally
helpof human Ireactions.
.
,
.
less before a washout. Some tourists growl at bad weather,
some take it philosophically, some pitch in to build a road
around a mud hole. In any emergency one person comes to
I
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the front as a self-appointed leader. He may not.be a business executive at home, but in a crisis his initiative, .pr~ti
cal judgment and confid~nce give him undisputed leadership.
The Southwest is a country of violent contrasts. One
day the road through Arizona stretched through a parched
desert where the cars raised a barage of sand and the dry,
glaring sunlight stung the eyeballs. The next day. a .deluge
of rain turned the dust into adobe mud, as treacherous and
unmanageable as thick red grease. In five hours we made a
bare nineteen miles. Other cross-country tourists had the
same experience, crawling along, bumper to bumper.. With
the comraderie that develops in an emergency, Ford drivers
shoveled out Lincolns blocking the road ahead, and Lincolns
pulled out Fords skidding out of ruts and sinking hub-deep
on soft shoulders. If any car stuck the whole caravan be'"
hind it stopped.
Then a young man in blue jeans with a red bandana
tied gypsywise over his black hair would race up to the
stalled car, giving advice, working over it as hard as though
it were his own car, and eventually set it crawling again.
We hailed "Bandana" as a savior.
Late in the afternoon even Bandana's dynamo energy
met defeat. The cloudburst had washed out a bridge. Until
the road crew could make a detour there was nothing to ·do
but stop. The cross-country cars backed up in a long line
before a lone store. There were no rqoms to rent,. no beds
and only a small supply of crackers and cheeese and can~ed
g'oods to feed two hundred hungry to~rists.
.
Darkness came on. Bandana went from car to car
down the long line, like a strolling troubadour, twanging
the ukelele under his arm and suggesting a "sing." He
started' with "It ain't gonnarain no mQre, no more." Tourists in the front cars joined him, and -'soon the doubts of the
skeptical and sIDlen faded before Bandana's good humor and
~allads. Old favorites were remembered from college song

.

,

.
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books, jazz echoed above the roaring river, .even hymns
swelled out into the· desert night.
"Ten o'clock! Lights out!" called Bandana.
Headlights disappeared. Tourists adjusted themselves
to sleep as best they could in their cars. Dawn came. The
sun was bright, roads had .dried off; the highway crew. had
made a passable detour ~nd the caravan began to roll west.
Bandana waved a gay farewell as his Ford skipped past us.
We didn't know his name, home or business, but we will
always remember Bandana as one tourist who was a real·
human being.
: .
For there are' touri~ts and tou'rists. Travel etiquette
suggests a few' "Don't for Dudes," the first being the golden
rule of consideration for others. Observing simplecourtesies might remove the tourist tabu~ And we might as well
acknowledge' to ourselves that. wherever we go the native
.
sons will classify us as tQurists.
I .

"

,.

"

Out in Santa Clara
By E-qGENIA

POPE POOL

:Perched on a ijigh 'dobe wall
I watched the Buffalo dance.
A brave walked up;
One of Plato's, disciples he looked to be...
] took a chance;
Fingering his ~obe
] said, J'How lpvely!"
With ·great di!fity, said he,
"I have these made in New York
Especially for ~e !"

"
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Footnote to These Days
By

NORMAN MACLEOD

In any world the iron rusts
And steel decays. The flowers
Are faint on the sky, and in their rock ribs
The mountains are making the last sound,
The death cough.
. Rueful rumors' to south,
Faiths facile of death-shepherds
Of flocks slip over precipices of current events
Into history, whether .orno the blossoming apples
Are incense at the face of the sun,
Whether or no the "whores go with magnolias
Stuck in their teeth, or brats crowd into
Estaminets on the Nile banks, in green
Brilliance of stars.
We are a long way gone .
From myths of utopia. We go with echoes
Of opium in our brains, seeking oblivion,
Conscious of guilt-that we too
Are betrayersSick by the streams
That are ways for watercress,
Raking the radiance of sky for some one comet
Or star-frogs croaking hoarse in the swampsCalling all of it lonely.

r
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Bill Is IfamO;Us This Year
By

"',

G~RGE,DIXON SNELL

, I
'WHEN 'he came in t~ey all looked to see.

-

Ii

r

But he didn't
have anything un<)1er his arm. He acted lik'e nothing ~',
was' chan,ed about him. The kids ~dn't run after him',
when he ",ent into the h~ll to take off his coat and hat. They
sat on th~ floor, and kept on playing with the cat that had
wandered: in. The missus waited for him to c-Ome back into
the kitchen and she looked kind of disappointed.
He cdme in sniffing' around. "What you got to eat?" he
asked.
I
'She fointed to' what was on the table and the stove,
some bread and ,what looked and smelled like a stew of
vegetable~. He went and sat down and began to cut the
bread.
e missus called the kids to sit up to the table.
"Mter'the were all started lapping up the thin soupy stuff
he looked around slyly. Before ducking his head for an<;>ther sp nfut he said, "Well, what do you think?" "
She id eagerly, "You ain't keep'n' a secret from us,
'?'
.
are you. I
'
He ~ontinued to slup up the stew, the kids watching
'him eXPeftantly.
.
"Yoq ain't got it, have you?" the missus said.
. ' He tiI>e? hi~ mo~th ~l~ng ~he-:~ack of his. hand a~d
hitched brck In hIS chaIr,tIltIng lt off the floor. Across his
face ca~ a dignified look.
1
"I' ess I'm a famous man," he said.
"Yo !!,ot i~ ~i1I,huh?" s~e exclaimed, balIf, getting up.
He as grInnIng and tryIng to look Plfll~oUS too, looking as if ' e :was mighty proud of himself. !
"Le me see it 1" she said.
ti
The kids didn't' know what it was supposed to be, but
it was s mething important, they thought, from how their
,t'
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ma and pa were acting. They forgot to keep on eating, all
except the smallest one.
"There ain't hardly a person in the country but will
know who I am," he said.
.
"Didn't you bring it home?" the missus said, acting 'Out
of patience.. She leaned over closer and demanded, "Did
you get the money yet?"
"Oh sure, I got the money all right, that ain't bother'n'
me," he said, acting as if he never thought about the money.
"Where is it then?"
He reached into his overalls and pulled out a folded,
smudgy check, and she snatched it out of his hand.
"Why, it's only twen.ty-five dollars," she said.
"Well, what do you expect?"
"We can't live on that!"
He screwed his. head around uncomfortably, av.oiding
her eyes. "They might start work again pretty soon."
"Yes," she snorted, "I know how that is. You'll be laid
off until spring the way it always is."
The kids began to eat again bec'ause talking about
money wasn't important. They were disappointed because
they thought it was going to be something important.
leyou act as if you don't care if I'm famous or not," he
said.
""teah, I do," she said, looking at the check, "but when
you ain't work'n' I can't help worryun."
"You act like you don't care if twenty million people
know who I am."
"Twenty million people," she said in awe. ('Think of
that."
"Yeah, twenty million or maybe even more. You can't
tell, it might be even more than that."
"Have you got it, Bill?" she said, insisting.
. The kids looked at him again now, perking up because
it began to sound important again.
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He pretended not to hear. "I'm pretty satisfied with
the job they done," he said judiciously. "Yes, I might say
I think they done a pretty good job."
"You seen it already then ?",
"Oh, they might have put my name bigger but I guess
nobody'll miss who it is."
"Bill, you show it to us if you've got it !'.' she commanded.
The kids wanted to see what.it was but none of them
said anything because .if rna couldn't get to .see it they certainly couldn't.
"I bet you ain't seen it yet at all," she said~
~
"Do you know who I am? fm the great. American
workman with the courage of hon§st labor."
"You're a stubborn mule~ that's what," she .said. "You
ain't a workmall now neither, without you finq;-a job pretty
quick."
.
.
\
.
He looked at her as if she were too ignorant to under-'
~tand what he was talking about. .
"All right," he said, "if that's how you feel I ~in't g<?'n'
a-show it ~o you."
"You better let me see it right now!"
He tr~ed to look disgusted as he rose, but mainly he
. looked lik~ he couldn't get to his coat fast enough. The kids
all were ~limbing off their chairs, getting excited to see
what was !going to. happen. The missus got up .and began
to follow im out, but he came back in immediately and he
had it.
"All ight, I'll show you'someth'n' now," he said impressively, shoving the dishes aside and spreading the magazine out r.nthe table. "It ain't every family can have a
famous:fat?er." ,
,
Ever~body was crowding around now, and he kept
wetting h~S big thumb and turning the slick pages over,
.passing b .ght-colored ads and pictures of people in stories.
All of a s dden he came to the page.
•

I
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"There's Pa!" the biggest kid crowed.
The missus took a good long look, a~d she copldn't say
anything but, "Well, I'll declar~, what 40 you know about
that, I'll declare!"
He had a grin all over his face, he couldn't keep it off.
One of the kids ran a stickynnger over the smooth paper,
touching the face in the picture.
"Hey, leave off!" his pa cried, ~natching the little hand
away. "Don't you mess that up already."
"I'll declare," the missus said.
"Now, you see they-ain't nobody could miss see'n' me
there," he said.
"You take up a whole page," she whispered.
"Sure, that's a two-page ad. Look how it shows me
work'n' on the lathe," he said admiringly.
"There ain't nobody else in' the picture."
"What's it say, whafs that read'n' say?" the biggest
kid asked.
"It says, 'Bill Roberts won't be out of a job this year.
Bill is the Great American Worker, he puts his faith in
America. His confidence·reflects the optimistic courage of
honest American labor,' " she said.
"Think how.many million people are look'n' at that picture right this minute," Bin said.
"I'll declare," the missus said. She kept looking at the
picture and then at Bill. "I never noticed how handsome
you look before."
"It goes to show you, a man can get famous overnight."
She read the whole ad through, and then sh~ said, "It's
wonderful. I think it's just wonderful."
"How much do you think it cost the Company to put
that ad in there1" he said.
..
"I don't know, maybe a thousand dollars 1"
"Say," he said deprecatingly, "this ain't a newspaper,
,this is a magazine! "Why, I'll bet it cost five thousand
dollars."
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"Sur , easy that much."
;,'
'She tIcked in astonishment, sitting down to eat some ".
more.
e kids started asking if there wasn't something'
besides s~w, and she gave them. a little bread.
"Onl~ why did they lay you off, when that says-"
"Thet laid off the whole shift," he Said absently, staring at the picture. "But just think," he marveUed, "you
can be no~odY one day and famous the next."
.

I
I

l Liturgy of Eagle's Nest Lake
I · By NQRMAN MACLEOD .•
I

.

Graciousnbss is unselfish love extended, like a samaritan
On the ki~dlY roads of beauty: give us the generosity
To be go04 to our own souls. Peace as an Indian word giver,
The'meanfng lost through the long ~radition of the yearsBut the mpsic soothing and ripe for the happiness
Of content firmly subsidual of rock. Whatever lover
Comes on the low road of poverty, it is better
To cLasp loneliness to the heart and forget.
In eac}l personal body is the only salvation
(Though words break barriers something is lost
In,the mad insanity of escape from one solitary prison
Into the concentra~ion camp of the earth). So as autumns
Fly to winter and the' cold breath of snow.,
Frosts the land from valleys to mountain tops,
Seek companiQnship in the knowledge of the heart
(The handclasp of eyes in understanding) and hold
The flickering blaze of firelights to the candle of beauty
That wav~ring shadows be cast over the walls of your life.. '
1

~
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I Almost Got a Whipping
By GRACE TAYLOR MITCHELL
HAPPENED in the "gay nineties,': though just why they
I Tare
always gay, I have never been able to tell, unless it is
from sheer sarcasm. Social and public life were marked
with a. certain stateliness and dignity, coupled with simplicity, but parties, especially in smalIer towns, were rather
few. There certainly was not the rush of social affairs
that there has been in the late gay twenties. There was,
nevertheless, an abundance of genuine happiness anG gayety
too of a restrained kind.
It is said to be a sign' of old age when one begins to
reminisce. However that may be, one certainly can find"
no more ,charming place to relllJinisce over than the quiet
little city of Oswego, New York, situated on the shore of
grand old Lake Ontario and on each side of the beautiful
old Oswego River, made famous by Cooper, a c~ntury ago,
in his Indian story, "The Pathfinder." .
However gay those old nineties may have been, the
, gayety certainly did not extend into the world of the working man.. The slogan of "the fU~1 dinner pail" was just in
~he offing, waiting its cut.
The "eight hour day" was a
phrase quite unrehearsed. Our town had its factories, but
)he problems of the day laborer did not weigh heavily except
upon a sparse few advanced thinkers, mostly those who
wrote for magazines. But though our working men were
not gay, I do not remember hearing of strikes ole laQor
troubles or oppression of any kind.
The pride of our city was the great Kingsford starch
factory. In our geography lesson on products, our teachers
never failed to call attention to the fact that our city was
known the world over. as the home
. of ','Kingsford Corn
Starch." We always swelled with importance and pride in
the glory thus reflected on ourselves. As for the factory
l>
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itself, it was labeled at all entrances, as factories have a
right to' be labeled, "Private. Keep out." So the tantalizing mysteries within, forever remained a secret to me.
To the small' child of school age, the great Kingsford
plant (long since, ~ believe, me~ged into· a tru~t of a later
decade) was merely a series of huge buildings between the
canal and the rivett, with trains and freight cars shunted
back and forth, and-great teams of horses with wagons piled
high, with boxes of starch 'emerging from bridges over the
canal. One other notable feature was the large crowd of
men going back;an~ forth on the streets when the factory
whistles blew. We, heard the tramp of these men passing
early in the morning-at five, six, and seven, while we were
still snug in our beds, and at noon we passed "them, in
groups, on our wayi to and from school. Again, about six in
the even~ng, we saw them going, home.
,
We ~ad no trcpuble in recognizing these factory men.
. They mwe rapidlyi in groups, sometimes talking, bdt in a
strange guttural chatter which was unintelligible "totme as
many of !them were foreign, and lived in the German lsettlement, fafther back :from the river. Their clpthing was very
chalky and dusty, but above all other
marks was a peculiar
/
odor that clung to their clothes-most easily' de"Scribed by
the word~, "Sour corn meal-very sour." I never heard of
its being an unhealthy smell, but to people passing, it seemed
extremely strong and unpleasant. I certainly found it so.
, One time our family was discussing this same unpleas;.
ant odor, and our"<iliscomfort in passing these men. I was,
at the time, perha}ps eight years old, a~d remarked very
frankly' that when~ver I passed those factory' men, I always
held my nose.'
At this remark, a terrible frown passed over my
father's face. Not only that, but, what portended ominous
scenes, he began to pace the floor, with his hands behind his
back. For a while he only glanced at me. Words did not
seem to come.
I

i

i

.

;

I

"
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My father was a small
man, of great dignity, but also
of
,
I
quick temper, which he seemed able to harness only by:-much
pacing of the floor.- He was also of the type one would call a
thinker, and in spite of his temper, he was a gentleman, in
the truest meaning of the word. He was a gentle man. He
was never a snob.
Finally, while still pacing the,floor, my father began
to speak, but in rather short sentences, "Why Gracie!" (My
doting relatives always called me "Gracie.") "Why Gracie! .
You don't mean to say that you walked past those men holding your nose."
"Yes, Father." I knew that what must be, must be.
There was no use flinching.
'
"But Gracie," he went on, "those poor men work so
hard. They are up before daylight. They work all day that
their families may have'" food and shelter. They are poor
men, but they are honest. Gracie, how could you hold your
nose while passing those poor honest men'?"
"Well, Father," and I drew myself to my tallest small
height. "I am honest, too."At this remark, my dear father paced the floor faster
than ever, the scowl deepening. Here was his daughter,
whom he had so thoroughly taught to be honest, being just
that. What was to be done?
Somehow, in my training, honesty had been impressed
upon me so strongly that other virtues h~d not quite registered in my moral code. To be honest was to be perfect.
There ~ere no other virtues of any consequence in my limited range of virtues-and I had been perfectly honest. I
hoped my father would realize what a spectacle he was making of himself, pacing the floor when his daughter had
merely been honest..
s
But he did not cease his pacing nor his perplexed scowling. I pondered seriously, '''Here is another virtue. which I
have not properly considered. It must be the greatest of all
virtues, since it even takes precedence over honesty." . Not
t

...
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exactly "in these woJl'ds did I ponder, for my vocabulary was
, . too limited, but my moral and sQcial codes were budding and
expanding. In a few
. short
. mOlIlents, I realized that'1 had
strange, almost fascinating relationships with the great outside <world. I could not define them, yet my miildwas
rapidly clearing.:rindness and courtesy could, at times, it
seemed, take preCe~ence even over honesty.
~
. As my father dontinued stepping over thew9rn red carpet in our library, :J went up to him, and, with a vision of
what life should b~, I said, "0 father, I will never hold my
nose again, when I ,pass the factory men. When I see them
coming, I will tak~ a long, long" brf!ath, and P will hold it
.until they are quite past me, even if I burst."
. This promise seemed to settle the matter, so far as my
father was coneen\led. He knew I would keep my word.
His pacing stopped. I' sat beside him in the large chair,
and he smoothed ~y hair thou~htfully for along time.
That was some forty years ago, but from that day to
this, I have never held my nose while passing anyone-.:-certainly no one I hav~ known to be honest.
I

",

Eden

By EUGENIA POPE POOQ
•

Eve, the Garden was a perfect
Place for love.
You should have enacted
Your. drama there
For just outside
The Garden Gate
Were other women,,;fair.
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Something Is in the Air
By

EVA NEWCOMER GEYER

Something is in the air,
Something is a-stir,
The trees are leaning forward
Like children with singing shells at their earl:;l

~istening.

y

I

I listen ...
Ah, well,
rhave come too far
For conversation with trees.
The sounds I hear
Are casual every-day sounds,
And if ever I heard,
I shut my ears with trifles of noise.
Deep-rooted,
The trees belong to the earth.
Nothing the earth holds from them,
Nothing the trees do not hear.
City-bred,
I have no roots, .
Under the pavements earth or sand,
It is all 'one to me.
Now that I think of it
When have my feet free and bare
Fallen upon the living earth of the trees?

.

Something is in the air,
:T
Something is a-stir, .
The trees are quiet like a frightened herd
Listening.
I listen ...
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Mi Delirip Sobre la Cumbre SandIa

B,y.R. BRENES-MESEN

ORRE el valle el ritmo del Rio Grande, cuyo lecho es una
amplia vega, a i treachos liquida, a trechos arenosa, a
trechos insula verddante.
,
./-i'
De la una a las ~uatro de la tarde un torrido gran senor
solar seha paseadq por las calles de Albuquerque. En el
fondo de, este vaso: que van moldeando las montanas se
agosta la 'desmayante flor del dia. Estas tres horas son
tres serpientes de:fuego arFastrandose poreste campo
escueto que yace ~fi~brado entre la calle de Las Lomas y la
UniversidAd. En el~ilencio, aqui, cree uno oir sordos cascps
de caravaJna sobre a~ena. Se nos fi~ura ver un espejismo de
agua y sOjIllbra.
~
CuaI1ldo este fuego se funde en brisa, hacia las cinco,;
partimos~ encarandonos al oriente.
"
~ Mis :ojos escalan-las alturas: aHa lejos, las montanas
que se van irizando ia los guifios del sol ; arriba, la cerulea
techumbne infinita. ''Aqui cerca, praderas en cinta, manchadas de o~ejas, 0 de cabras; a raios, un asno quieto, una hora
gris de $oviles orejias. Enfrente, la U sagitaria', un arco
tenso, pr~sto a disP3!rarcontra la cumbre.
. Faldeamos ya "lia montana. . Es un camino a repecho,
~ntre prodigios. Se ha congelado,aqui un huracan de piedra
y de milenios. De 10 alto saItan, en rebano espantado amontonamietos de siglos de lava y de arenicas. Asamblea de
iguanodontes. Marcha turbulenta de volcanicas. tortugas.
En espera de resuneccion, manadas de elefantes en trance
de rocas. Se paralizardn mirando enfrente, aHa abajo, torturado cuadriHa de: siglos cavando en cuarzo con su docil
cincel de agua. . Ya tieneri abierto el primordial socavon
t
sonoro: el Canon de,'Tijeras.
Aqui, aquf, a :la izquierda t colosal catarata de rocas
. detenida por el soPlo de un milagro; a cada instante su
[35 ]
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caida queda en suspenso. Este 'solitario elefante, a la derecha, con su mirada de piedra contempla ese torrente de
lava. Mas alIa la gracia de una titanica peiia oscilante, por
siglos dormida al arrullo de aguas en lejania.
La tromba de lava, haciendose cumbre, perfora el silencio de la altura. AlIa abajo; a la derooha, una delgada aguja
de agua va hilvanando la funda de enebro del Caii6n. A
intervalos, una cortina de mamposteria tuerce el hila del
hilvan. ' La aguja de cr~stal continua pespuntando los pliegues' de junlpero de aquella profundidad. Luego, el caii6n,
ahondando, peregrina en las tinieblas. Ya s610 en los labios
de este viento pastor se oyeel 000 de un canto de agua.
Zumba en mis oidos sensaci6n de encumbramiento.
,
8ubitamente entro en un mundo nuevo. El oxigeno de
este aire esta hecho de espiritual exaltaci6n. Empiezo a
comprender el rec6ndito sentido de esta Montaiia.
Bajo los arboles, a esta hora, trama la sombra conjuraci6n re visiones que trepan. Los pinos, con sus arpas
vibrantes al hombro, los fragantes pinabetes, los cedros
mancebos, los alamos miedosos van en 'procesi6n bajando
desde lascumbres. Ahora, la tarde' morena, encaramada
sobre el bosque, se ha soltado en el aura una'cabellera rub,ia.
Esas dos bras~s ardiendo, entre cedros, son ojos de lobo,
sort de coyote aullador. i Quien sabe!
81, conjura la sombra. Ruidos extraiios se arrollan en
torno de los troncos; se estremooen los tiemblos; se acuclilIan los enebros. Las hijas de la noche huyen falda abajo,
al sentir sobre sus senos ojos de hombres.
La cima, iIuminada, asoma. Doble iIuminaci6n la suya:
aurea claridad poniente cortada por el :filo de una segur
lunar. Pero mas grande aun, este halo de la Montaiia que la '
viene de aquel prodigioso talisman radiante en las Montaiias
Rocosas. La voz de mi secreto Yo me 10 esta gritando. Este
halo de la Montaiia esplende y entona un Fa que me traspaSa
como el aroma de los cedros y la fragancia de los pinos.
Rejuvenece y exulta.

•
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Este es el alto y volado balc6n de la Montana. AlIa
abajo, lejos, el Rio Grande es como un inm6vil relampago de
plata, cuyo truenose ha quedadp reverberando en 10,8
canones. lSobre el v~lle, sentado; con la espalda contra la
Montana y con los pU~s humedeciendose en el Rio, cae a esta
hora el in~ible uLtinJ-o fulgor del adi6s' de la tarde. Tiene"
todo este panorama luna tan entrafiable hermosura que es -;:.
casi dolorosa. Quisierauno respirarla toda y hacerla suya
para siemtre.
. ..'.
",
''
De la, hondonadas del valle se levanta, serena y divina, .
la Noche. I Venus,": una Venus mas' blanca, mas fulgurante
.que la Lu~a, alumbJ;~ su camino.
'Bello ,borde de rbca, labio tendido bacia un beso de distanc!a y hondura, q~e prodigioso l'torrente de fuerzas extrafias se despena desde este abierto balc6n de maravilla
sobre el V1aIle apaCiIJle, cuya sUBtancia va lentamEmte compenetrandbse de. las aguas invisibles caidas desde aqui.
Catarata !sin truenos, se desborda como un amazonado
Niagara slobre ese IDiajestuoso cantaro de montafias, el valle
del Rio Grande. . MI visi6n se esclarece y se ensancha.
A 10 largo de ese Rio y de estas Montanas va surgiendo
una raza nueva quei trae en BU ser, como en urna sacra, el
esplendor i de una n.neva cultur~, las fuerzas de una nueva
Civilizacilin.
.,
*
*
*
.
Desc~nso, 'en la noche, hacia el valle. Es un~ misteriosa
tiniebla e~ta por dorlde bajo. Pareceme que he entrado en los
sinuosos meandros del cerebro de la Noche. Recovecos fos- forescentes; curv~ agudas como en punta d~ pedernal;
afan de eorrer, pettdiente abajo, como ardilla que se descuelga por un tronqo. Rumores extraviadosy a tientas en
los sitios !sombriOs;j miedos reptiles; voces-murcielagos enredadas ~n la somlira; escalofrios en la brisa, sobre cuyos
hombros pesa, com~ un chal de 'pieles, una obscuridad 010rosa. Un cence~o,~onoro que viaja paciendo junto al murmullo del agua; un puente blanco que cabalga sobre una agua
mansa. Y dos j6vJnes siluetas de mujeres agitanadas que
hechieeraFente contemplan la noche y escuchan el eencerro.
I

'

I
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Moonlight Over Chaco
By LOIS N'ELSON KUIPERS
A mellowing glow is softly shed
From the high moon riding overhead.
A clearly revealing radiance falls .
On an ancient people's crumbling walls.
Echo calls eerily pierce the night
From towering cliffs of canyon height.
Pottery shards of ~roken clay
Tell of a dim, forgotten day
When busy matrons with skillful art
Patiently shaped and designed each part;
Workers busily wove and spun;
Shy, brown maidens were wooed and won;
, Naked children played in the sun,
Whooping loud in hilarious fun;
Braves fared forth to the hunt, and to fight;
War-drum and chant broke the calm of night;
In the old sacred plaza's spacious square
The populace gathered to witness ,there
Frenzied dancers with nimble feet
Follow the tom-torn's rythmic beat;
A fervent priest in a rounded room,
By flickering fires and surrounding gloom,
Cast a potent and magical spell,
But the kiva guards his secret well.
A fitful breeze whisl>ers, sighs, and is gone,
And under the cliff the ruin sleeps on.
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Three Spanish Folk Tales
DOLORES HUNING

aM

IRENE FISHER

I
THk ,LITTLE, "NAPKIN AND THE LITTLE STICK
,

"

,

'i1"

upon a time there were two little old people who
,were very poor. They lived in a little adobe house at
the edge of the village. When Christmas day was near, the
old man said to the old woman, "I am going to ma~e a tall
ladder and see if I can reach the sky to ask Our Lord for a
Christmas! gift.""
,
He
worked
hard and made his ladder. . On Christmas
,
I
day he put it up and it reached the sky. He climbed up
and knocl}ed at the door. Our~ Lord came out and asked
him what he wanted.
The old man told him that he had come for his Christmas gift. Our Lord gave him a little napkin. The old man
climbed dpwn the~long ladder and when he reached home, he_said tol his _wife, "Set the table.~'
'
The bId woman said, "What is it you intend to eat?
There is rio food." But she set the table for him as he asked.
Then the told man took out his little napkin and said to it,
"Fix you~self, li~tlenapkiI;l."
,
Sudd~nly the table was filled with all kinds of foods.
They sat jdown and rejoiced to have enough food for once.
The littlei napkin gave them food for several days. Then
one day t~ey wished to take a journey to a neighboring village. T~ old woman said, "I am going to leave'the little
napkin ~t the house of our 'neighbor." The old man
agreed. ~he took it and said to the neighbor, "I would like
to leave this little napkin here' until we return. Only one
thing I a$k, do not tell it to fix "itself."
~
The /neighbor agreed and the old woman left the napkin, and [went away. The neighbor,of course, said, "Fix
yourself,'I' to the napkin and was astounded when food
appeared! on her table.

O
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When the, old man and the old woman returned from
their journey the next day and came for the little napkin,
the woman gave them another.
The old woman, after they went home, said to the napkin, "Fix yourself, little napkin," ~nd no food appeared on
the table.
The old people knew then what the neighbor had done,
and they did not know how to get the napkin back.
New Year's was approaching, and the old woman said,
"It is my turn to go get the New Year's gift." She went up
the ladder which the old man had not taken down, and
knocked at the door.
,
Our Lord came out apd asked her what she wanted. She
replied that she had come for her New Year's gift. He gave
her a little stick and said to her, "When you arrive at home,
say to the little stick,' 'Fix yourself.' "
The old woman went down the, ladder and no sooner had
she reached home than she said, "Fix yourself, little stick."
Well, it did fix itself, and suddenly it began to beat-the
old couple and gave them both a good beating. When it
finally stopped, the old man said, "Tomorrow we shall take
another journey, and we will give the neighbor the little
stick to keep for us. And you tell her not to say 'Fix yourself.' "
The next day, whel]. they got ready to go on their
journey, the old woman went and left the stick with the
neighbor, telling her not to say to the stick, "Fix yourself."
The neighbor said all right. And no sooner had the old
woman left than the neighbor said, "Fix yourself."
The stick did fix itself and gave her such a beating that
it put her in bed. When the old people return~d and asked
for the stick, she gave them both the little napkin and the
little stick and told them they were two deceitful old people.
They left, taking the little napkin and the little stick
with them. When they reached home they told the napkin t~
fix itself and they sat down to a big supper. After they had
their supper, they went to sleep and God knows about them.
'i'''
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SPANISH FOLK TALES

THE CLEVER THIEF

AN OLD woman, who had a very lazy son nam~d Juan, told
.£'l. him when he was sixteen h.e would have to find some
occupation~

, -

"The only thing [ wish to become is a thief," said the
boy.
.
.
i

'

"Heaven help· me," said his mother, "I do;not wish you
to become a thief."
The o~d woman }Vent to church every day to pray to
her patron saint, SaIl; Geronimo,_ in order that Juan would
.overcome lilis desire to become a thief. One day the boy
was lying tby the firepl~ce about to go to sleep when he
saw his mc)ther leave,the house. He decided to follow her.
. He saw thh.t she' went into the church. He went through
the sacristy and hid behind the altar. He heard his mother
.
pray.
.
"San Geronimo, turn my·' boy's thoughts .away from
being a thi~f."
"Juan, should beCome a thief," sai~ a voice from eehind
the altar. i
"San- jGeroniplO, please not that," prayed the poor
"
'
mother. f
. A deef voice said again, "Juan should become a thief."
, The ~oman sadly left the church and went home. In
the meantime, Juan also quickly left and ran home. He was
. lying by the fireplace when his mother came in.,
"Well, did the saint answer your prayer?" he asked.
"San Geronimo says you should become a thief," replied the mother sadly.
•
"You see," said Juan, "that i~ the only occupation for
me. Even the saints say so. I shall start in tonight."
That night .the largest bank'in the .nearby city was
.' robbed. J u~ brought all the money home to his mother. In
. the city there lived a king who had an older brother who
was a priest. When they heard of this r,obber, the king sent

,.

~

I
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out criers who announced" that he wished the robber to come
to him. .Juan appeared before the king.
"Buenas dias, Your Majesty."
"Buenas dias, hombre, I hear you, are a very clever
thief."
,"Yes, Your Majesty, I am."
,
"I shall see how smart you are. Tonight I want you
to steal the bread from a certain oven and if you are not
successful you will suffer the death penalty."
"Very well," said Juan, "but you must not bake the
bread until it is hard..My mother cannot eat hard bread."
The king consented, and showed Juan the o~en where
the bread was to be baked. That night after it was baked,
the door of the oven was plastered up and the king's guards
were placed on watch.
Juan bought a bottle 6f opium, a prayer book, and a
lantern. He walked toward the oven with his lantern 'l'lit,.
reading the prayerbook by its light. The guards whispered
to one another,
"Here comes the thief."
"No, it is the priest."
"Whoever heard of a' thief with a lantern·? Thieves
do not take a light' with them."
As Juan approached them he said, "Good evening, my
good men." What are you doing here?"
"We are guarding the~ king's bread. There is a very
clever thief who is going to try to steal this bread."
"Yes, I've heard of -him," said Juan, "but does not the
king give you a little drink to keep you warm? I always
carry my bottle with me and when I'm up late I take a
swallow to warm me."
"I wish we had a drink," said one of the guards.
"Here, my good men," said Juan, taking out his bottle.
I'll give you one."
They each took a swallow and immediately fell into
a stupor. Juan broke open the oven and took out the bread.
G
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came and ~sked the gUards if t)1e thief had come. They
replied tha~ no one hadi,been there but the priest. Just then
Juan'saunt¢red by witn a loaf of bread which he was eating.
He asked tne king if .i!t had been baked in his oven. The
king lookeq at it and Said that it had. He then examined
the oven ~nd found the bread gone. The guards were
thrown into prismi.
"Now I wish to see if.,you can steal my beautiful horse,"
said the king.
"But, Your Majesty," said Juan. "I told you I could
steal money easier than these other things."
"That is truCY," said the king." "I will give you a chance
to steal·some money, and if you can steal it, it is, yours. I
will guard it myself. I will put it in a chest in my bedroom and lie on the bed next.to it."
"Be careful," said Juan, "that you do not fall asleep."
Juan went to a carpenter and had him make a wooden
figure to resemble him, with springs in the knees so it could
walk and run like a re~l person. When anything struck the
figq.re it would fall down and then would get up and run .
faster than ever. That night about twelve o'clock the king
heard someone' walkin~ along the porch, then he saw a figure at the door.
"Ther~ he' comes," thought 'the king, and he jumped up
with his pi~tol and firep a shot. The figure fell but got up
quickly anq started to run. The king ran after it and every
time he s~ot, it would fall and then get up and run' on.
Finally th~ king gave up and returned to his roo~. In the
meantime clruan had come in and taken the chest of money. ~
When the king
saw the money was gone he was angry. .
I
The next day the Icing told hfs brother, the priest, what
had happefed about the bread and: the money. The priest
sympathizEtd with the king and said,
'
"Now fwe will tell him that he must steal me. That will
be impossible. _ Then you can have him ·executed and be
rid of himor'
I.
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"Very well," said the, king, "and I will even tell hjm
that he can have my daughter's hand in marriage if he
succeeds."
."And I," said the priest, "will offer to marry them
free."
They sent for Juan and told him what he was to do.
He was willing and when he left them, he went to a tailor
and had him make him an angel's suit with large wings.
That night as the 'priest was sitting at dinner he heard
the churchbell ringing. He called to the cook and told her to
go out to see what was happening. She had been gone only
a few minutes when she returned, badly frightened.
"What I saw is not of this world. There is an angel in
the belfry."
The priest went out to see. When he saw the angel he
fell on'his knees and said, "In God's name, tell me who you
are?"
The angel did not answer.
Then the priest asked, "Have you come for me-?"
(I:Yes," said the angel. "I want you to go back to your
house and make your will leaving everything to the poor.
Then bring all your gold and silver and place it' in the
sacristy."
The priest went back and did as he was told.
"Now," said the angel, "I want to hear your confession."
.The- priest confessed until he couldn't think of any
more sins.
"Take hold of the rope and 'I will pull you up to
Heaven," said the angel.
The priest took hold of the rope alld Juan started to
pull.
"No, said the angel, "you are too heavy. You still have
some sins to confess."
He let the priest down and heard him confess some
more. Finally Juan got tired of hearing him and told him

"
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to take hola of the rope ~gain. When. he got the pri~st halfway up torthe belfry, he dropped hIm and the prIest fell

unconsciou~. Juan climbed down and, took the priest to the

barnyard. I There he pr<>pped hini against the wall with his
prayerboo~ in his lap. I
'
The~ morning the king came to see his brother but
he ~~
nb'tt fj ind him. ;The cook told him about the angel
and the ki g thol,lght J ~an had killed his brother. Then he
noticed th chickens had not been let out. He went to the
barnyard ith th~ cook, ~o let them out. There he f,ound the
pri~st lme¢ling at the ~ate, praying, "St Peter~ let me in!
St. Peter, let me in!"
The ·ngassured' his brother he was still on earth.
Then the p iest realized Lwhat had happened. They sent for'
Juan, and he priest sai~ to him, "'You have won the wager
and the hapd of the' pri*cess. I do not mind the wealth you
took, nor t~e discomfort: you cau.sed me, but I do mind having confes~~d to you. I'm, too humiliated to marry you today.
You must ivait until tomorrow."
l'li
-.-/
II
~
J

' .

frIO ANSELMO 'AND CHACOLI-CHACOLA
I :

'

IO AN ELMO was very much bored because the (lay had
T
gone adly for him.i Noone paid him what they owed
him; he h d made a mistake in his accounts; and· in order
that everyt ing might turn out wrong, a tooth, even, fell out
of his mou h.
He we t to the edge of the ocean with the desire to kill
himself byl drinking salt water, a.nd he was just about to
throw himtelf into the sea when an idea occurred to him
'
which he ijeld h~ppily. :
_ Ambit~ous for hon,o~s and pleasures, he called the devil
three tim~, and the ~hird time the earth opened alnd
through th~ gap there came out, amid flames of sulphur, a
, strange figure with fiery~red horns and a bull's tail of poisonous wee~s.
I

•

I

.
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"So this is the devil," thought Tio Anselmo, "the same
demon, who, according to popular saying, has a pig's face."
A costume that, b~ause of its shabbiness and ugliness,
looked as i~ it had come from a bargain sale, and a dirty
sombrero, completed the outfit of the poor. devil, who, making a draught by swishing the end of his tail, advanced smiling toward Tio Anselmo. '
.
Although Tio Anselmo was frightened,. his hair did ~ot
stand on end because, among other reasons, he had no haIr;
he was as bald as a billiard ball. Sejior -Satan asked Tio
Ansel~o how he couJd serve him, a:nd-1Tio Anselmo, recov~
ered a little from his fright, told him he wanted the gift of
being able to make himself invisible whenever he desired.
The devil listened to Tio Anselmo with great attention
and when he had finished asking, Satan opened his mouth
like a' mailbox and said, "I can easily grant you what you
ask, amigo, but it will cost you your soul. Give me your signature to this contract and then you may have what you
desire."
Although Tio Anselmo was confused, he was not stupid
and looking at the devil with distrust, he said, "Show me
this contract and we will see about your terms."
The devil gave him the document and Tio Anselmo read
that after one year his soul would be turned over to the
devil.
"It seems a little strong," he said. "Why, you have
only given me 365 days to live in return for my soul forever. Before I sign this contract I demand for my part a
special condition that when I become invisible no one is to·
~
see me, absolutely no one."
"Not even I?" asked the devil.
"Not even you."
"Granted. It is a childish whim, but anyway it shall be
as you wish."
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Tio Anselmo signed twith the point of a pin wet with his
blood. The devil signed: with the el1d of his. tail and sealed
the contract with bad-smelling sealing wax.
.
"When you'''wish to make yourself invisible: say 'Chacoli' and when you wish to be se~n again say 'Chacola'"
said the devil.
Handing Tio Anselmo a ring, he stamped on the ground
and disappeared into the earth in a cloud of smoke.
Tio Anselmo started to walk to the nearby _village.
Wishing to test the mysterious diabolical ring, he turned it
on his finger and said "Chacoli." Soon he saw on the road
an old friend walking toward him. It is absolutely true that
Tio Mendrugos passed close ~o Tio Anselmo without giving
any sign that he saw him. And you may be sure this was
difficult, because Anselino owed Mendrugos some money and
he started to run away, fearing Mendrugos would see him.
When he ·saw he was es~aping the glances of his creditor, he
considered himself the m.ost inVisible man on earth.
When he reached home his family }Vas waiting impatiently for him. He was still invisible and heard disagreeable comments about his absence.
"He has been taken ill," said his wife.
"Don't worrt abo~t him," said his mother-in-law, "He
is such a drunkard he is probal)ly sleeping off his drunk.
You will see he will have to be brought home."
"Or he may have killed hirnself, he is such an unbeliever. By this time tbe fishes are no doubt eating him," she
continued.
:
Tio Anselmo felt liike bursting in upon the old scoundrel
and frightening her, bu;t he restrained himself, and as he did
.' not like what they ·wer~ saying about him, he decided to go
on without greeting his affectionate family. ' Taking the
road p he went to the nearest inn, and called with a clap of .
his hands.' He saw that all the servants put themselves iin
motion, looking everywhere, but without serving: him. Tio
l

., '
'~'"
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Anselmo was greatly put out and exclaimed, "Come now,
service! I have been waiting a half-hour for service!"
Upon hearing these words and seeing no one, the servants were amazed. One liad his hair standing on end liKe
wires; another had his nose turn black with fright.
Anselmo then remembered he waS invisible, and becaus~ his hunger was pressing, he said, "Chacola." The
servants quickly served him and he ate the meal. But when
the critical hour arrived and he had to pay, .Tio Anselmo,
who had never shone as one who would willingly give people
that which was theirs, said "Chacoli" and walked out of the
inn without paying for his breakfast On the road a distance he said "Chacola" and again became visible.
After a while his steps led him by the mint. He went in
and gathered a large handful of new-minted gold coins and
was just going to put them into his pocket when he felt a
hard blow on his shoulder.
"What are you doing?" said a strong voice. Tio A'nselmo remembered he was visible. Turning to the employe,
he quickly said "Chacoli" and quietly went out the way he
had come, with the Irian searching everywhere for him: '
He traveled in the train in a first-class carriage and to
the great astonishment of his companions, everytime the
conductor showed his ~ose the passengers would see 'Anselmo disappear as if he were inlaid· in the wood of the
coach. The magic "Chacoli-Chacola" did it all. Every time
he reappeared there was a crash and the passengers believed
they were traveling with the devil himself. They made such
a commotion that Tio Anselmo finally got off at a station
along the road. He was by that time a little bored with the
mysterious power the devil had given him.
However, he went through vadous pueblos giving the
people terrible scares with his "Chacoli-Chacola" and finally,
after nearly twelve months, he remembered his fatal date
with the enemy of man. He thought then of his family and
decided to bid them farewell. He filled his pockets with
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'money and went to his pueblo. He did not wish to be seen
so he said "Chacoli" before he entered the yjllage.. At his
home his,wife and son were praying.in a private chapel for
his soul as if he were -d~d. Tio -Anselmo left the, money on
the dresser and left, weeping..
, He arrived at the -edge of the 'ocean at the end of the
year when his contract with Satan ended. Anselmo went
toward the spot where 'the d~mon had first appeared. On
.exactly the hour a H.ttle sm,oke came up from' the ground, a
gap opened and through it, Lucifer looked out.
"Come on, boy, hurry. I am very busy and the Parrot
Boatman is waiting for 'us."
.
"You may be in a hurry, but I am not," said Anselmo.
"Aren't you going ~ fulfill your part of the contract1" .
"Yes, but I want to see it, because there is a clause ]
addec;l, and I want to be sure itjs fulfilled."
"You did not add anything," 'said Satan.
"I'll bet you I did," replied Anselmo.
"Come on, my man, look at it, and you will plainly see
everythhlg has been fulfilled as agreed upon," and the devil
handed A.nselmo the paper.
Anselmo quickly tpre the contract to bits, and he said
to the demon, who was too astonished at the revolt to act,
"I have been bad and I ,repent. God will protect me."
Lucifer was trempling with rage and threw himself
toward Anselmo, but the latter said "Chacoli" and became
invisible, so that not even the devil .could see him.
Anselmo took a branch of a tree and beat the devil so
fast and furiously that he disappeared into the earth. He
broke one horn and haq bruises the size of a fist.
, Tio Anselmo retutned to his village, and from that time
on was a model Christian. He died piously,"~rrounded by
1
his family.
t
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Clipped Wings
By

NINA ALMffiALL ROYALL

I went and climbed up on a hill
And sat there happily.
It wasn't very high, but still
'Twas high enough fQr me.
For if it were a mountain tall
Familiar with the skies,
I might fo:r:get how voic~ call,
And the sun would daze my eyes.
I like to be a little way
Above the humming world
Where r can dream beyond the fray
With my emotions furled,
But not upon a lonely height
Lest that, when I descend,
I find the world no longer bright
And myself without a friend.

f
I
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Los Paisanos
Febrero
Saludo a todos p~isanos:
Great activity is evident all along the literary "camino
reales." Via the grape-vine method, by keeping our ears
close to the ground, and with the aid of very nice contributors, we have heard of so many new books in the' "offin~'
that not many paisanos will even have time "to take a
walk." Everybody seems to be either reading galley proof
on his book, or signing a contract for a new one. I have
. only heard of two people who .got rejection slips recently.
Everybody else. seems to be signing on the "dotted line."
However, I may have news about the sad plight of t}1e two
who didn't impress the publisher, later on. I understand
they still have hopes, and a very. good critic "ropting for
them."
The ?iggest book transaction, to happen in many. a
day arou~d these parts took place recently when JIm
Threlkeld moved to his new store in Albuquerque, a few
blocks doWn from his old stand. Not a book was lost, and
so many new ones added to his stock that the. new place
looks like ,Brentano's. Jim has fixed up a grand -lounge,
too, for "all who pass this way" and for the many w;ho have
been cluttering up his aisles these many years, lovingly
-and carefully thumbing his rare editions, or trying to
make up their minds which of the modern vintage 'would be
'
.
worth the_ price.
SpeaIPng of rare editions, not many people in Albuquerque know' that the Reverend Thomas. Harwood,
founder o~ the ,Harwood Industrial School for Boys, and
a very ac~ive citizelk here in the early days, wrote a fine
life of AIjraham Lincoln. One of our outstanding Lincoln
authorities told me that he picked up a copy recently in an
old book store in Los Angeles~ and has added it to his Lin[ 51]
.r
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coIn collection, which, incidentally, is one of the :finest in
the state.
Visiting paisanos stirred up things considerably here
during the holidays, especially Kyle Crichton and Harvey
Fergusson. The latter would not divulge the name of the
new book he is working on, but stated that it would be' out
the last of the year.
Kyle was Hollywood bound, to "do" the movie stars
and writers. He and Mrs. Crichton ,were there a' month,
and in between trains the other night, on their way back
to New York, he reported that "Frederic March is a real
intellectual . . . James Q.agney a swell guy . . . and Norma
Shearer perfectly beautiful."
Only a few people know that Elizabeth Shaffer is even
busier than Ezra Egg. Not only does she manage hi~,
and three children verY capably, but she is an outstanding
journalist, and has built up such a reputation in the field
of home economics by her contributions to various periodicals that she was recently given a place on the editorial
staff of Household Magazine. All material pertaining. to
household arts and crafts written for this sYndicate is sent
here for her to pass on. In her capacity as rewrite editor
she "touches up," or "tones down" hundreds of magazine
articles. In addition to this, Mrs. Shaffer also runs a column for these publications which is called The Searchlight.
In it she discusses every type of problem which confronts
the modern mother and homemaker, not only from the
viewpoint of the college graduate witlI a major in home
economics, but from a very practical perspective.
Carl Taylor, whose tragic death occurred just at the
time this column went to press, would have seen his :fir1)t
book, Odyssey of the Islands, published this spring by
Scribner's. This book deals with the Philippines, where '
Mr. Taylor spent several years gathering material. The
Cosmopolitan, in' accord with-its new policy of running con..
densed versions of important forthcoming books, will begin

.
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publicatiqn of the Odyssey iIi' April. Arrangements have
,also been ~de for an English ,edition of it. .Mr. raylor had
recently ~old a series of articles to the Wide World maga, zine on tlie "American Border Patrol/' and was working at
the time. of his death on ~a series concerning the "Texas
Rangers."
Jack Thorp's book Sanford of La Paz will be 'published
"by Houg ton Mifflin Company. Thorp came to New Mexico
from New England forty-five years ago. He was a cowboy
in the Guadalupe ,and San Andres MountaihjS, where he
knew E~kene Manlove Rhodes. Mr. Thorp sPoke :recently
to the stt(dents of Southwestern literature at the University
of New exico. He and his wife moved here not long ago
from Sa ta Fe, 'where they lived ,for several fears.
Dr.. t. Clair, author of 'Young
Heart, has! finished three
e
new poe _ s . . . John Gould Fletcher had an article in the
America", Review last month on Gerard Manley Hopkins,
brilliant poet-priest of the nineteenth century,whose
"sprung hythms" are so intriguing the moderns . . . Irene
Fisher s returned from an exciting vacation to 'the west
coast, were she sold several magazine articles, and wrote 'a
sheaf of onnets ... Conrad Richter, one of the best known
short stQry writers'in the countrY, says "he is doing the
same s01 of thing," and, we know, lots of.it ... France V~
, Scholes, Iformer University of New Mexico professor, now
of Harv~rd, has begun a series of articles for the New Mexico Hist~rical Review on "The Church and State in New
Mexico.'1 ... Lansing Bloom is editing a series for the same
magazin on "Bourke on the Southwest" . . . Curtis Martin',
niversity of. New Mexico student, is selling stories
. former
right an left. Manuscript had one last month, Story one
this mo th, and Scribner's ia .seriously considering publishing I e which he wrote some time ago
... Dudley Wynn
'
appeare~ in the Virginia Quarterly last m.onth' and Erna
Fergus~n in the Yale Review .,. • We understand that
Knopf ~ill publish Erna's forthcoming book on Mexico ...

I
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Ethel Cheney, winne~ of the prize-poetry contest, sponsored
'by the Health City Sun, has S()ld two poems to the Rose
Chalice . . . Mary Ann Austin, of San Angelo, Texas, has
just returned from 'Old Mexico, which she covered for travel
stories. She has contracted to turn out eighteen by October ... Amy Passmore Hurt, well known journalist, recently sold four articles to the Augustina Book Con.cern ...
Eda Lou Walton, reviewer on the Nation, New York Times,
,and Herald Tribune, writes that she is busy writing a book
on "Modern Criticism," and' has the outline finished for one
on "Modern Poets." Miss Walton, daughter of former Congressman William Walton, of Silver City, is associate professor of English at New York University ... Ruth Laughlin
Barker sold several magazin~ articles during her recent visit
in New York, and signed a contract for a book dealing with
Santa Fe during the Mexican period. In response to our letter of inquiry concerning her. literary activities, and those of
the other writers of the Santa Fe group, Ruth wrote . . .
"This is the time of the year when I always think there is
a long, hard winter ahead and I can get' a lot of writing
done. Two minutes later it's spring and"time to work in the
garden" ... And then she told me the following, in which I
know, every paisano hi the Sud-oeste will be interested.
NEWS OF THE SANTA

FE

I

WRITERS

Two writers have purchased and are now managing the
Villagra Book Shop in 'Santa Fe. They are Clifford McCarthy and Spud (Willard) Johnson, owner and manager
respectively.
Keeping up the literary tradition which named' this
book shop for Don Gaspar de Vinagr~, the first poet of New
Mexico, the new managers are both poets. Both have made
New Mexico their home for the past ten or twelve years.
Cliff McCarthy has been connected with the p. S. Indian Service as historical technician for the past five years.
Spud Johnson is one of the best known members of the
New Mexico literary group. For a number of years he,
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:UbIiShOOI the L'!ughing Horse "and: plans to start the Horse
on another run this spring. His book of poems, Horizontal
Yellow, "fas brought out by the Writers' Edi~ions l~st'sum
mer. FOf the last two years he has been editor of the Taos
Valley N~ws., '
The ,uccessful policy of the Villagra Book Shop will be
continu~ with one innovation-'a circulating library for
books in iSpanish.
, ,
Miss Roberta Robey opened the Villagra Book Shop in
1927, with a stoCk of fifty books. The inventory this year
listed 5,000 books. From the beginning, she was' especially
interested in the books of New Mexico writers. "If it had
not been for the support of the writers of Santa Fe, it never
would have been a success," she says. "I cann~t begin to
express the invaluable aid which they gave.",
Miss Robey with Mrs. Mary R. Van Stone, curator of
the Art Museum, will sail March 6 to England fo~"a six
months'vacation. Upon her return to Santa Fe MisstRobey
plans to continue her literary interests by collecti*" rare
books.
•
Earl and Marion Scott have teturned to their home,
"1;'he Crookery," on the Acequia Madre, after four months'
travel in the Middle West. Marion Scott, one of the topnotch mystery story writers, has been taking a vacation
from her typewriter. Earl says he is turning out a little
work. How much? "Oh, a story a week, running from six
to twenty thousand words." The best part of it is that the
return mail brings a check from the detective story maga.' -.
zines.
Dorothy Thomas is finishing a novel begun last summer
when she was a guest at Yaddo. It will include "The Home
Place," her sho~ story published in Harper's a year ago
which was given second prize by the O. Henry Memorial
Award committee.
Ina Sizer Cassidy is in charge of the Writers' Project
for the state under the WPA. Four translators are working
'$
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under her supervision on the Spanish Archives in the State
Museum and bringing to light many interesting documents.
Writers throughout the state are working on research subj~ts which will be included in the United States Guide Book
to be published by the Government.
Lynn Riggs'. play;' "Russet Mantle," opened in' .New
York January 16 with high praise from the critics. It deals
with a group of New Yori escapists who have come to Santa
Fe to get away from it all (only to find a1l9f it here?) Riggs
stopped long enough to plan his gardeI! in Santa Fe before
going on to Hollywood to fill.a contract to write scenarios
for his friends, Joan Crawford and John Beale.
Oliver La Farge is at work in his home on Cerro Gordo
road this winter but finds time to write a severe criticism
of the Indian Bureau's plans to spend $100,000 remodeling
the exterior of the ugly brick buildings at the local U. S.
Indian School without putting modern sanitation and adequate dormitory space in the interiors. La Farge is the
active president of the National Association on Indi~n
Affairs.
Adelina Otero-Warren is the author of a book of natiye
folk tales entitled Old Spain in Our Southwest, which will
be published by Harcourt, Brace, in February. Mrs. W arr~n
hopes her book will have the atmosphere of the Southwest,
because as she says, "I am a real paisano."
Haniel Long has finished a long poem dealing' with
Cortez and his Indian mistress and· co-conqueror Marina.
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Stevenson have deserted Santa Fe
for Ossining, New York, where they are in closer touch
with publishers. Articles by "Ted" Stevenson, chiefly about
Mexico, were published last year in Travel, Esquire, and the
N ortk American Review.
Witter Bynner spent the holidays with his mother in
New York but is now at the Mayo Clime in Rochester,
Minnesota, where he has had a throat operation.

\
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Dr. and Mrs. Edgar L. Hewett have returned to Santa
Fe after four months spent at Malaga, Spain, where Dr.
Hewett completed another volume on American archaeology.
Mr. and Mrs. Omar S. Barker. will attend the Rodeo in
Phoenix in Febru~ry. Omar still . finds a good market for
cowboy stories and v e r s e . '
.
. In addition to all this news,' I must add that Matt
Pearce, busy editor of the QUARTERLY, has written up the
life of an old Southwesterner, Jim (Lane) Cook in,a book to
be called Lp,ne of the Llano, which Little Brown Company
will publish before June 1, 1936.. The tale 'is semi-autobiographical, as the stories of Cook's life are told on a number of occasions in the warm afternoons of fall and the"
cooler ones of early winter and spring. Cook's story is a
remarkable one, describing the life on the Staked Plains of
Texas from '1858 until the beginning of ranch operations in
the '80s. Cook was born in the Old Bowie" Cabin on the.
Llano River, lived with Comanches as a boy, married into
th~ tribe, deserted the Indians and aided General l:\Iackenzie in capturing them in the famous Comanche Wars. He
also saw life on famous Panhandle cattle ranches, and knew
John Chisholm and Billy the Kid. According to reports,
the book ~ntains srime of the most amusing stories of cowboy life and some of the most authentic material of the Old
West to be published.
~asta la proxi~a vez,

J

JULIA KEL~HER.
,

~

Stone Epic
By M¥YA RUDHYAR

Saffron mIls
set as jewels
against a purple sky.
Sailing eastward
sailing eastward
on a painted sea
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of sand and sagebrushCarrying the dreams
of a myriad lives
to the Port Himvat
of the Sun
Sliding down a mesa
where the violet
rain is pouring
like a translucent
misty song.
The slip of a yellow
moon is rising
breaking through a flaming cloudWith its sharp horns,
it goes tearing
rainbow clouds
into shimmering
threads of filigree.
And the rocks go
marching onward
worshippers of the
Their heads arise
in ecstatic wonder
at the glimmering
fire lights. ,

nig~t

Mayan temples
cut in stone,
Cambodian masses,
in a dream,
roam the night
in a western desert
painted gold and green.

"
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The Texas Rangers-'Walter Prescott Webb-Illustrations !?y Lonnie
Rees-A few photographs-Footnotes, classified bibliography,
exhaustive index-Houghton Mifflin Company, 1935-$5.00.

The' most outstanding characteristic of this scholarly
work is the· quite evident enjoyment the preparation of it
gave Professor Webb. An author: who is borne along by
such pleasure in his task cannot fail to catch the attention
and hOld the inter.est of even the most casual· reader.
When, in addition, the subject is one which quickens the
pulse of aU who respond to exploits of pravery and devo~
tion to duty, the book. is assured a,lasting place of honor.
The century of Ranger history (1835-1935) is set
down in chronological order, with the ~ohcomitant political
and social changes. The struggle for eventual supremacy
of the three races wnich moved across Texas>' from three
directions brought ab9ut the need for a unique representative of the intangible and often uncomprehended forces
of law and order, and the Ranger was the character which
evolved. The Ranger's method of fighting was developed
by conflict witH the Indian warrior and the Mexican vaquero, an4 his oft sung six-gun bested the bow and arrow
of the on~ and the silently treacherous knife of the other. . The Rang~r, distinct from the army and the militia, furnishing his own momnt and equipment, expelled the Indians andJ after a IOllger struggle, cowed the Mexicans.
Rang~r traditions and traits are described by the
author, arid heroes best exemplifying these are m.arshalled
~cross the pages of this chronicle. But Dr. ~Webb is aware
that the story had a reverse that was less than bright, and
he discusses the- sordid events of the legalized oppression
by the state police of 1870-73, as well as the abuse of political and executive power during more recent years.
The book brings the story of the Ranger triumphantly
through his undignified experience as a prohibition officer,
[59 ]
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. and ends on a note of hope--the taming of the lawless ele- '
ments in the Texas oil areas, the exterminating of the last
of the Texas desperadoes, and the handing on of the
Ranger torch to the State Highway Patrol.
The volume is long enough to be an adequate combination of western thriller, authentic reference source, and
biographical compilation. Dr. Webb has blended these
elements skillfully, and has remained classically aloof until
chapter XXIII, when he gives a nostalgic and alluring account of his adventures when he made a tour of the border
with a band of Rangers in 1924.
Miss Rees' illustrations, with their smooth rendering
and effortless rhythm, add much to the pleasure of reading
this book, and the Byronic features of several of the earlier
Ranger heroes that she has portrayed make the entire absence of femininity (except for the boarding-school cake
bakers on page 2781 incomprehensible'. Photographs of
the real article of later days omit the Byron and substitute
stark realism.
4The Texas Rangers is an artistic book, and the publishers are to be congratulated on its typography and
arrangement. They, the illustrator, and the author, have
united to pay a fitting tribute to Texas' great contribution
to the ~nnals of heroism.
ELEANOR HYDE.

Dallas.
The Die But Once, the story of a Tejano-James B. O'Neil-Knight
Publications, New York, 1935-$3.00.

They Die But Once, by James B. O'Neil,. is one volume
. of authentic western biography which lives up to its prepublication press notices. The biography of ninety-yearsyoung Jeff Ake, last of the Southwestern gunfighters and
vaqueros, is written in a style all its very own." That is,'
Mr. O'Neil has caught the mood of the original narrator,
like a sympathetic accompanist, and tells the story without
any unnecessary glamour or embellishment. After reading
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this utterly unique and original· western biography, I am
glad to "admit that Jeff Ake's life has had more real drama
in it than any fictitious cbaracter about which I have read.,
'As O. Henry would 's~y, "Ake's life would make the lives
•of most imaginary ,heroes' sound insipid and as tame as

tea."

-4>

They Die But O'Yltce gripped and held my attention

from the first paragraph-with its foreword containing
its magnificent tribute to our beloved mutual friend, 'Gene
Rhodes-"whose vistas of value, human, historical, literary, were reasoned and definite"-to the last intriguing
episode. The b~k ,must be read to be fully appreciated.
But I'll cite a few of the highlights to cause you to order
your copy at once. Jeff Ake calls a spade a spade and never
leaves one guessing as to his exact meaning.
One of the most unique characters he mentions is Old
Great Western-·the woman who kept a saloon at Patagonia, in 1856l pacled two six-shooters, and "shore could
use 'em. She was a hell of a 'good woman; one of the· first
residents of Fort Yuma," says Ake, "and she used to say,
'ther was !just one thin sheet of sandpaper between Yuma
and 'Hell
The ~ook giv~ authentic pen pictures of the four
t?wns of ,ny size~n the southe~ part of Ne~ M:xico terntory, ab(j)ut the tIme of the CIVIl War: MesIlla, Just west
of Las Cruces; Tucson, Tubac, and Yuma. Ake's dad
bought the property in Las Cruces, N. M., where The Loretto Conv1nt is now located.
..
., '\
Old ~mers will enjoy chuckling over the episodes of
the hog-t 'ng of the panther, the nigger gal cannibal inci'dent, and the behavior of the rams. Being a son of a
Texan, m*self, I was glad to lea:·rn that he served in the
Confederar Army with the 4th Texas Cavalry. My father,
Sheriff Jirp. Vaden, of Grayson County, Texas, was with the
11th Texar Cavalry. As Ake says 'so convincingly, "when
Lee surre~dered, the war ended for the Arm~es, but not for
Texans, fIr surrender was not in Texan blood."

n" .
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Not being satisfied with his daring adventures during
the Civil War, Jeff Ake and some co~padres migrate into
Mexico and join Portirio Diaz' bodyguard. Back he comes
into the states, with horsetrappings of human Comanchehide and six-guns blazing, to. enter the bloody range wars
and to fight the rene~de Indians. After telling how he
and two young companions killed nine Indians after Ake
himself was seriously wounded three times-in the left
shoulder, through the lungs, and elsewhere-and after
having to ride 100 miles, wounded as he was, to a qoctor,
Ake nonchalantly remarks, "So much for an apparently
casual incident in the life of a cattle anf hoss man in the
seventies." And in describing his brbther, Jeff says, "Will
was that kind of feller. He'd laugh at danger and cry for
~
.
joy!"
One bit of humor that should not be overlooked is 'Jeff
Ake's innocent confession, "I never have drank hardly any,
water."
The sad- tale of the bullet of Billy the Kid; the reason
why Pat Garrett died; illuminating historic bits concern- .
ing JqhnWesley Hardin, Bill Longley, Jim Gillett, John
Ringo, Kit Carson, and Kit's illustrious relative, Mose Carson-who made a man out of Kit--Jesse, and Frank James,
General Custer, 'Gene Rhodes, and Roy Bean; all- ~his
varied, ~olorful, Western material lives in the thrilling
pages of They Die But ·Once.
Jeff Ake tells more than most anyliving author would
dare print, and he can prove a lot of his statements, but I
still believe he stretched a few facts; and if it's tru~as
he says-that wildcat' meat is good, white meat that tastes
like turkey-then Jeff Ake must have been living on New
Mexican wildcat meat just before conceiving some parts of
his wild and woolly story They Die But Once. However,
"it's a he-man's story-well worth any red-blooded reader's
time.
Quema¢o, N. M.•
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Minuet-F. C. Green-Dutton, New York, 1935-$4.00.

Frederick Charles Green, recently of the University 6
,of Toronto and now professor. of French at Cambridge
University, is truly ~ Leviathan 9f learning. Born in Scot- ~
land and educated at Aberdeen, ere, he left for what one
~ight call the continental continuation of his studies, he
is versed in the classics of English literature and qualified
to speak authoritatively about them. His knowledge of
French literature is impressive. Not only does he know
the field as a whol6, but his interest there is such as• might
serve as an excellent guide for the cultivated foreigner in
search of the best that has been thought and rsaid in
Fran~e. For whatever may be ·the. value of his inferences,
which at times seem drawn to the point of tenuity, it is
certain that what he talked about is significant, in fact, thatit raises the question of why we of' America ,do not somehow find time to read more French.
'In Minuet, a Study of French and English Literary
Ideas in the EifJhteenth Century, whether in the field of
drama, poetry, or prose, Mr. Green moves with easy and
well-founded assurance through masterpieces as remote in
,time as those of, Joachim Du Bellay and 'Andre Gide.
Often, if not almost always, he refuses to leave a literary
monument after what would normally be a touch-and-go
reference. As leisurely as, the dance to which his title
refers, he tarries to point out the plot and to re-create the
literary atmosphere. The morceau de belles-lettres im,mediately under his eyes seems to have become the central
episode in his book, and Mr. Green himself a mere specialist in hisUi>ric delight.
Mr. qreen does not believe i1J. labels or in prefaces or
,in introd~tory remarks, and he hardly believes in conclu- '
sions, eithjer at the: end of the chapter or at the end of the
book. A ~ustained passage of pure criticism is hardly anywhere to be found. It is his conclusions, not his allusions,
which rec~ive the' summary treatment of the touch-and-go
,

'
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method. The reader has to pick these up on the run, for
Mr. Green, though filling the book with the material on'
which they are based, has never once stopped to .elaborate them. He is' so much at home on either side of the
Channel that he f~ils to indicate clearly where he is going,
what turning he is taking next, or why he .is making the
excursion at all. Under the circumstances, there are times
when it is only with great effort that the reader keeps his
sense of direction, and he is even less sure of his 'bearings
after the frequent and long delays in which methodicaJ
progress is unconsciously sacrificed to the delightful quest
of local color.
In summary and in description, Mr. Green is admirable, but else~here nis style is annoyjng. In the first place,
there is too much of it. In the second place, "his graduate
work at Cologne and Paris evidently left him with an indulgent attitude toward the .English cliche. Ana finally,
it displays that fundamental lack of coherence which is the
.
weakness of the whole book.
, This lack of closely-knit thinking in style and in orderIng of material may possibly indicate a similar deficiency in the process by which he has reached his conelusions.
"
The first of his conclusions is' concerned with' the
methods of scholarship. He is convinced that in comparative Iiterature-of all places-the comparative
method
,
.
has been abused. He believes that too much of the work of
tracing the international effegts of national tendencies has
been turned over to the immature efforts of graduate students who neither see literary phenomena steadily nor distinguish between superficial resemblances and fundamental likenesses.
He furthermore asserts that scholars
of established reputation have done no better when"
they undertook the task themselves. As proof of the
latter, Mr. Green unfortunately cites a work of the late' .
Professor Lounsbury, of Yale, a study which goes back
.,
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.I
almost to ~he turn of the century~ Mr. Lounsbury today
is, of course, known as one of the great race before the
flood. He iantedates the present generation of scholars who
are often jdamneq., and rightly, for ~making the study of
literary h~story almost as exact a science as general historical resrarch itself.
.
The second inference which Mr. Green draws from
his studie~ is as st{trtling" as the title' under which be binds
them toge~her: "The cosmopolitan spirit left no great or
lasting ini-print UpOl1 the imaginative literature -of eight,
eenth cen4u"y France or England."
His ~nal conclusion is still more iconoclasti~ and
approach~ pe~ilously near to literary nihilis~. Its acceptance ivould
lead to a blurring of all litera:ry
distinc!
•.
tions. He finds that the so-called great figures of neoclassicismt-Boileau, Pope, and Voltaire--are each so unique
in their 01VD- genius that to group them all three undet;. the
"common 'lab~l" of "classicism" is careless and inept'.
- Wha~' Mr. Green has to say about Racine should be
read by ~very Englishman ,who. still denies Racine his
'place nexlt to Shakespeare' in, the hierarchy of modern
etailed comparisons of, such masters as Shakesdrama.
. peare an R~cine, of Shakespeare and Voltai¥e, of Boileau
, ' and Pope and of such works as Marianne and Pamela,
Manon L caut and Moll of Flanders, make Minuet interesting to agost ev.ery class of reader. Because this work is
new in it field and insists upon facts which orthodox scholarship
s never thought
worthy of record, it cannot be
.
entirely ~gnored
by any honest student of English and
I
French literature.
I

DANE FARNSWORTH SMITH.

Al,buquerque.
Diet and Like It or "A Guide to Pleasant and Healthful Dieting for
Weight Control"-Mabel E. Baldwin, Ph.D.

Upton Sinclair wrote, .The Jungle, a storY woven
around the stockyards
of Chicago,
before the U~,ited States
.
.
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had a food and drug act, and was later disgusted, because,
as Mark Sullivan says, instead of making converts to socialism, it made people think about their stomachs.
The book here reviewed is exactly what its second
title claims it to be. The reviewer, however, sees it as an
unusually fine, clear treatise on foods. The matter of
what to eat and how much to eat, ,if one wishes to reduce
his weight, and to do so safely, while actually the theme
of the book, gets second place in the eyes of the reviewer.
The book seems outstanding· for the clarity with which it
presents the functions of fats, carbohydrates, protein,
water, mineral matter, and the vitamins·in our diet. What
the author tells us to be essential in the reducing or gaining
diet is also essential in the diet of those who just wish to
be healthy and well.
We may dismiss the matter of reducing creams which.
are rubbed on the skin, as nonsense, the purgative sa~ts
which move food through the digestive tract before it can
be assimilated, as disgusting, and the gland extracts which
increase the metabolic rate, as dangerous. Lit~le space is
used in referring to these. The book deals with diet.
Is it safe to diet? If' by dieting we mean abstaining
from, perhaps, an accustomed amoun~ of food, the answer
is, dieting can be hazardous. However, it cannot be assumed that quantity of food is any assurance that what one
eats is conducive to the best health.
Dr. Baldwin dwells upon the health-giving qualities
of some fats and contrasts them with others which are
just so much fuel. Her discussion of the need of starches
and sugars (even in the reducing diet) to prevent oxidation of fats to poisonous acetone is very clear. Her rating
of protein is in terms of modern science..
Concerning the mineral matter needed she says, "The
fl.verage diet supplies .most of the essential minerals hi
abundance. A few of them, however; are frequently present in amounts too small to compensate for the daily loss.
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This is especially tr'lile of iron, calcium, and phosphorus,
and sometimes it applies to iodine and copper." How few
people realize the truth ot this statement or how to avoid
these deficiencies. And~ again, " "The average American
diet, unless it contains milk, butter, milk or cheese, seldom
contains an adequate amount of calcium." A def\ciency is
bad enough for the non-die~r. Is it little wonder that
physicians speak of an increasing incidence of tuberculosis
among young girls who, a short time ago when it was
fashionable-- to be thin, denied themselves food?
In Dr. Baldwin's very numerous menus, prominence is
given to foods that are exceptionally rich SOurces of the,
vitamins, and foods lacking vitamin content are «onspicuously absent, as are: also, those of mere calorific value.
. Most of us have been repeatedly told that the average person, who uses a mixed diet, manages to get a,.ll the necessary ·vitamins. The' reviewer has, long felt that either
~his statement were not true or that he did not understand'
the meaning of "average person." Dr. Baldwin says that
"Eggs are the only common food that may be considered a
rich source of vitamin D." How many people are below
. par in health because,., "I don't care for eggs"? .
The informatio;r)
,. given in Diet and Like It is readily
understood .and is'E1xceedingly practical for everybody.
For one who' wishes:to lose weight, and yet keep his health,
the information is indispensible. .
JOHN D. CLARK.
Albuquerque.

~

t

A Child's Bouquet, Fifteen Songs for Children--Music by Mary Morley, Verse by Alice Corbin-Writers' Editions, Santa Fe, New
Mexico, 1935-$1.50. !.
,

Most import'~nt in songs for children are the words
that make up the,\7erses. They must have a simple, direct
appeal. The author must have an understanding of the
child mind, its fancies and fantasies, and a manner, not of
writing down" to a lower level of intelligence, .but rather a
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communion with the child in his own world. The verses for
the fifteen songs in A Child's Bouquet are unusually complete
in this respect. They are charming, simple, of everyday
events in any child's life. Tl)ey should be immediately liked
and enjoyed. The musical setting for such verses should
add to the delight of the words, should match the verse in
style and meaning, with equal simplicity and charm. Then,
too, the melodies should contain n6 difficult intervals, no intricate rhythms, and the piano accompaniment should be
simple and unaffected with no attempt at modern sophistication. Even our modern children have but childlike capacities: Thus there should be such balance and .coherence between verse and music that neither could have so expressive
a separate existence. The most happy combination of text
and music in this collection is the eighth one in the book,
"The Music Lesson." The melody, the accompaniment in
the manner of a child's first "easy piece," the vers'e-all contain the same thought and feeling and could be easily sung, played, and understood by a child. The 'first song, "Daguerreotypes" is almost as successful. Melodies for a number of
other verses are appealing, although the accompaniments
are almost too elaborate.
w
NINA ANCONA.

Albuquerque.
Mimes and Miners; a Historical Study of the Theater in TombstoneClair Eugene Willson-Fine Arts Bulletin, No.1, University of
Arizona, October 1, 1935-$1.00. '

Playgoers in the days of the Stparts were familiar with
a London lane name4 Bird Cage Walk, where a marvellous
aviary dominated the streets with strings .of ,bird cages
hung from balconies and before shop fronts. The Bird Cage
Theater of Tombstone, Arizona, in the 1880's would at first
suggestion seem to have nothing in common with anything
in seventeenth century England, but parallels there are and
contrasts. The name is semething! The Bird Cage Theater,
also called the Bird Cage Varieties r.r:heater, did not reveal
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the ~ glories of its interior in the plain brick arches and
otherwise' unornamented facade which fronted on Main
Street and occupied land then known as the Gilded Age Min, ing Claim. The resplendant interiQr employed the timbers,
gilt and hangings whicp gave their glory to the playhouses
on the Ba:qk and in London when Jonson quarreled with his
enemies and Pepys discussed·. with Tom Killigrew. a new
playhouse in Moorefields wherein were to be acted common
plays and operas with: the "best scenes and machines, the
best musique, and everything as magnificent as in Christendome."
.
The birds in the gilded boxes of the Bird Cage :were the
lady entertainers in t~eir varying d~,grees of taste and refinement. Ftersistent . tradition places the eminent Lotta!
Crabtree at one time on the stage of the Bird Gage. This'
myth, ..held as steadfastly as the belief in Jenny . Lind's appearances in mining camps in California, seems part of the
illusory past grandeur of Tombstone's theatrical history. In·
.the famous opera house, rival polftical factions gathered to
take issue over the merits of the entertainment and settle
. differences that lay deeper than the arts. What happened
when shooting broke loose is not always a matter of record,
but on one occasion at least the actors, who were aligned
with the factions because of their jealousies, took a hand
in the prqceedings.'j' The disinterested auditots always left
the hall to!the artists and gun men.
This review cannot do justice to the state of the stage
pictured by the list of prodtlctions ,~nd their programs reproduced by Mr.
Willson.. Drama, opera, minstrel • shows, burI
lesque, vaudeville,Tombstone amateurs, ran the emotional
, and witty~gamut through forty years in the Ariz!JRa mining'
town. Several- other playhouses in Tombstone are mentioned and ShieffelinHall given good deal of detail. Hundreds of names of performers are listed and the titles of
scores of late nineteetith century plays. Amusing is the
.
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lampoon the author reprints from the New York Tribune of
Tombstone's reaction to Hamlet. Not many American communities have the colorful background of Tombstone for the,
investigator to work on, "but more studies of the sort Mr.
WilIson has complet~d should occupy students of our artistic
tradition here in the West as well as els'ewhere.
Like Baalam's ass in the fourteenth century miracle
plays, a burro drew applause in a play called The Chinese
Must Go. In the last scene of the last act, a Chinese laundryman, the comic chief character, was put on a burro with
his irons, portable stove, and dirty clothes piled on top of
him and lashed to the burro. The two were then to be
driven out of town. When the time came for the burro
to be led off, it preferred to remain ,on the stage.. He;would
neither be led off or backed off. The Daily Tombstone for
March 9, 1886, reported the episode as follows:
. "The situation was ludicrous in the extreme. His burroship had evidently joined the pro-Chinese crowd; so far
as he was concerned the almond-eyed disciple of Confucious
could remain. The audience was convulsed with laughter;
screams, catcalls, etc., resounded all over the house. While
the ~xcitement was at 'the highest, the member of the troupe
who was playing the Chinaman raised his head from under
the pile of dirty clothes; and after a careful survey of the
situation, humorously remarked: "What for the Chinese
no go?" For a bit of side play it was one of the best things
ever seen on any stage."
"
Thanks to Mr. Willson for adding a descriptive and
entertaining chapter to the book of· the frontier theater!

T. M.

PEARCE.

Albuquerque.
Modern Man--Harvey Fergusson-Alfred A. Knopf, 1936-$2.75.

.

In Modern Man., Mr. Harvey Fergusson appears as "an
inquiring individual reflecting upon his own behavior and
that of his fellows." He has undoubtedly "felt long and
+
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d~plY" upon his subject. The book' is soHdly reasoned and

brilliantly. exp'ounded. -"
.
The cpre of the pool is the selection entitled ~he Illusion of Choice." One purpose of this sectioli, apparently, is
to re-emphasize some things that anthropology and psychol- ,
ogy have been affirming] for a long time: that morality is
not absolute; that moral ,or ethical ~deas have always grown
out of the necessities imlj)osed by the conditions pf life'; that
.such necessities, however, in any given group -have the
power of absolutes and! may remain as fundamental assumptions long, after the necessities themselves have ac- ~
tuallY disappeared. This much oneeould find stated or implied in such an old cl!tssfc as Sumner's Fo'lkways. ~Mr. Fer-,
gusson's contribution lies in the analysis and explanation of
modern man's inner- cOlJiflicts in terms of Jhe disparity between his' outmodedasstimptions .or beliefs and his real necessities.
It is this disparity which gives rise to the -illusion of
choice. Of the three great groups of men-primitive,'
dieval, and' moderh-m(l)(1ern man, th~ victim of increasingly rapid change, suffers most from the illusion of choice.
Primitive man had an all>solute code that took care of every
exigency of life. There was little or no chance to throw
his ,beliefs into conflict with necessity. He did not suffer·
under the illusion of choice. Medieval man was, to a certain extent, the victim of change.' His life was less under
absolute group compulsion' than primitive man's life was,
because medieval
life was
more diverse and less homogen.
,
eous. Nevertheless, medieval man had a system based upon
absolutes, and, although the absolute code was fr~quently
violated, tlie system reli~ved the individual of the sense of
guilt and permitted a tr~nsfer of blame. PrftCtically, then,
medieval man too had ]10 illusion of choice. For, modern
'.
man, the real necessities! imposed by the physical conditions
of life are change, diversity,. and a growing awareness or
cOI!sciousness. Modern man's ethics must be ~ased upon the·
l
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admission of these real, necessities into consciousness, and
until these real necesl$ities become the fundamental assumptions on which modern man acts, he will hesitate and flounder, suffering under the illusion of choice.
The proper ethic, then, for modern man, is the naturalistic "ethic of balance." Modern man finds only two real
group compulsions, that requiring honesty ("being on
time," sYnchronizing his movements with a complex mechanized society, and keeping contracts) and that requiring that he refrain from violence. In all other realms of behavior, modern man, if he is aware of 'only those necessities
that are real, will be free. Freedom requires only that he
achieve "balance," that natural state lying between spontaneous desire and ~he fear that naturally accompanies any
important action. And the value of such freedom is that
it allows the individual to find naturally the group he belongs
to, brings belief into line with necessity, still allows some
"primitive" groups in modern society to retain their integrity, and opens life up for the "growth of consciousness."
Conflict was. avoided in primitive and medieval society by a
rigid absolutism which could function because change was
not imminent. In modern society, change, mobility, and
the absence of absolutes are the real 'necessities, and there
can be "growth of consciousness" only when such necessities
are brought into consciousness. Only as awareness grows
can man adapt himself to change, and only as change is accepted as the fundamental necessity cali modern man inte-.
grate his consciousness.'
Not the least valuable feature of the theoretical part of the book (so sketchily summarized above) is the light it
throws upon various practical problems of modern life. An
explanation is given of the popularity of Aimee McPherson,
the lingering worship of pioheer v~lues, the chronic fatigue
of the typical American, the dangers of a collectivistic society based upon rigid authoritarianism, and many other
things. The explanation is perfectly integrated with the
theory.
~

~

"
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Modern Man, it has 1been said, is thoroughlyeonsistent;

with itself. If it is to 1?e attacked, the attack must come
from the outside. There appear to be two possible lines of
attack. Anti:-d~terminis~s might largely invalidate the
whole book, for Mr. Fergusson stands upon a rigid scientific monism-mechanistic behaviorism in psychology and relativism ·or nominalism
in philosophy. Authoritarians also
,.
might challenge· M odernMa'f}.They would probably hold
that Mr. Fer,gusson's boqk represents the ultimate to which
the diffusive relatjvistic,. individu~listic, progressivist mode
of thought can go, and they would say that modern "necesdesire and need of men to achieve again
. sity" includes the
.
a common denominator pf belief and faith to give "wholeness" to society and to "integrate" the personalities of indivIdual men. Indeed, tIle' strength of ,Modern ~an is that it
does present very far-reaching implications of the relativistic approach to life; and !its chief weakness, perhaps, is that
it dOes not sufficiently consider the strength of the absolutist
forces arrayed against the relativistic or nominalistic 'view
today.
,,'
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DUDLEY WYNN

r

Thoughts for Temorrow
It

I

By ROLAND DICKEY

There are Chinas across the- sea
With thi gs that are good for eternity.

And thi gs that are old, and dead, and lost
, ·Are cov red over with ,a shell of frost.

.

.

r

A glacie shall rise and tear them away
And c.a e a new world for a day. , "
I,
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.BETTY RHOADES REDIN is a former "student of the Univeraity of New Mexico, where
she did outstanding work in the Department of Art. Her present art work is done
in the studio of another painter, her husband, Carr Redin, well known Albuquerque
artist.
;-..
4
LERoy S. PETERS, physician in Albuquerque, is eminent as a specialist in the treatmt!Dt of tuberculosis. In Medical EconomicB, he writes of his profession from
~,new and arresting viewpoint.
ETHEL B. CHENEY won firat prize in the recent Oren. B. Strong Poetry Contest. She
contributed to the November, 1935, QUARTERLY and has poems appearing in the
ROBe Chalice and other magazines.
RUTH LAUGHLIN is author of Caballeros, one of the best known books descriptive of
New Mexican life. She lives in Santa Fe, a city invaded and held by a new type
of conquistador, the tourist,
NORMAN MACLEOD is the author of two books of poetry and numerous articles and
reviews. Thanksgiving Be/ore November, his second book of verae, has just been
published and will be reviewed soon in the QUARTERLY.
.
GEORGE D. SNELL lives in Salt Lake City, Utah, where he is on the staff of the broadcasting station, KDYL. His professional writing career includes .stories. in
Manuscript, New Masses, Frontier a.,m Midland., and other magazines. A firat
novel called The Great Adam was published by the Caxton Press, of Idaho,
in 1934, and the same press "is to bring out a second novel entitled Root, Hog, and.
Die.
EUGENIA POPE POOL comes to New Mexico in the summer to sketch and write poetry.
Her home state of Texas, and the Southwest scene in general are themes of
interest to her, too.
GRACE TAYLOR MITCHELL has the rare quality of the informal essayist in her writing.
Her essay, "The Cruet· Stand," in the QUARTERLY for February, 1934, was a
delightful predecessor to the present contribution. Mrs. Mitchell lives in Albuquer~ue near the campus of the Univeraity where her husband teaches.
EVA NEWCOMER GEYER is a young poet of Tucson, now studying at the Univeraity of
Arizona.
1/-.
ROBERTO BRENES-MEsEN, professor of Spanish Literature in Northwestern Univeraity,
was visiting member of the summer staff of the Univeraity of New Mexico in
1935. His pen translates part of his summer experience in this brilliant prose
poem in the QUARTERLY,
•
DOLORES HUNING has done graduate work at the University of New Mexico and the
Univeraity of Mexico. Her field of study is Spanish with especial attention to
the folklore of the Southwest. She lives in Albuquerque and is now a member"
of the staff of the San Jose Training School.
IRENE FISHER is
Albuquerql&e
graduate in
contributora

a New Mexican journalist, who has written feature articles for the
Tribune, New Me:x;ico, and other Southwest periodicals. She is, a
English from the University of Arizona and has been among the
of poetry to the QUARTERLY.

LOIS NELSON KUIPERS has been a teacher at the Zuiii Mission School, where she served
as advisor to girls and taught vocational work. Her present home is in
Albuquerque.

;,

MALYA RUDHYAR has lived both in California and New Mexico and has her present
residence in Bombay, India, where she is lecturing on education. Her poetry
has appeared in New Me:x;ico Magazine, Hamsa, and Italian magazines.

~

NINA ALMIRALL RoYALL lives at Tyrone, New Mexico, and has contributed poetry
to both Eastern and Western magazines. She writes that "editora are funny"
but adds that maybe poets "are the funny ones," too.
ROLAND DICKEY is a student majoring in English in the Univeraity of New Mexico.
His poem, "Poplara," appeared in the QUARTERLY for November, '35.
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Medical Economics
By LERoy S. PETERS

' 'HE PRESENT era is a period in which the entire world
T
faces a grave economic situation. The medical problem
is only one of many for which the man of little or no means
must find a solution.
.
Immediately civilization reaches a cri~is, the literature,
both lay and scientific, is filled with articles offering a
panacea for all ills, whether' of the flesh or the body politic.
If one appe~rs who is inclined to be somewhat leftish ill
thought or differs in any way from the old rugged individualistic attitude, he is at once, put. down as a Red, a Communist, a Socialist, a Bolshevik, or what not. The terms
mean little-~hey are used as a label for any thinker who
does not agree that this is the best possible of worlds.
America, they say,. will never go communistic;' ther~ are no
Reds worth considering in this fair country, and. yet America, along with the rest of the world, is in ~he throes of ~
revolution which really began with the industrial age, and
has been gTowing by leaps and bounds, until today all that is
needed is a stand-pat attitude, ,a no give-and-take policy, to
ignite the pent-up'" smoldering of ages of oppression and
.start the revolt which leads to'dictatorship and chaOs.
Yet thousands sit idly by a~d smile at the mob-as
smiled royal heads of Europe, the heads of th~ Greek and
Roman' dynasties whose governments crashed and whose
.
civilization's are now buried in ruins.
But we are writing of medical ecOliomics.. And here
again, the same smugness prevails that permeates the industrial group. Organized medicine bears the same relation
to the economic situation as does~organized capital. In fact~
organized ;medicine represents the capitalist in medicine.
And the medical group exhibits the same· stubbornness in its
opposition to change as do the corporate interests. '"Neither
[3]
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sees the handwriting on the wall. Neither is willing to
make concessions that" might put off· the evil· day when
change will inevitably come on the shoulder of revolt.
When one considers the average income in medicine, it
is readily apparent that the large income groups ~ are natur- ,
ally opposed to change. The small income groups ar)
already engaged in contract practice-:-salaried positions· or
are starvi~g in private practi~. Organizetl medicine does_
not necessarily speak the voice of the profession as a whole. ;
Even such groups as the American College of Physicians and the American College of Surgeons are protesting
the attitude of the American Medical Association, either by
editorial or by resolution at a meeting of the College. These
are hopeful portents since both groups are representative of
the best in the profession and are not so-to-speak delegates
of a medical union. However, the American College of
Surgeons recently announced to the American Medical Association that hereafter it will leave the solution of the economic problems in medicine to the general organization of
the profession. In other words, through pressure brought
to bear by organized medicine, a positiye stand by a repu~
able society has been negated.
Witness the similarity between the liberal element in
medicine and the liberal group in the ConlVess of the United
States. When the whip is cracked, the so-called liberals run
for cover and apologize ~or having raised a voice in protest.
When a patient calls his doctor, he is paying for services which the physician has to sell. Therefore, a business
.arrangement is made which should be eQually beneficial to
both parties. The patient gets or should get something for
his money, and the doctor should receive a fee for his
services, for by this act he is attempting at least to make
ail honest living. Both part~.es 'to the ~greement should
'f _
have a voice in the matter.
13ut does organized medicine in its present attitude
vermit this? It does not! To the powe~s that be, 'all matI
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.ters relative to the relationship between doctor and patient
are to be deterniined by the doctors themselves. The patient
shall have nothing to say about-it. There are large number~
of families'in this country in the lower brackets of income
who can ill ,afford medical care. They can budget for every'"
thing but illness. This being an unknown factor makes it ,
impossible to even ~pproximate the cost. Then when sick~
ness stalks into the impoveri~hed' home they are either
without adequate medical care, or with it assume a stagger:..
ing bill fbr services which th~y cannot pay. Both the patient
and the doctor loses. And both suffer because of a stubborn
attitude on the part of organized medicine, which prevents
the solution ,of a most perplexing problem.
.
'
When the Wilbur Committee on the cost of medical care
presented its report after three years of scie~tific research
and suggested a' socialized medical service, the American
Medical Association denounced the report and labeled the
issue as one of Sovietism versus Americanism. It ~lso toolt
,to task tile Michigan: State Medical Association and the Milwaukee Gounty Medical Society for offering the public some
"form of health insurance. It attempts to ostracize private.
groups· who have tried to ,solve the high cost of ~edical
care by dfferin~ insurance for medical purposes.
. The Ipresent chaos in medic~l economics is the 'resuI~ of
the industrial age. In all social relations the trend has been
tow:ard $ounting expenditures in the cost of living. In
early ye rs, a woman could give 1)irth to a baby iiI her own
home, a d usually successfully. Now she nUlst be E5ent to the obste rical ward of a hospital, at great expense.: Most
of this n w order is due to the medical advisor ~nd his desir~.
to have hildbirtb, made easy for him. In the hospital the
nurse ~ watch the progress of labor and call the doctor_
~ust in't~fe to d~Iiver the ~aby and tie the cord. ·.His wor~
IS over
ten to fifteen mInutes, whereas uiJ.der the hom~
treatmen~ plan he waited half or all the. night to usher a new
soul into [this chao~~c world. The doctor is saved time andl
,
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.the patient is asked to pay for it. Once a baby could be
brought into the community for $10.00 to $15.00. Now it
. takes $100.00 to' $150.0q to produce no better offspring. In
fact, statistics show that chance for puerperal infection is
greater in a general hospital than in the home. Think that
over when trying to cut down the high cost of living.
It has come to such a pass that all acutely ill patients
are rushed to hospitals if the doctor can persuade the family
of the necessity of hospital care.
All this has produced a p!oblem that must be solved.
The solution must be. worked out by the profession and the
laity working hand in hand. The physician alone has no
right to disregard the patient, any JIlor,e than the patient
has a right to forget the doctor in the final adjustment.
From a sane viewpoint, it would seem to be a business
arrangement between patient and physician in which the
doctor is paid a reasonable fee and the patient is given
reasonable attention. The cry of organized medicine that
the patient must be allowed to choose his own doctor seems
to bother the doctor more than it does the sick man. As
a matter of fact, state medicine under a collective society
would produce better average doctors than are found today
under the profit system. Under the former, only. those
with a love for medicine would enter the field, while under
the latter any bright and prepossessing youth sees a short
'" For
cut to affluence and a social standing in the community.
which reason many unqualified and unfitted humans become
practitioners of the healing art with nothing better to
recommend them than a pleasing personality and the ability
to'sell themselves regardless of their knowledge of medicine.
You have but to look around at the profession of any community to fins the truth of this statement. I have often said
that to be a financial success in medicine I would sacrifice
knowledge to personality. The man with the personality
minus intellect augments his bank roll daily, while the man
with knowledge minus the social graces starves in an attic.
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And jWhat is the solution of it all? Under state medicine a phjYsician would receive a salary and have a certain
number of patients under his care. This, however, would ,
not be to the best interests of doctor and patient under the
profit system. No' physician of any ability wants to practice
state medicine under a capi~alist government. In 'other
words, he' would be living on a small income and paying
capitalist prices for the necessities of life. But on the other
hav.d the colloction of fees tends to commercialize medicine
to a great degree and to lower the standards of medical
practice.
The ideal sol~tion in our present society seems to lie
in some form of lilealth insurance. This might be made
possible through well organized grouI>s with proper hos~
pital and laboratorY facilities. Once started, the movement
would no doubt g~in momentum 'and a large number in a
given community'" would be voluntary subscribers.
Personally, I feel that ultimately some form of c,om- .
pulsory health insurance will be necessary to bring all
classes into the fold. This, however, will never be by any
act of the present Congress,. wJ10 'fear the wrath of the
corporate intere~ts and quake for fear they may be labeled
with the stigma of' communism.
,
Whenever compulsory insurance .comes, it must b~
adequate and must be administered by the Federal Government-not divided between the central Government at
Washington and tJ;1e various states. That gets no one anywhere except into aifficulty. ,The doctor must never forget,
as Hugh Cabot phrases it, that "the sole right of medicine
to exist is that it serve the health of the community, and!
not that it furnish. an income to'its practitioners."
When )Ve remember this; and also that the b~st way to
keep state medicine out of a capitalist society is to establish
some form of health insurance, then the bugbears that beselt
both the laity and the profession will have vanished forever.
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Winter Woods
By ETHEL B. CHENEY

Winter has come upon the deep woods now.
The aspens, that have spread with tender grace
A blanket for their nursling trees, now face
Cold sifting flakeS with bare, defenseless bough.
Under the crest the banks are drifted high; 'I!
Deep in his den the old bear lies asleep;
While questin~ foxes like dark shadows creep
In swiftened silence from their holes nearby.
Far in the forest is great quietude
Where timid creatures, wandering unafraid,
Fear no invasion of their solitude
Through the white barrier the snow has laid;
And fir tr.ees murmur with increasing tone,
Telling old tales the woods have ever known.
<:
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1

Thes~

Things Are Beautiful

By

ETHEL B. CHENEY

<l

Th~se

things are b~utiful
Always to me; ,
Swift-melting snowbank
Anti sap running free.

"

First green of springtime
FIQoding the earth,
New joy of songbirds
Trilling their mirth.
i

S~all

petals drifting
~From low apple bough,
Breath of the turned sod
Following the plough.
,

Ha~,

sweet in mowing-time,
GI~aned golden plainTnen white-breasted silence
qf ,winter again.
These things are beautiful;
Earth in her i.sleep,
Alip earth's slo~ awakening
Her promise to keep.
These things are beautiful; Rest and new birth.
Can heaven be loveli.er,
o Earth, my Earth?
I

lo
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The Tourist Tabu
By RUTH LAUGHLIN

is a magic word. It is an instantaneous selfstarter to the imagination. Unfolding a map or a timetable and planning the vacation trip is the first thrilling step
toward the Land of Enchantment. There are tinlmown
pleasures ahead of us; mystery and adventure may lurk
around the dark corner: colorful people and strange customs'
beckon us. Everything will be different from the humdrum of home. "There is no place like home" takes on a
new and fascinating suggestion. But go as far as we will, the
pure fillip of foreign travel is diluted by tourists from home
wandering about the narrow, quaint streets. We have
come so far to get away from home, but by their clothes and
accents and money tourists have dragged in home ahead of
us.
- "I don't want to go to Europe ano,ther' summer," sighed
Mrs. Martin. "It's so crowded with tourists."
From Singapore to London, from Maine to New Mexico
we hear.other Mrs. Martins deriding tourists, disparaging
tourist boats and hotels, ridiculing personally conducted
parties, avoiding other groups of Americans classed as
tourists. But isn't Mrs. Martin herself a tourist?
A tourist means anyone who travels for recreation. A
tour may be a trip from New York to Niagara Falls or from
South Bend to the South Pole. It would be interesting to
lmow just how many world cruises are necessary to make
a tourist into a traveller.
Why is it that we label the rest of the world as tourists and exclude ourselves from the tabu? Tourists are' always the other fellow. They are a smear on a landscape
that should be reserved only for our own eyes. We assume
that Providence has made the Grand Canyon for our exclusive benefit and that everyone els~ should be kept off the
[10 ]
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rim, at least until we have gazed at vermillionciiffs and
purple distances in the soli-tude of our own comments. We
are like greedy little boys who want to run off into a corner
to eat their cookies alone.
Fifty years ago Americans. developed an acute symptom of restlessness. ~ They had itChing feet. The iteh could
·be soothed only by treading new soil, anywhere so that it
was far e~ough away from home. About that time they
were told that America as a natibn was young, crude, and
ignorant. The only way of curing such a pitiable condition was to travel and absorb the old and historic~ Adver~
tisers said this with highly-colored flowers. Their artists
splashed on the' purple fteur de Iy,s of France, red carna~
tions of Italy and the green of ivy creeping ov~r English
. cathedrals. They tempted with suggestions of personal
pleasure, curiosity, and romance, where teachers had offered
dull, impersonal- history. Educators sowed the seeds of
forei~. tr.avel, adv,ertisers painted the l~IY, and!amShiPS
and raIlroads harvested tq,e crop Sf toUrIsts.
Then came the pinche'd years of the depression hen we
paid neit~er steamship fares nor income taxes. We had
to stay at home~- Many towns groaned over the blight on
, their pripcjpal .industry-no tourist crop. But in 1934
A.D. (Af~er Depression) there was a more hopeful look on
the faces I of presidents of steamship .lines and railroads.
Their business had increased, ~varying upward from 98 to
300 per cent. America is on the move again. '
It may have been the depression that taugilt us to
value our own country, or the tales of unrest and discourtesy
in Europe, or the high rate of exchange. One or all of them
have made tourists America-minded. Now they are not
seeking the Riviera or Biarritz but America's smart new
'playground-the Wide desert stretches of New Mexico,' Ari-'
zona, Nevada, and California.
Mrs. Martin hopes that the Southwest is free from
tourists. But the same colored advertising and picturesque·
,

l}
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scenery, . state slogans and gossip of new hotels", that has
sold the' Southwest to her has also sold it to thousands of
others. Probably there is no place left in the world that is
n<>t tOurist-visited. If there is, it is oooause railways and
steamship lines have not heard ofthe place.
Perhaps the odium of the name tourist is still connected in our minds with the emigrants who came wes~ fifty
years ago. Trains had just begun to creep across the American desert. Immigration bureaus put out glowing prospectuses and quoted tourist rates to the western Land of
Opportunity. Families sold out in the East, packed up their
belongings in a tin trunk, brought enough lunch in a shoe
box to, last them across the continent, and crowded onto
the rattan seats of touri~t coaches. Tourist rates included
. fifty people eating and sleeping in a' narrow car, babies
wailing, diapers drying, children with sticky hands.
Now western travel has changed to the exclusiveness
of compartment cars, maid and valet service, bathrooms on
wheels and radioed market reports. Sons who can pay for
this exclusiveness do not intend to be disturbed by the steerage class of their father's day. Class-consciousness has developed, defined by purchasing power. Aristocrats of Wall
Street can pay for the greatest luxuries of today-space and
silence. When they reach the desert space and silence they
resent city crowds and noise disturbing it. They want the
desert for their personal pl~yground-provided all the comforts of our soft modern life be summoned Aladdin-wi~e by .
a push button.
Mrs. Martin stopped, at a hotel in one of those oases
that miraculously provided tiled bathrooms, bedside telephones and wrapped guest soap, where prospectors used to
be thankful to find a water hole. She would not have come
unless the accessorie~"ihad been provided, and the ma~ag~
ment could not provide them for one solitary guest. Yet
after two days Mrs. Martin sighed, "I shall have to go on
somewhere else. This hotel is so full of tourists."
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Miss Henderson was another yearner for exclusive.
scenery. , She came to Santa Fe' as a two-day tourist and
~tayed t'T0 mont4s, thrilled wi~h the novelty of tlae West~
Two mOl\lths later she glared at groups of tourists also:
watching: the impressive Indian Corn Dance. She turned to
the old-tihter who had taken her to her first Indian dance,
Ionly a fer wee~ before and sniffed: .
.
"I tlj1ink it's dreadful that these awful tOurists are'
ruining tpe country." .
. '
"Oh'lwe don't fee~ that you are ruining it all," the old.
timer rep~ied.
It is this possessive tone of owning the country after a:
two-months sojourn that is the old-timer's pet grievance
against the tourist. Because the Southwest is still the least
known part of the. United States, the tourist is sure he has'
"discover~d" it. The fact that the Indian civilization goes
back to the dim, prehistoric dawn of cliff-dweIIer life, that
Santa Fe is the oldest capital in our country, or even that
Yankee traders came down the Santa Fe Trail a hundred'
years ago and that their children have been living here happily ever since, is overlooked in the present "discovery.".
And having discovered it, the tourist is the. one who wants
to lock the city gates an hour after he has arrived and put
'
up a placard reading "No Tourists Admitted." .
"These new-comers not only take possession o~ the country but also of the native' inhabitan,ts. The first. step is to
copyright the ~,'Indian problem" as their own (,pet responsi- .
bility. Each discoverer feels that she was born to solve this
problem and everyone else must keep hands off. She would
like to fence off Indian reservations as her individual missionary territory. Old maids sublimate the Indian hobby
for the emotion~l disturbances of husband and home.
Scientists iacknowledge that the only knowledge of the· In- •
dian has been published in their own reports. Yet, like other
profers of! aid with good intentions; it is easier to hurt the
Indian th~n to help him. True, in spite of the figures that

.
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tourist purchases of such native crafts as blankets, pottery,
and silver jewelry have given the Indian a new economic
.
freedom.
Getting away from home reveals a Jekyll and Hyde complex in people. The solid citizen forgets his normal conduct
-and co-operation as soon as he passes the city limits of his
own home town. Letting go the familiar bonds, he develops
an hysterical behaviorism. He becomes one of a herd, irresponsibly
curious over things which .have no relation to
.'
him.
Mrs. Martin would call the police if anyone opened her
front door and walked in to inspect the sewing machine and
electric refrigerator. Yet she thinks 'nothing of bursting
into an Indian woman'~ home, examining the metate where
the corn,is ground and fingering the Indian woman's dress
as though it was the wrapping of a mummy. People who
would throw out a photographer taking snapshots during
church services are the same ones who sneak pictures of the
_religious ceremonials of Indian dances.
The home of any well-known person is subject to vandalism through this idle curiosity. Tourists walk into gardens and loot flowers; chip stones off walls and take pict~res
of the famous places they have visite4 without so much as a
by-your-Ieave gesture. They assume that the world was
evolved for their entertainment and that proximity to fame
allows them to rush in where friends,fear to tread.
Inscription Rock in New Mexico is one of the most impressive historical monuments in America. It is a gigantic
red sandstone pinnacle pushed out of the surrounding
desert. On one side is a cave and a water hole, where the
Conquistadores stopped on their long marches to tpe Pacific,
while subduing the Indian country. They rested here and
carved their names and dates into the face of the rock, a
'"
.
stone document of great names and heroic conquests. Near
the old-fashioned Spanish script spelling an illustrious
name, "Don Juan de Onate, 1604," there now appears "Jim.
~

?
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Wigam, Kansas City, 1928." Idle curiosity brought Jim,
there to perpetuate his insignifican~e beside the records of'
conquerors. .It is against such tourist vandalism that
National Monuments must be protected.
Megaphone guides on sight-seeing buses cater to this,
idle human curiosity. They shout the story" of the family
skeleton, iwhich they have pulled out of the closet and left
dangling from proud windows, with a tabloid account of
what happened to names that make news. In Salt Lake City
guides w~ve megaphon~ to point out the home of Brigham
Young ~d in turn the homes of his many wives, with lurid .
int!endos ~s to why wife 11 succeeded wife No. 10. Touris~:
care little about the tenets of the Mormon faith but their'
curiosity lis appe~ed by these' Sunday supplement storie,s.
, They hav~ something to write home about.
''
These tourists question every one they meet, about the
customs of the country. Their notebooks are a jumble of
describint Coronado's skull as a boy and a recipe for chile·
con carner ,Then -they. go home and write a book or at least
'
an interv~ew about their travels.
Thes~ insatiable dudes are baits for the tall tales of old-'
timers. ~t is even better when the tale can be dramatized.
An alristocratic
lady and her husband"
once
descended.
I.
_
from the!' narrow-gauge coach at Taos Junction for the
, twenty-five mile ~tage drive to Taos. With two other pas:.
sengers tlley filled Long John's car. But the Havens had'
four boxes, and two . portfolios of pictures to
. seven bags,
.
be stowedl in the car as well. Long John had a contract to
haul'the hand luggajge free but this was certainly excess
freight. f\irs. Haven's imperious blackWas flashed as he
grumbled I about it and she made certa· remarks about
the battefed s,tag,e. Mter several mil 'of complaint he
said in hi~ nasal drawl,
!
"Youire right, lady. The brakes are about worn out on
this old C4tr ,and it's ia purty bad road ahead. I guess the
regular mpver didn't want to risk it."
4
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"D'you mean to say that you are not the regular driver?
The idea of sending ali Inexperienced perwn on this road to
endanger our lives. It's an outrage. We were coming to
Taos to paint, not to be murdered."
They started down the canyon, a zig-zag trail twisting
between sharp blaek rocks to the river far below. If Long
J onn used the brakes they failed to stop the speed of the
car careening down the grade and lurching around hair-pin
turns. He clutched the wheel, sucked in his moustache and
groaned at every curve., At last they stopped safely beside
the river. Long John unfolded his -legs and got out, mopping his brow.
"And we have to go up a road' on the other s'ide of the
canyon that is just as bad as this 1 I won't drive one foot up
that road," Mrs. Haven stormed.
"Suit yourself, lady~ but you'll have to walk unless you
aim to camp here the rest of your life." Long John smiled
as he started the motor again.
She walked-or. rather she climbed, and her husband
protestingly climbed beside her. The stage rattled up the
mountai~ like a frolicsome goat. High-heeled slippers and
. a picture hat weren't so good for a mile and a half of steep
trail. There was no breath left in the. high altitude to scold
but Mrs. Haven's eyes held murder. Finally she sank into
the waiting stage at the top of the mesa. For twelve miles
she. didn't say a word. She was saving up until they reach~
Taos. Then the hotel proprietor heard the worst.
"The idea of bringing innocent people over tl}at road,"
she stormed. "You ought to be prosecuted for endangering
our lives with an inexperienced driver ..."
"Inexperienced driver, madam 1" Who did you have?"
The hotel proprietor was astonished..
"That man." She pointed, full description in her tone.
Long John was bringing in the last of the seven bags, four
boxes and two portfolios, of pietures.
6j

>,
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"Why Long John has been driving the stage twice a
day for twenty years. 'He's the'best driver in the country," _
he began.
Long John 'winked and his yellowed moustache straightened in a grin as he slid out the door. He had hauled the
extra freight, he had refrained from back-talk to a lady, and
he had hftd his pay' in the old-timer's wicked delight in
.dramatizing the Wild West for difficult tourists.
Strangers in the country look about the same to the oldtimer, whether they have been around two days or two
yea;rs. "New folks pester the to~," argued one gnarled
. prospectot, "but" I cain't see no way of stoppin> the railroads runlnin'. After all we got a heap of outdoors around
, here an' ~ kin go fifty miles over them mountains without
meetin' a40ther human."
.
The <i>ld-timer's greatest grudge against the tourist is
that they iare makin!t his once impenetrable country soft.
After all fe can lock ltis door and avoid curious people, but
he doesn'~ want to have his country changed for them. His
. pioneer s~irit liked.ijhe zest of that zig-zag trail up and
down'the IRio 'Grande~Canyon' andtesents a seven per cent
highway. I Now two cars can whiz past each other without
the former friendly-c~atabout whether meeting a car meant
backing up the trail or whether one inch at the side of the
precipice was enough :room to squeeze by.
La B~j ada Hill ~tween Santa Fe and Albuquerque is
another~'re spot with him. It is the sheer two-thousand
foot wall hat divided the p,rovince into the high and low
river co try of Spanish days. The road used to come suddenly to t~e edge of the dr9P, revealing in ~ne breath-taking .
turn the \fast
panorama of.. the d~sert basin, a field of gold
I
splashed ith purple, . shimmering in the brilliant sunlight,
.and only I mited by the far blue Jemez Mouhtains. It was'
a sight t t quickened the wearIest prospector with delight
in his dramatic land. ,But tourists from flat states lost their
heads on fhe sharp turns and pitched over the precipice. :
I
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Now the new paved highway meanders gently up 'the valley
and cuts out hill and thrill.
Yes, the country is getting tourist-soft. So soft that
there is now a plan to preserve parts of it in-the old primitive hardness. Th,is is a scheme for allotting certain mountain fastnesses as permanent "wilderness areas." No highways will run through them and con~equently no tourists.
They are to remain the forest primeval, a refuge for the
hardened camper and: hunter. Artificially bounded by the
inroads and highroads of civilization, these wilderness are~s
will be monuments to the'memory of -happy hunting grounds
that have disappeared before the genii of gasoline.
Still there are elemental dramas Chambers of Commerce cannot overcome, though highway signs take away
the joy of the unexpected. Yellow placards with black
letters read "Hill,,,t "Curve L," or "Dip, 300 ft." The latter
puzzles the tourist, for he puts on his breaks to find that the
dip is a shallow wash and the 300 feet meant. distance from
the sign and not depth.
Another sign bears this sinister, -bewildering legend:
"Warning. Do not cross this wash when the water is running. To do so is to endanger your life."
"What in the name of Heaven does that mean-?" exclaims the tourist.
He looked at the parched country, at the evergreens
crouched close to the ground through years of drought, at
the gully where the sand is bone dry. But if there are cloudbursts darkening the mountains he had better take warning.
The draining mountainsides do not fill the gully with a preliminary trickle. The flood rolls down in a sudden eightfoot wall of churning, muddy water, racing over the- sand
like a hungry monster. Anything in its path is lost. Cars
are swept along, turned over and sunk _in quicksand. People
have been drowned in such a storm in the desert. Old-timers
enjoyed these outbursts of nature. They sat patiently on
the bank and waited a couple of hours until the cloudburst
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drained
Time was unimportant, and a hard life gave a
zest to liv~ng before the country went soft.
Ther~ are people dwho .like to be tourists. They start
west the ~ay the summer rates begin.
,
"We llav;e to get to Californy by the twentieth," one old
farmer cotrfided to me. "That's the day of the Ioway picnic.
Last Yea~ we had tvlienIy-two thousand people from our
state and lots of people from our home town. We figger
on gettin together again at the annual state picnic. Makes
it seem litre home wit~ the neighb.ors around." So Venice
on the Pa~ific
has"'come. to be kfl()wn
as Ioway-by-the-sea.
I
.
These people love: huge get-together crowds and excursions. Tijey like the :drild climate after years of struggling
with long~ hard winters. Old cronies give the new setting:
a feeling pf secure familiarity. Milling ar,ound together in
an up-roo!ted vacation life, they enjoy being tourists. They
make the~·ost of free rides in realtors' cars, excursion rates
and the u~rate inducements of corner grocers who pray
for bigge and better tourists.
_
'
,
Con~jentions mean a,grand good time. Gold letters are
proudly displayed on· red ribbon badges. Fivethousand
strong thjey pile into cars to see the sights. One man in
, every crolwd makes th~ most of an audience to wise-crack,
his loud toice echoed by louder laughter. The significance
of the coqntrythat inpividuals.might penetrate is lost in the
mob psychology of having a good time and making a joke of
Kike's Beak or the Brld'ell Fall. ' They are boisterous children playing hookey 'from home cares. The country is,
'theirs temporarily by reason of numbers and railroad
. "tickets: Wl¥tt do they care jf they leave crackerjack boxes".
banana skins, arid tin cans behi~d them? This country, isn't
their front yard. Th~ir anthem is "We are but tourists!
here. Kansas is our home."
,
At ~very stop th~y send home gaudy postcards andJ
take kod~k pictures. :The developer brings out poses of a
giggling ~atron1trm-ill-arm with an embarrassed 'Indian, or
1 ·
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a young couple entwined on the brink of the Grand Canyon.
One fat man stopped the cars climbing the steep grade to
Mesa Verde National Park because he must take a picture.
Brakes whined and nervous ladies groaned. The fat man
crept out on a rock jutting over the gorge and focused this
way and that. Women hid their eyes in clammy hands.
"Bah!" he laughed, when the car wa's allowed to start
on. "I never get dizzy. My head's just as clear as it is on
my pillow."
,He had no fear of height but he had a fear of being
walled in. The crowd got even with him later on when the
trail to the cliff palace passed through a narrow cleft in the
sandstone wall. The fat man had .been kidding and kodaking as he went. His guffaws stopped as he started through
the cleft. He balked. and bulked half-way through, as terrified as though he was .wedged into the crevice for life.. A
fellow tourist impatiently poked his rear upholstery. The
fat man shot through the crevice like a maddened elephant"
pushing everyone out of his way. No kodak could have been
fast enough to catch his escape.
While tourists used to travel on the rattan seats of
railroad coaches, they now travel any and everywhere in
their own cars. A leftover bit of the living room draperies
provides the seclusion of home for their glass house on
wheels, or striped awnings make the car look like a banana
stand that had strayed away from the East Side. Tourist
camps outline the outskirts of every town for their benefit-rows of box-like rooms with a stove, a bed, and a mattress for a night's stay. Tourists arrive, like migrating
birds, after dark, and leave before dawn. The town is just
a place to sleep and their picture of the country is one endless road. Their purchases are a five-cent tin of sardines
and a box of crackers. One gallon of gas almost takes
them across the state.
One party stopped an entire two hours in Santa Fe to
see the town. Father parked the car in front of" the Art
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w~nt

in to investigate. Two minu!tes
Museum alid Mother
. later she b stled out of the door.
"Don' get out, Pa," she called: "There ain't nothin~ in
there but pitchers."
, . Wher+upon they drove around to give this foreign torn
with its q,eer ~ud ho~ses a dutif.ul once-overs. "They ~ad
never see SpanIsh patios before.
. !i
,
"Well if this, ain't the funniest place!" Ma ejaculatjed.
"Don't th se people have front yards? What are tl/t.ey
ashamed 0 that they have to live behind walls ?"
!
Many of the motor tourists cut the expense of tou~ist
camps an~ sleep beside any road. They carry their en~ire
living equ!.m ent' with them. Here comes a Model T loa4ed
from roof running board. Two skeletons of sanitary cqts,
quilts, wa tubs, trunks, canvas stools, skillets and buck+ts,
and a gas line stove are roped to"the top and back. The
left runni*g board is fenced off -with two boards. There
rides the tnilch goat, ms whiskers wavi:Qg over the front
.fender. :ae is a necess~ry member of the family for there
are two b~bies, four step-chair children, a puppy, and an
aunt, besiHes Father apd MothE;r, in one four-passenger
open Ford[ Where and how they rige is as big a mystery
as w~re ey get the price of gas. When the cold weather
begins, th roads to California
swarm
with these transients,
1
•
who form he greatest c:harity problem in western states.
Inva ably Fords get througlr where Li~colns fail to
pass. On, aved highways super-sixteens may sniff as they'
skim past ~he "road runners" but in a-Iand where there may
be high cepters, mud and quicksand, Fords run lightly over
.the top arid heavier cars bog down.
Eme:;:1encie~, are great lev'elers, stripping . down artificial clas distin~tions ¥> the lowest common denominator
Tycoons
and tramps;
are equally
helpof human Ireactions.
.
,
.
less before a washout. Some tourists growl at bad weather,
some take it philosophically, some pitch in to build a road
around a mud hole. In any emergency one person comes to
I
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the front as a self-appointed leader. He may not.be a business executive at home, but in a crisis his initiative, .pr~ti
cal judgment and confid~nce give him undisputed leadership.
The Southwest is a country of violent contrasts. One
day the road through Arizona stretched through a parched
desert where the cars raised a barage of sand and the dry,
glaring sunlight stung the eyeballs. The next day. a .deluge
of rain turned the dust into adobe mud, as treacherous and
unmanageable as thick red grease. In five hours we made a
bare nineteen miles. Other cross-country tourists had the
same experience, crawling along, bumper to bumper.. With
the comraderie that develops in an emergency, Ford drivers
shoveled out Lincolns blocking the road ahead, and Lincolns
pulled out Fords skidding out of ruts and sinking hub-deep
on soft shoulders. If any car stuck the whole caravan be'"
hind it stopped.
Then a young man in blue jeans with a red bandana
tied gypsywise over his black hair would race up to the
stalled car, giving advice, working over it as hard as though
it were his own car, and eventually set it crawling again.
We hailed "Bandana" as a savior.
Late in the afternoon even Bandana's dynamo energy
met defeat. The cloudburst had washed out a bridge. Until
the road crew could make a detour there was nothing to ·do
but stop. The cross-country cars backed up in a long line
before a lone store. There were no rqoms to rent,. no beds
and only a small supply of crackers and cheeese and can~ed
g'oods to feed two hundred hungry to~rists.
.
Darkness came on. Bandana went from car to car
down the long line, like a strolling troubadour, twanging
the ukelele under his arm and suggesting a "sing." He
started' with "It ain't gonnarain no mQre, no more." Tourists in the front cars joined him, and -'soon the doubts of the
skeptical and sIDlen faded before Bandana's good humor and
~allads. Old favorites were remembered from college song

.

,

.
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books, jazz echoed above the roaring river, .even hymns
swelled out into the· desert night.
"Ten o'clock! Lights out!" called Bandana.
Headlights disappeared. Tourists adjusted themselves
to sleep as best they could in their cars. Dawn came. The
sun was bright, roads had .dried off; the highway crew. had
made a passable detour ~nd the caravan began to roll west.
Bandana waved a gay farewell as his Ford skipped past us.
We didn't know his name, home or business, but we will
always remember Bandana as one tourist who was a real·
human being.
: .
For there are' touri~ts and tou'rists. Travel etiquette
suggests a few' "Don't for Dudes," the first being the golden
rule of consideration for others. Observing simplecourtesies might remove the tourist tabu~ And we might as well
acknowledge' to ourselves that. wherever we go the native
.
sons will classify us as tQurists.
I .

"

,.

"

Out in Santa Clara
By E-qGENIA

POPE POOL

:Perched on a ijigh 'dobe wall
I watched the Buffalo dance.
A brave walked up;
One of Plato's, disciples he looked to be...
] took a chance;
Fingering his ~obe
] said, J'How lpvely!"
With ·great di!fity, said he,
"I have these made in New York
Especially for ~e !"

"

I
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Footnote to These Days
By

NORMAN MACLEOD

In any world the iron rusts
And steel decays. The flowers
Are faint on the sky, and in their rock ribs
The mountains are making the last sound,
The death cough.
. Rueful rumors' to south,
Faiths facile of death-shepherds
Of flocks slip over precipices of current events
Into history, whether .orno the blossoming apples
Are incense at the face of the sun,
Whether or no the "whores go with magnolias
Stuck in their teeth, or brats crowd into
Estaminets on the Nile banks, in green
Brilliance of stars.
We are a long way gone .
From myths of utopia. We go with echoes
Of opium in our brains, seeking oblivion,
Conscious of guilt-that we too
Are betrayersSick by the streams
That are ways for watercress,
Raking the radiance of sky for some one comet
Or star-frogs croaking hoarse in the swampsCalling all of it lonely.

r
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Bill Is IfamO;Us This Year
By

"',

G~RGE,DIXON SNELL

, I
'WHEN 'he came in t~ey all looked to see.

-

Ii

r

But he didn't
have anything un<)1er his arm. He acted lik'e nothing ~',
was' chan,ed about him. The kids ~dn't run after him',
when he ",ent into the h~ll to take off his coat and hat. They
sat on th~ floor, and kept on playing with the cat that had
wandered: in. The missus waited for him to c-Ome back into
the kitchen and she looked kind of disappointed.
He cdme in sniffing' around. "What you got to eat?" he
asked.
I
'She fointed to' what was on the table and the stove,
some bread and ,what looked and smelled like a stew of
vegetable~. He went and sat down and began to cut the
bread.
e missus called the kids to sit up to the table.
"Mter'the were all started lapping up the thin soupy stuff
he looked around slyly. Before ducking his head for an<;>ther sp nfut he said, "Well, what do you think?" "
She id eagerly, "You ain't keep'n' a secret from us,
'?'
.
are you. I
'
He ~ontinued to slup up the stew, the kids watching
'him eXPeftantly.
.
"Yoq ain't got it, have you?" the missus said.
. ' He tiI>e? hi~ mo~th ~l~ng ~he-:~ack of his. hand a~d
hitched brck In hIS chaIr,tIltIng lt off the floor. Across his
face ca~ a dignified look.
1
"I' ess I'm a famous man," he said.
"Yo !!,ot i~ ~i1I,huh?" s~e exclaimed, balIf, getting up.
He as grInnIng and tryIng to look Plfll~oUS too, looking as if ' e :was mighty proud of himself. !
"Le me see it 1" she said.
ti
The kids didn't' know what it was supposed to be, but
it was s mething important, they thought, from how their
,t'
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ma and pa were acting. They forgot to keep on eating, all
except the smallest one.
"There ain't hardly a person in the country but will
know who I am," he said.
.
"Didn't you bring it home?" the missus said, acting 'Out
of patience.. She leaned over closer and demanded, "Did
you get the money yet?"
"Oh sure, I got the money all right, that ain't bother'n'
me," he said, acting as if he never thought about the money.
"Where is it then?"
He reached into his overalls and pulled out a folded,
smudgy check, and she snatched it out of his hand.
"Why, it's only twen.ty-five dollars," she said.
"Well, what do you expect?"
"We can't live on that!"
He screwed his. head around uncomfortably, av.oiding
her eyes. "They might start work again pretty soon."
"Yes," she snorted, "I know how that is. You'll be laid
off until spring the way it always is."
The kids began to eat again bec'ause talking about
money wasn't important. They were disappointed because
they thought it was going to be something important.
leyou act as if you don't care if I'm famous or not," he
said.
""teah, I do," she said, looking at the check, "but when
you ain't work'n' I can't help worryun."
"You act like you don't care if twenty million people
know who I am."
"Twenty million people," she said in awe. ('Think of
that."
"Yeah, twenty million or maybe even more. You can't
tell, it might be even more than that."
"Have you got it, Bill?" she said, insisting.
. The kids looked at him again now, perking up because
it began to sound important again.
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He pretended not to hear. "I'm pretty satisfied with
the job they done," he said judiciously. "Yes, I might say
I think they done a pretty good job."
"You seen it already then ?",
"Oh, they might have put my name bigger but I guess
nobody'll miss who it is."
"Bill, you show it to us if you've got it !'.' she commanded.
The kids wanted to see what.it was but none of them
said anything because .if rna couldn't get to .see it they certainly couldn't.
"I bet you ain't seen it yet at all," she said~
~
"Do you know who I am? fm the great. American
workman with the courage of hon§st labor."
"You're a stubborn mule~ that's what," she .said. "You
ain't a workmall now neither, without you finq;-a job pretty
quick."
.
.
\
.
He looked at her as if she were too ignorant to under-'
~tand what he was talking about. .
"All right," he said, "if that's how you feel I ~in't g<?'n'
a-show it ~o you."
"You better let me see it right now!"
He tr~ed to look disgusted as he rose, but mainly he
. looked lik~ he couldn't get to his coat fast enough. The kids
all were ~limbing off their chairs, getting excited to see
what was !going to. happen. The missus got up .and began
to follow im out, but he came back in immediately and he
had it.
"All ight, I'll show you'someth'n' now," he said impressively, shoving the dishes aside and spreading the magazine out r.nthe table. "It ain't every family can have a
famous:fat?er." ,
,
Ever~body was crowding around now, and he kept
wetting h~S big thumb and turning the slick pages over,
.passing b .ght-colored ads and pictures of people in stories.
All of a s dden he came to the page.
•

I

.

I
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"There's Pa!" the biggest kid crowed.
The missus took a good long look, a~d she copldn't say
anything but, "Well, I'll declar~, what 40 you know about
that, I'll declare!"
He had a grin all over his face, he couldn't keep it off.
One of the kids ran a stickynnger over the smooth paper,
touching the face in the picture.
"Hey, leave off!" his pa cried, ~natching the little hand
away. "Don't you mess that up already."
"I'll declare," the missus said.
"Now, you see they-ain't nobody could miss see'n' me
there," he said.
"You take up a whole page," she whispered.
"Sure, that's a two-page ad. Look how it shows me
work'n' on the lathe," he said admiringly.
"There ain't nobody else in' the picture."
"What's it say, whafs that read'n' say?" the biggest
kid asked.
"It says, 'Bill Roberts won't be out of a job this year.
Bill is the Great American Worker, he puts his faith in
America. His confidence·reflects the optimistic courage of
honest American labor,' " she said.
"Think how.many million people are look'n' at that picture right this minute," Bin said.
"I'll declare," the missus said. She kept looking at the
picture and then at Bill. "I never noticed how handsome
you look before."
"It goes to show you, a man can get famous overnight."
She read the whole ad through, and then sh~ said, "It's
wonderful. I think it's just wonderful."
"How much do you think it cost the Company to put
that ad in there1" he said.
..
"I don't know, maybe a thousand dollars 1"
"Say," he said deprecatingly, "this ain't a newspaper,
,this is a magazine! "Why, I'll bet it cost five thousand
dollars."
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"Sur , easy that much."
;,'
'She tIcked in astonishment, sitting down to eat some ".
more.
e kids started asking if there wasn't something'
besides s~w, and she gave them. a little bread.
"Onl~ why did they lay you off, when that says-"
"Thet laid off the whole shift," he Said absently, staring at the picture. "But just think," he marveUed, "you
can be no~odY one day and famous the next."
.

I
I

l Liturgy of Eagle's Nest Lake
I · By NQRMAN MACLEOD .•
I

.

Graciousnbss is unselfish love extended, like a samaritan
On the ki~dlY roads of beauty: give us the generosity
To be go04 to our own souls. Peace as an Indian word giver,
The'meanfng lost through the long ~radition of the yearsBut the mpsic soothing and ripe for the happiness
Of content firmly subsidual of rock. Whatever lover
Comes on the low road of poverty, it is better
To cLasp loneliness to the heart and forget.
In eac}l personal body is the only salvation
(Though words break barriers something is lost
In,the mad insanity of escape from one solitary prison
Into the concentra~ion camp of the earth). So as autumns
Fly to winter and the' cold breath of snow.,
Frosts the land from valleys to mountain tops,
Seek companiQnship in the knowledge of the heart
(The handclasp of eyes in understanding) and hold
The flickering blaze of firelights to the candle of beauty
That wav~ring shadows be cast over the walls of your life.. '
1

~
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I Almost Got a Whipping
By GRACE TAYLOR MITCHELL
HAPPENED in the "gay nineties,': though just why they
I Tare
always gay, I have never been able to tell, unless it is
from sheer sarcasm. Social and public life were marked
with a. certain stateliness and dignity, coupled with simplicity, but parties, especially in smalIer towns, were rather
few. There certainly was not the rush of social affairs
that there has been in the late gay twenties. There was,
nevertheless, an abundance of genuine happiness anG gayety
too of a restrained kind.
It is said to be a sign' of old age when one begins to
reminisce. However that may be, one certainly can find"
no more ,charming place to relllJinisce over than the quiet
little city of Oswego, New York, situated on the shore of
grand old Lake Ontario and on each side of the beautiful
old Oswego River, made famous by Cooper, a c~ntury ago,
in his Indian story, "The Pathfinder." .
However gay those old nineties may have been, the
, gayety certainly did not extend into the world of the working man.. The slogan of "the fU~1 dinner pail" was just in
~he offing, waiting its cut.
The "eight hour day" was a
phrase quite unrehearsed. Our town had its factories, but
)he problems of the day laborer did not weigh heavily except
upon a sparse few advanced thinkers, mostly those who
wrote for magazines. But though our working men were
not gay, I do not remember hearing of strikes ole laQor
troubles or oppression of any kind.
The pride of our city was the great Kingsford starch
factory. In our geography lesson on products, our teachers
never failed to call attention to the fact that our city was
known the world over. as the home
. of ','Kingsford Corn
Starch." We always swelled with importance and pride in
the glory thus reflected on ourselves. As for the factory
l>

[30 ]
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itself, it was labeled at all entrances, as factories have a
right to' be labeled, "Private. Keep out." So the tantalizing mysteries within, forever remained a secret to me.
To the small' child of school age, the great Kingsford
plant (long since, ~ believe, me~ged into· a tru~t of a later
decade) was merely a series of huge buildings between the
canal and the rivett, with trains and freight cars shunted
back and forth, and-great teams of horses with wagons piled
high, with boxes of starch 'emerging from bridges over the
canal. One other notable feature was the large crowd of
men going back;an~ forth on the streets when the factory
whistles blew. We, heard the tramp of these men passing
early in the morning-at five, six, and seven, while we were
still snug in our beds, and at noon we passed "them, in
groups, on our wayi to and from school. Again, about six in
the even~ng, we saw them going, home.
,
We ~ad no trcpuble in recognizing these factory men.
. They mwe rapidlyi in groups, sometimes talking, bdt in a
strange guttural chatter which was unintelligible "totme as
many of !them were foreign, and lived in the German lsettlement, fafther back :from the river. Their clpthing was very
chalky and dusty, but above all other
marks was a peculiar
/
odor that clung to their clothes-most easily' de"Scribed by
the word~, "Sour corn meal-very sour." I never heard of
its being an unhealthy smell, but to people passing, it seemed
extremely strong and unpleasant. I certainly found it so.
, One time our family was discussing this same unpleas;.
ant odor, and our"<iliscomfort in passing these men. I was,
at the time, perha}ps eight years old, a~d remarked very
frankly' that when~ver I passed those factory' men, I always
held my nose.'
At this remark, a terrible frown passed over my
father's face. Not only that, but, what portended ominous
scenes, he began to pace the floor, with his hands behind his
back. For a while he only glanced at me. Words did not
seem to come.
I

i

i

.

;

I

"

,
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My father was a small
man, of great dignity, but also
of
,
I
quick temper, which he seemed able to harness only by:-much
pacing of the floor.- He was also of the type one would call a
thinker, and in spite of his temper, he was a gentleman, in
the truest meaning of the word. He was a gentle man. He
was never a snob.
Finally, while still pacing the,floor, my father began
to speak, but in rather short sentences, "Why Gracie!" (My
doting relatives always called me "Gracie.") "Why Gracie! .
You don't mean to say that you walked past those men holding your nose."
"Yes, Father." I knew that what must be, must be.
There was no use flinching.
'
"But Gracie," he went on, "those poor men work so
hard. They are up before daylight. They work all day that
their families may have'" food and shelter. They are poor
men, but they are honest. Gracie, how could you hold your
nose while passing those poor honest men'?"
"Well, Father," and I drew myself to my tallest small
height. "I am honest, too."At this remark, my dear father paced the floor faster
than ever, the scowl deepening. Here was his daughter,
whom he had so thoroughly taught to be honest, being just
that. What was to be done?
Somehow, in my training, honesty had been impressed
upon me so strongly that other virtues h~d not quite registered in my moral code. To be honest was to be perfect.
There ~ere no other virtues of any consequence in my limited range of virtues-and I had been perfectly honest. I
hoped my father would realize what a spectacle he was making of himself, pacing the floor when his daughter had
merely been honest..
s
But he did not cease his pacing nor his perplexed scowling. I pondered seriously, '''Here is another virtue. which I
have not properly considered. It must be the greatest of all
virtues, since it even takes precedence over honesty." . Not
t

...
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exactly "in these woJl'ds did I ponder, for my vocabulary was
, . too limited, but my moral and sQcial codes were budding and
expanding. In a few
. short
. mOlIlents, I realized that'1 had
strange, almost fascinating relationships with the great outside <world. I could not define them, yet my miildwas
rapidly clearing.:rindness and courtesy could, at times, it
seemed, take preCe~ence even over honesty.
~
. As my father dontinued stepping over thew9rn red carpet in our library, :J went up to him, and, with a vision of
what life should b~, I said, "0 father, I will never hold my
nose again, when I ,pass the factory men. When I see them
coming, I will tak~ a long, long" brf!ath, and P will hold it
.until they are quite past me, even if I burst."
. This promise seemed to settle the matter, so far as my
father was coneen\led. He knew I would keep my word.
His pacing stopped. I' sat beside him in the large chair,
and he smoothed ~y hair thou~htfully for along time.
That was some forty years ago, but from that day to
this, I have never held my nose while passing anyone-.:-certainly no one I hav~ known to be honest.
I

",

Eden

By EUGENIA POPE POOQ
•

Eve, the Garden was a perfect
Place for love.
You should have enacted
Your. drama there
For just outside
The Garden Gate
Were other women,,;fair.
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Something Is in the Air
By

EVA NEWCOMER GEYER

Something is in the air,
Something is a-stir,
The trees are leaning forward
Like children with singing shells at their earl:;l

~istening.

y

I

I listen ...
Ah, well,
rhave come too far
For conversation with trees.
The sounds I hear
Are casual every-day sounds,
And if ever I heard,
I shut my ears with trifles of noise.
Deep-rooted,
The trees belong to the earth.
Nothing the earth holds from them,
Nothing the trees do not hear.
City-bred,
I have no roots, .
Under the pavements earth or sand,
It is all 'one to me.
Now that I think of it
When have my feet free and bare
Fallen upon the living earth of the trees?

.

Something is in the air,
:T
Something is a-stir, .
The trees are quiet like a frightened herd
Listening.
I listen ...
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Mi Delirip Sobre la Cumbre SandIa

B,y.R. BRENES-MESEN

ORRE el valle el ritmo del Rio Grande, cuyo lecho es una
amplia vega, a i treachos liquida, a trechos arenosa, a
trechos insula verddante.
,
./-i'
De la una a las ~uatro de la tarde un torrido gran senor
solar seha paseadq por las calles de Albuquerque. En el
fondo de, este vaso: que van moldeando las montanas se
agosta la 'desmayante flor del dia. Estas tres horas son
tres serpientes de:fuego arFastrandose poreste campo
escueto que yace ~fi~brado entre la calle de Las Lomas y la
UniversidAd. En el~ilencio, aqui, cree uno oir sordos cascps
de caravaJna sobre a~ena. Se nos fi~ura ver un espejismo de
agua y sOjIllbra.
~
CuaI1ldo este fuego se funde en brisa, hacia las cinco,;
partimos~ encarandonos al oriente.
"
~ Mis :ojos escalan-las alturas: aHa lejos, las montanas
que se van irizando ia los guifios del sol ; arriba, la cerulea
techumbne infinita. ''Aqui cerca, praderas en cinta, manchadas de o~ejas, 0 de cabras; a raios, un asno quieto, una hora
gris de $oviles orejias. Enfrente, la U sagitaria', un arco
tenso, pr~sto a disP3!rarcontra la cumbre.
. Faldeamos ya "lia montana. . Es un camino a repecho,
~ntre prodigios. Se ha congelado,aqui un huracan de piedra
y de milenios. De 10 alto saItan, en rebano espantado amontonamietos de siglos de lava y de arenicas. Asamblea de
iguanodontes. Marcha turbulenta de volcanicas. tortugas.
En espera de resuneccion, manadas de elefantes en trance
de rocas. Se paralizardn mirando enfrente, aHa abajo, torturado cuadriHa de: siglos cavando en cuarzo con su docil
cincel de agua. . Ya tieneri abierto el primordial socavon
t
sonoro: el Canon de,'Tijeras.
Aqui, aquf, a :la izquierda t colosal catarata de rocas
. detenida por el soPlo de un milagro; a cada instante su
[35 ]
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caida queda en suspenso. Este 'solitario elefante, a la derecha, con su mirada de piedra contempla ese torrente de
lava. Mas alIa la gracia de una titanica peiia oscilante, por
siglos dormida al arrullo de aguas en lejania.
La tromba de lava, haciendose cumbre, perfora el silencio de la altura. AlIa abajo; a la derooha, una delgada aguja
de agua va hilvanando la funda de enebro del Caii6n. A
intervalos, una cortina de mamposteria tuerce el hila del
hilvan. ' La aguja de cr~stal continua pespuntando los pliegues' de junlpero de aquella profundidad. Luego, el caii6n,
ahondando, peregrina en las tinieblas. Ya s610 en los labios
de este viento pastor se oyeel 000 de un canto de agua.
Zumba en mis oidos sensaci6n de encumbramiento.
,
8ubitamente entro en un mundo nuevo. El oxigeno de
este aire esta hecho de espiritual exaltaci6n. Empiezo a
comprender el rec6ndito sentido de esta Montaiia.
Bajo los arboles, a esta hora, trama la sombra conjuraci6n re visiones que trepan. Los pinos, con sus arpas
vibrantes al hombro, los fragantes pinabetes, los cedros
mancebos, los alamos miedosos van en 'procesi6n bajando
desde lascumbres. Ahora, la tarde' morena, encaramada
sobre el bosque, se ha soltado en el aura una'cabellera rub,ia.
Esas dos bras~s ardiendo, entre cedros, son ojos de lobo,
sort de coyote aullador. i Quien sabe!
81, conjura la sombra. Ruidos extraiios se arrollan en
torno de los troncos; se estremooen los tiemblos; se acuclilIan los enebros. Las hijas de la noche huyen falda abajo,
al sentir sobre sus senos ojos de hombres.
La cima, iIuminada, asoma. Doble iIuminaci6n la suya:
aurea claridad poniente cortada por el :filo de una segur
lunar. Pero mas grande aun, este halo de la Montaiia que la '
viene de aquel prodigioso talisman radiante en las Montaiias
Rocosas. La voz de mi secreto Yo me 10 esta gritando. Este
halo de la Montaiia esplende y entona un Fa que me traspaSa
como el aroma de los cedros y la fragancia de los pinos.
Rejuvenece y exulta.

•
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Este es el alto y volado balc6n de la Montana. AlIa
abajo, lejos, el Rio Grande es como un inm6vil relampago de
plata, cuyo truenose ha quedadp reverberando en 10,8
canones. lSobre el v~lle, sentado; con la espalda contra la
Montana y con los pU~s humedeciendose en el Rio, cae a esta
hora el in~ible uLtinJ-o fulgor del adi6s' de la tarde. Tiene"
todo este panorama luna tan entrafiable hermosura que es -;:.
casi dolorosa. Quisierauno respirarla toda y hacerla suya
para siemtre.
. ..'.
",
''
De la, hondonadas del valle se levanta, serena y divina, .
la Noche. I Venus,": una Venus mas' blanca, mas fulgurante
.que la Lu~a, alumbJ;~ su camino.
'Bello ,borde de rbca, labio tendido bacia un beso de distanc!a y hondura, q~e prodigioso l'torrente de fuerzas extrafias se despena desde este abierto balc6n de maravilla
sobre el V1aIle apaCiIJle, cuya sUBtancia va lentamEmte compenetrandbse de. las aguas invisibles caidas desde aqui.
Catarata !sin truenos, se desborda como un amazonado
Niagara slobre ese IDiajestuoso cantaro de montafias, el valle
del Rio Grande. . MI visi6n se esclarece y se ensancha.
A 10 largo de ese Rio y de estas Montanas va surgiendo
una raza nueva quei trae en BU ser, como en urna sacra, el
esplendor i de una n.neva cultur~, las fuerzas de una nueva
Civilizacilin.
.,
*
*
*
.
Desc~nso, 'en la noche, hacia el valle. Es un~ misteriosa
tiniebla e~ta por dorlde bajo. Pareceme que he entrado en los
sinuosos meandros del cerebro de la Noche. Recovecos fos- forescentes; curv~ agudas como en punta d~ pedernal;
afan de eorrer, pettdiente abajo, como ardilla que se descuelga por un tronqo. Rumores extraviadosy a tientas en
los sitios !sombriOs;j miedos reptiles; voces-murcielagos enredadas ~n la somlira; escalofrios en la brisa, sobre cuyos
hombros pesa, com~ un chal de 'pieles, una obscuridad 010rosa. Un cence~o,~onoro que viaja paciendo junto al murmullo del agua; un puente blanco que cabalga sobre una agua
mansa. Y dos j6vJnes siluetas de mujeres agitanadas que
hechieeraFente contemplan la noche y escuchan el eencerro.
I

'

I

l
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Moonlight Over Chaco
By LOIS N'ELSON KUIPERS
A mellowing glow is softly shed
From the high moon riding overhead.
A clearly revealing radiance falls .
On an ancient people's crumbling walls.
Echo calls eerily pierce the night
From towering cliffs of canyon height.
Pottery shards of ~roken clay
Tell of a dim, forgotten day
When busy matrons with skillful art
Patiently shaped and designed each part;
Workers busily wove and spun;
Shy, brown maidens were wooed and won;
, Naked children played in the sun,
Whooping loud in hilarious fun;
Braves fared forth to the hunt, and to fight;
War-drum and chant broke the calm of night;
In the old sacred plaza's spacious square
The populace gathered to witness ,there
Frenzied dancers with nimble feet
Follow the tom-torn's rythmic beat;
A fervent priest in a rounded room,
By flickering fires and surrounding gloom,
Cast a potent and magical spell,
But the kiva guards his secret well.
A fitful breeze whisl>ers, sighs, and is gone,
And under the cliff the ruin sleeps on.
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Three Spanish Folk Tales
DOLORES HUNING

aM

IRENE FISHER

I
THk ,LITTLE, "NAPKIN AND THE LITTLE STICK
,

"

,

'i1"

upon a time there were two little old people who
,were very poor. They lived in a little adobe house at
the edge of the village. When Christmas day was near, the
old man said to the old woman, "I am going to ma~e a tall
ladder and see if I can reach the sky to ask Our Lord for a
Christmas! gift.""
,
He
worked
hard and made his ladder. . On Christmas
,
I
day he put it up and it reached the sky. He climbed up
and knocl}ed at the door. Our~ Lord came out and asked
him what he wanted.
The old man told him that he had come for his Christmas gift. Our Lord gave him a little napkin. The old man
climbed dpwn the~long ladder and when he reached home, he_said tol his _wife, "Set the table.~'
'
The bId woman said, "What is it you intend to eat?
There is rio food." But she set the table for him as he asked.
Then the told man took out his little napkin and said to it,
"Fix you~self, li~tlenapkiI;l."
,
Sudd~nly the table was filled with all kinds of foods.
They sat jdown and rejoiced to have enough food for once.
The littlei napkin gave them food for several days. Then
one day t~ey wished to take a journey to a neighboring village. T~ old woman said, "I am going to leave'the little
napkin ~t the house of our 'neighbor." The old man
agreed. ~he took it and said to the neighbor, "I would like
to leave this little napkin here' until we return. Only one
thing I a$k, do not tell it to fix "itself."
~
The /neighbor agreed and the old woman left the napkin, and [went away. The neighbor,of course, said, "Fix
yourself,'I' to the napkin and was astounded when food
appeared! on her table.

O
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When the, old man and the old woman returned from
their journey the next day and came for the little napkin,
the woman gave them another.
The old woman, after they went home, said to the napkin, "Fix yourself, little napkin," ~nd no food appeared on
the table.
The old people knew then what the neighbor had done,
and they did not know how to get the napkin back.
New Year's was approaching, and the old woman said,
"It is my turn to go get the New Year's gift." She went up
the ladder which the old man had not taken down, and
knocked at the door.
,
Our Lord came out apd asked her what she wanted. She
replied that she had come for her New Year's gift. He gave
her a little stick and said to her, "When you arrive at home,
say to the little stick,' 'Fix yourself.' "
The old woman went down the, ladder and no sooner had
she reached home than she said, "Fix yourself, little stick."
Well, it did fix itself, and suddenly it began to beat-the
old couple and gave them both a good beating. When it
finally stopped, the old man said, "Tomorrow we shall take
another journey, and we will give the neighbor the little
stick to keep for us. And you tell her not to say 'Fix yourself.' "
The next day, whel]. they got ready to go on their
journey, the old woman went and left the stick with the
neighbor, telling her not to say to the stick, "Fix yourself."
The neighbor said all right. And no sooner had the old
woman left than the neighbor said, "Fix yourself."
The stick did fix itself and gave her such a beating that
it put her in bed. When the old people return~d and asked
for the stick, she gave them both the little napkin and the
little stick and told them they were two deceitful old people.
They left, taking the little napkin and the little stick
with them. When they reached home they told the napkin t~
fix itself and they sat down to a big supper. After they had
their supper, they went to sleep and God knows about them.
'i'''
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THE CLEVER THIEF

AN OLD woman, who had a very lazy son nam~d Juan, told
.£'l. him when he was sixteen h.e would have to find some
occupation~

, -

"The only thing [ wish to become is a thief," said the
boy.
.
.
i

'

"Heaven help· me," said his mother, "I do;not wish you
to become a thief."
The o~d woman }Vent to church every day to pray to
her patron saint, SaIl; Geronimo,_ in order that Juan would
.overcome lilis desire to become a thief. One day the boy
was lying tby the firepl~ce about to go to sleep when he
saw his mc)ther leave,the house. He decided to follow her.
. He saw thh.t she' went into the church. He went through
the sacristy and hid behind the altar. He heard his mother
.
pray.
.
"San Geronimo, turn my·' boy's thoughts .away from
being a thi~f."
"Juan, should beCome a thief," sai~ a voice from eehind
the altar. i
"San- jGeroniplO, please not that," prayed the poor
"
'
mother. f
. A deef voice said again, "Juan should become a thief."
, The ~oman sadly left the church and went home. In
the meantime, Juan also quickly left and ran home. He was
. lying by the fireplace when his mother came in.,
"Well, did the saint answer your prayer?" he asked.
"San Geronimo says you should become a thief," replied the mother sadly.
•
"You see," said Juan, "that i~ the only occupation for
me. Even the saints say so. I shall start in tonight."
That night .the largest bank'in the .nearby city was
.' robbed. J u~ brought all the money home to his mother. In
. the city there lived a king who had an older brother who
was a priest. When they heard of this r,obber, the king sent

,.

~

I

.;.
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out criers who announced" that he wished the robber to come
to him. .Juan appeared before the king.
"Buenas dias, Your Majesty."
"Buenas dias, hombre, I hear you, are a very clever
thief."
,"Yes, Your Majesty, I am."
,
"I shall see how smart you are. Tonight I want you
to steal the bread from a certain oven and if you are not
successful you will suffer the death penalty."
"Very well," said Juan, "but you must not bake the
bread until it is hard..My mother cannot eat hard bread."
The king consented, and showed Juan the o~en where
the bread was to be baked. That night after it was baked,
the door of the oven was plastered up and the king's guards
were placed on watch.
Juan bought a bottle 6f opium, a prayer book, and a
lantern. He walked toward the oven with his lantern 'l'lit,.
reading the prayerbook by its light. The guards whispered
to one another,
"Here comes the thief."
"No, it is the priest."
"Whoever heard of a' thief with a lantern·? Thieves
do not take a light' with them."
As Juan approached them he said, "Good evening, my
good men." What are you doing here?"
"We are guarding the~ king's bread. There is a very
clever thief who is going to try to steal this bread."
"Yes, I've heard of -him," said Juan, "but does not the
king give you a little drink to keep you warm? I always
carry my bottle with me and when I'm up late I take a
swallow to warm me."
"I wish we had a drink," said one of the guards.
"Here, my good men," said Juan, taking out his bottle.
I'll give you one."
They each took a swallow and immediately fell into
a stupor. Juan broke open the oven and took out the bread.
G
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came and ~sked the gUards if t)1e thief had come. They
replied tha~ no one hadi,been there but the priest. Just then
Juan'saunt¢red by witn a loaf of bread which he was eating.
He asked tne king if .i!t had been baked in his oven. The
king lookeq at it and Said that it had. He then examined
the oven ~nd found the bread gone. The guards were
thrown into prismi.
"Now I wish to see if.,you can steal my beautiful horse,"
said the king.
"But, Your Majesty," said Juan. "I told you I could
steal money easier than these other things."
"That is truCY," said the king." "I will give you a chance
to steal·some money, and if you can steal it, it is, yours. I
will guard it myself. I will put it in a chest in my bedroom and lie on the bed next.to it."
"Be careful," said Juan, "that you do not fall asleep."
Juan went to a carpenter and had him make a wooden
figure to resemble him, with springs in the knees so it could
walk and run like a re~l person. When anything struck the
figq.re it would fall down and then would get up and run .
faster than ever. That night about twelve o'clock the king
heard someone' walkin~ along the porch, then he saw a figure at the door.
"Ther~ he' comes," thought 'the king, and he jumped up
with his pi~tol and firep a shot. The figure fell but got up
quickly anq started to run. The king ran after it and every
time he s~ot, it would fall and then get up and run' on.
Finally th~ king gave up and returned to his roo~. In the
meantime clruan had come in and taken the chest of money. ~
When the king
saw the money was gone he was angry. .
I
The next day the Icing told hfs brother, the priest, what
had happefed about the bread and: the money. The priest
sympathizEtd with the king and said,
'
"Now fwe will tell him that he must steal me. That will
be impossible. _ Then you can have him ·executed and be
rid of himor'
I.

-1

.

I
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"Very well," said the, king, "and I will even tell hjm
that he can have my daughter's hand in marriage if he
succeeds."
."And I," said the priest, "will offer to marry them
free."
They sent for Juan and told him what he was to do.
He was willing and when he left them, he went to a tailor
and had him make him an angel's suit with large wings.
That night as the 'priest was sitting at dinner he heard
the churchbell ringing. He called to the cook and told her to
go out to see what was happening. She had been gone only
a few minutes when she returned, badly frightened.
"What I saw is not of this world. There is an angel in
the belfry."
The priest went out to see. When he saw the angel he
fell on'his knees and said, "In God's name, tell me who you
are?"
The angel did not answer.
Then the priest asked, "Have you come for me-?"
(I:Yes," said the angel. "I want you to go back to your
house and make your will leaving everything to the poor.
Then bring all your gold and silver and place it' in the
sacristy."
The priest went back and did as he was told.
"Now," said the angel, "I want to hear your confession."
.The- priest confessed until he couldn't think of any
more sins.
"Take hold of the rope and 'I will pull you up to
Heaven," said the angel.
The priest took hold of the rope alld Juan started to
pull.
"No, said the angel, "you are too heavy. You still have
some sins to confess."
He let the priest down and heard him confess some
more. Finally Juan got tired of hearing him and told him

"
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to take hola of the rope ~gain. When. he got the pri~st halfway up torthe belfry, he dropped hIm and the prIest fell

unconsciou~. Juan climbed down and, took the priest to the

barnyard. I There he pr<>pped hini against the wall with his
prayerboo~ in his lap. I
'
The~ morning the king came to see his brother but
he ~~
nb'tt fj ind him. ;The cook told him about the angel
and the ki g thol,lght J ~an had killed his brother. Then he
noticed th chickens had not been let out. He went to the
barnyard ith th~ cook, ~o let them out. There he f,ound the
pri~st lme¢ling at the ~ate, praying, "St Peter~ let me in!
St. Peter, let me in!"
The ·ngassured' his brother he was still on earth.
Then the p iest realized Lwhat had happened. They sent for'
Juan, and he priest sai~ to him, "'You have won the wager
and the hapd of the' pri*cess. I do not mind the wealth you
took, nor t~e discomfort: you cau.sed me, but I do mind having confes~~d to you. I'm, too humiliated to marry you today.
You must ivait until tomorrow."
l'li
-.-/
II
~
J

' .

frIO ANSELMO 'AND CHACOLI-CHACOLA
I :

'

IO AN ELMO was very much bored because the (lay had
T
gone adly for him.i Noone paid him what they owed
him; he h d made a mistake in his accounts; and· in order
that everyt ing might turn out wrong, a tooth, even, fell out
of his mou h.
He we t to the edge of the ocean with the desire to kill
himself byl drinking salt water, a.nd he was just about to
throw himtelf into the sea when an idea occurred to him
'
which he ijeld h~ppily. :
_ Ambit~ous for hon,o~s and pleasures, he called the devil
three tim~, and the ~hird time the earth opened alnd
through th~ gap there came out, amid flames of sulphur, a
, strange figure with fiery~red horns and a bull's tail of poisonous wee~s.
I

•

I

.

I
I
I

-I
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"So this is the devil," thought Tio Anselmo, "the same
demon, who, according to popular saying, has a pig's face."
A costume that, b~ause of its shabbiness and ugliness,
looked as i~ it had come from a bargain sale, and a dirty
sombrero, completed the outfit of the poor. devil, who, making a draught by swishing the end of his tail, advanced smiling toward Tio Anselmo. '
.
Although Tio Anselmo was frightened,. his hair did ~ot
stand on end because, among other reasons, he had no haIr;
he was as bald as a billiard ball. Sejior -Satan asked Tio
Ansel~o how he couJd serve him, a:nd-1Tio Anselmo, recov~
ered a little from his fright, told him he wanted the gift of
being able to make himself invisible whenever he desired.
The devil listened to Tio Anselmo with great attention
and when he had finished asking, Satan opened his mouth
like a' mailbox and said, "I can easily grant you what you
ask, amigo, but it will cost you your soul. Give me your signature to this contract and then you may have what you
desire."
Although Tio Anselmo was confused, he was not stupid
and looking at the devil with distrust, he said, "Show me
this contract and we will see about your terms."
The devil gave him the document and Tio Anselmo read
that after one year his soul would be turned over to the
devil.
"It seems a little strong," he said. "Why, you have
only given me 365 days to live in return for my soul forever. Before I sign this contract I demand for my part a
special condition that when I become invisible no one is to·
~
see me, absolutely no one."
"Not even I?" asked the devil.
"Not even you."
"Granted. It is a childish whim, but anyway it shall be
as you wish."
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Tio Anselmo signed twith the point of a pin wet with his
blood. The devil signed: with the el1d of his. tail and sealed
the contract with bad-smelling sealing wax.
.
"When you'''wish to make yourself invisible: say 'Chacoli' and when you wish to be se~n again say 'Chacola'"
said the devil.
Handing Tio Anselmo a ring, he stamped on the ground
and disappeared into the earth in a cloud of smoke.
Tio Anselmo started to walk to the nearby _village.
Wishing to test the mysterious diabolical ring, he turned it
on his finger and said "Chacoli." Soon he saw on the road
an old friend walking toward him. It is absolutely true that
Tio Mendrugos passed close ~o Tio Anselmo without giving
any sign that he saw him. And you may be sure this was
difficult, because Anselino owed Mendrugos some money and
he started to run away, fearing Mendrugos would see him.
When he ·saw he was es~aping the glances of his creditor, he
considered himself the m.ost inVisible man on earth.
When he reached home his family }Vas waiting impatiently for him. He was still invisible and heard disagreeable comments about his absence.
"He has been taken ill," said his wife.
"Don't worrt abo~t him," said his mother-in-law, "He
is such a drunkard he is probal)ly sleeping off his drunk.
You will see he will have to be brought home."
"Or he may have killed hirnself, he is such an unbeliever. By this time tbe fishes are no doubt eating him," she
continued.
:
Tio Anselmo felt liike bursting in upon the old scoundrel
and frightening her, bu;t he restrained himself, and as he did
.' not like what they ·wer~ saying about him, he decided to go
on without greeting his affectionate family. ' Taking the
road p he went to the nearest inn, and called with a clap of .
his hands.' He saw that all the servants put themselves iin
motion, looking everywhere, but without serving: him. Tio
l

., '
'~'"
'..,
',I
~'

;it

I

I

i
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Anselmo was greatly put out and exclaimed, "Come now,
service! I have been waiting a half-hour for service!"
Upon hearing these words and seeing no one, the servants were amazed. One liad his hair standing on end liKe
wires; another had his nose turn black with fright.
Anselmo then remembered he waS invisible, and becaus~ his hunger was pressing, he said, "Chacola." The
servants quickly served him and he ate the meal. But when
the critical hour arrived and he had to pay, .Tio Anselmo,
who had never shone as one who would willingly give people
that which was theirs, said "Chacoli" and walked out of the
inn without paying for his breakfast On the road a distance he said "Chacola" and again became visible.
After a while his steps led him by the mint. He went in
and gathered a large handful of new-minted gold coins and
was just going to put them into his pocket when he felt a
hard blow on his shoulder.
"What are you doing?" said a strong voice. Tio A'nselmo remembered he was visible. Turning to the employe,
he quickly said "Chacoli" and quietly went out the way he
had come, with the Irian searching everywhere for him: '
He traveled in the train in a first-class carriage and to
the great astonishment of his companions, everytime the
conductor showed his ~ose the passengers would see 'Anselmo disappear as if he were inlaid· in the wood of the
coach. The magic "Chacoli-Chacola" did it all. Every time
he reappeared there was a crash and the passengers believed
they were traveling with the devil himself. They made such
a commotion that Tio Anselmo finally got off at a station
along the road. He was by that time a little bored with the
mysterious power the devil had given him.
However, he went through vadous pueblos giving the
people terrible scares with his "Chacoli-Chacola" and finally,
after nearly twelve months, he remembered his fatal date
with the enemy of man. He thought then of his family and
decided to bid them farewell. He filled his pockets with
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'money and went to his pueblo. He did not wish to be seen
so he said "Chacoli" before he entered the yjllage.. At his
home his,wife and son were praying.in a private chapel for
his soul as if he were -d~d. Tio -Anselmo left the, money on
the dresser and left, weeping..
, He arrived at the -edge of the 'ocean at the end of the
year when his contract with Satan ended. Anselmo went
toward the spot where 'the d~mon had first appeared. On
.exactly the hour a H.ttle sm,oke came up from' the ground, a
gap opened and through it, Lucifer looked out.
"Come on, boy, hurry. I am very busy and the Parrot
Boatman is waiting for 'us."
.
"You may be in a hurry, but I am not," said Anselmo.
"Aren't you going ~ fulfill your part of the contract1" .
"Yes, but I want to see it, because there is a clause ]
addec;l, and I want to be sure itjs fulfilled."
"You did not add anything," 'said Satan.
"I'll bet you I did," replied Anselmo.
"Come on, my man, look at it, and you will plainly see
everythhlg has been fulfilled as agreed upon," and the devil
handed A.nselmo the paper.
Anselmo quickly tpre the contract to bits, and he said
to the demon, who was too astonished at the revolt to act,
"I have been bad and I ,repent. God will protect me."
Lucifer was trempling with rage and threw himself
toward Anselmo, but the latter said "Chacoli" and became
invisible, so that not even the devil .could see him.
Anselmo took a branch of a tree and beat the devil so
fast and furiously that he disappeared into the earth. He
broke one horn and haq bruises the size of a fist.
, Tio Anselmo retutned to his village, and from that time
on was a model Christian. He died piously,"~rrounded by
1
his family.
t

I

I
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~

I
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Clipped Wings
By

NINA ALMffiALL ROYALL

I went and climbed up on a hill
And sat there happily.
It wasn't very high, but still
'Twas high enough fQr me.
For if it were a mountain tall
Familiar with the skies,
I might fo:r:get how voic~ call,
And the sun would daze my eyes.
I like to be a little way
Above the humming world
Where r can dream beyond the fray
With my emotions furled,
But not upon a lonely height
Lest that, when I descend,
I find the world no longer bright
And myself without a friend.

f
I
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Febrero
Saludo a todos p~isanos:
Great activity is evident all along the literary "camino
reales." Via the grape-vine method, by keeping our ears
close to the ground, and with the aid of very nice contributors, we have heard of so many new books in the' "offin~'
that not many paisanos will even have time "to take a
walk." Everybody seems to be either reading galley proof
on his book, or signing a contract for a new one. I have
. only heard of two people who .got rejection slips recently.
Everybody else. seems to be signing on the "dotted line."
However, I may have news about the sad plight of t}1e two
who didn't impress the publisher, later on. I understand
they still have hopes, and a very. good critic "ropting for
them."
The ?iggest book transaction, to happen in many. a
day arou~d these parts took place recently when JIm
Threlkeld moved to his new store in Albuquerque, a few
blocks doWn from his old stand. Not a book was lost, and
so many new ones added to his stock that the. new place
looks like ,Brentano's. Jim has fixed up a grand -lounge,
too, for "all who pass this way" and for the many w;ho have
been cluttering up his aisles these many years, lovingly
-and carefully thumbing his rare editions, or trying to
make up their minds which of the modern vintage 'would be
'
.
worth the_ price.
SpeaIPng of rare editions, not many people in Albuquerque know' that the Reverend Thomas. Harwood,
founder o~ the ,Harwood Industrial School for Boys, and
a very ac~ive citizelk here in the early days, wrote a fine
life of AIjraham Lincoln. One of our outstanding Lincoln
authorities told me that he picked up a copy recently in an
old book store in Los Angeles~ and has added it to his Lin[ 51]
.r

1
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coIn collection, which, incidentally, is one of the :finest in
the state.
Visiting paisanos stirred up things considerably here
during the holidays, especially Kyle Crichton and Harvey
Fergusson. The latter would not divulge the name of the
new book he is working on, but stated that it would be' out
the last of the year.
Kyle was Hollywood bound, to "do" the movie stars
and writers. He and Mrs. Crichton ,were there a' month,
and in between trains the other night, on their way back
to New York, he reported that "Frederic March is a real
intellectual . . . James Q.agney a swell guy . . . and Norma
Shearer perfectly beautiful."
Only a few people know that Elizabeth Shaffer is even
busier than Ezra Egg. Not only does she manage hi~,
and three children verY capably, but she is an outstanding
journalist, and has built up such a reputation in the field
of home economics by her contributions to various periodicals that she was recently given a place on the editorial
staff of Household Magazine. All material pertaining. to
household arts and crafts written for this sYndicate is sent
here for her to pass on. In her capacity as rewrite editor
she "touches up," or "tones down" hundreds of magazine
articles. In addition to this, Mrs. Shaffer also runs a column for these publications which is called The Searchlight.
In it she discusses every type of problem which confronts
the modern mother and homemaker, not only from the
viewpoint of the college graduate witlI a major in home
economics, but from a very practical perspective.
Carl Taylor, whose tragic death occurred just at the
time this column went to press, would have seen his :fir1)t
book, Odyssey of the Islands, published this spring by
Scribner's. This book deals with the Philippines, where '
Mr. Taylor spent several years gathering material. The
Cosmopolitan, in' accord with-its new policy of running con..
densed versions of important forthcoming books, will begin

.
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publicatiqn of the Odyssey iIi' April. Arrangements have
,also been ~de for an English ,edition of it. .Mr. raylor had
recently ~old a series of articles to the Wide World maga, zine on tlie "American Border Patrol/' and was working at
the time. of his death on ~a series concerning the "Texas
Rangers."
Jack Thorp's book Sanford of La Paz will be 'published
"by Houg ton Mifflin Company. Thorp came to New Mexico
from New England forty-five years ago. He was a cowboy
in the Guadalupe ,and San Andres MountaihjS, where he
knew E~kene Manlove Rhodes. Mr. Thorp sPoke :recently
to the stt(dents of Southwestern literature at the University
of New exico. He and his wife moved here not long ago
from Sa ta Fe, 'where they lived ,for several fears.
Dr.. t. Clair, author of 'Young
Heart, has! finished three
e
new poe _ s . . . John Gould Fletcher had an article in the
America", Review last month on Gerard Manley Hopkins,
brilliant poet-priest of the nineteenth century,whose
"sprung hythms" are so intriguing the moderns . . . Irene
Fisher s returned from an exciting vacation to 'the west
coast, were she sold several magazine articles, and wrote 'a
sheaf of onnets ... Conrad Richter, one of the best known
short stQry writers'in the countrY, says "he is doing the
same s01 of thing," and, we know, lots of.it ... France V~
, Scholes, Iformer University of New Mexico professor, now
of Harv~rd, has begun a series of articles for the New Mexico Hist~rical Review on "The Church and State in New
Mexico.'1 ... Lansing Bloom is editing a series for the same
magazin on "Bourke on the Southwest" . . . Curtis Martin',
niversity of. New Mexico student, is selling stories
. former
right an left. Manuscript had one last month, Story one
this mo th, and Scribner's ia .seriously considering publishing I e which he wrote some time ago
... Dudley Wynn
'
appeare~ in the Virginia Quarterly last m.onth, and Erna
Fergus~n in the Yale Review .,. • We understand that
Knopf ~ill publish Erna's forthcoming book on Mexico ...

I
II

I
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Ethel Cheney, winne~ of the prize-poetry contest, sponsored
'by the Health City Sun, has S()ld two poems to the Rose
Chalice . . . Mary Ann Austin, of San Angelo, Texas, has
just returned from 'Old Mexico, which she covered for travel
stories. She has contracted to turn out eighteen by October ... Amy Passmore Hurt, well known journalist, recently sold four articles to the Augustina Book Con.cern ...
Eda Lou Walton, reviewer on the Nation, New York Times,
,and Herald Tribune, writes that she is busy writing a book
on "Modern Criticism," and' has the outline finished for one
on "Modern Poets." Miss Walton, daughter of former Congressman William Walton, of Silver City, is associate professor of English at New York University ... Ruth Laughlin
Barker sold several magazin~ articles during her recent visit
in New York, and signed a contract for a book dealing with
Santa Fe during the Mexican period. In response to our letter of inquiry concerning her. literary activities, and those of
the other writers of the Santa Fe group, Ruth wrote . . .
"This is the time of the year when I always think there is
a long, hard winter ahead and I can get' a lot of writing
done. Two minutes later it's spring and"time to work in the
garden" ... And then she told me the following, in which I
know, every paisano hi the Sud-oeste will be interested.
NEWS OF THE SANTA

FE

I

WRITERS

Two writers have purchased and are now managing the
Villagra Book Shop in 'Santa Fe. They are Clifford McCarthy and Spud (Willard) Johnson, owner and manager
respectively.
Keeping up the literary tradition which named' this
book shop for Don Gaspar de Vinagr~, the first poet of New
Mexico, the new managers are both poets. Both have made
New Mexico their home for the past ten or twelve years.
Cliff McCarthy has been connected with the p. S. Indian Service as historical technician for the past five years.
Spud Johnson is one of the best known members of the
New Mexico literary group. For a number of years he,
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:UbIiShOOI the L'!ughing Horse "and: plans to start the Horse
on another run this spring. His book of poems, Horizontal
Yellow, "fas brought out by the Writers' Edi~ions l~st'sum
mer. FOf the last two years he has been editor of the Taos
Valley N~ws., '
The ,uccessful policy of the Villagra Book Shop will be
continu~ with one innovation-'a circulating library for
books in iSpanish.
, ,
Miss Roberta Robey opened the Villagra Book Shop in
1927, with a stoCk of fifty books. The inventory this year
listed 5,000 books. From the beginning, she was' especially
interested in the books of New Mexico writers. "If it had
not been for the support of the writers of Santa Fe, it never
would have been a success," she says. "I cann~t begin to
express the invaluable aid which they gave.",
Miss Robey with Mrs. Mary R. Van Stone, curator of
the Art Museum, will sail March 6 to England fo~"a six
months'vacation. Upon her return to Santa Fe MisstRobey
plans to continue her literary interests by collecti*" rare
books.
•
Earl and Marion Scott have teturned to their home,
"1;'he Crookery," on the Acequia Madre, after four months'
travel in the Middle West. Marion Scott, one of the topnotch mystery story writers, has been taking a vacation
from her typewriter. Earl says he is turning out a little
work. How much? "Oh, a story a week, running from six
to twenty thousand words." The best part of it is that the
return mail brings a check from the detective story maga.' -.
zines.
Dorothy Thomas is finishing a novel begun last summer
when she was a guest at Yaddo. It will include "The Home
Place," her sho~ story published in Harper's a year ago
which was given second prize by the O. Henry Memorial
Award committee.
Ina Sizer Cassidy is in charge of the Writers' Project
for the state under the WPA. Four translators are working
'$

<
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under her supervision on the Spanish Archives in the State
Museum and bringing to light many interesting documents.
Writers throughout the state are working on research subj~ts which will be included in the United States Guide Book
to be published by the Government.
Lynn Riggs'. play;' "Russet Mantle," opened in' .New
York January 16 with high praise from the critics. It deals
with a group of New Yori escapists who have come to Santa
Fe to get away from it all (only to find a1l9f it here?) Riggs
stopped long enough to plan his gardeI! in Santa Fe before
going on to Hollywood to fill.a contract to write scenarios
for his friends, Joan Crawford and John Beale.
Oliver La Farge is at work in his home on Cerro Gordo
road this winter but finds time to write a severe criticism
of the Indian Bureau's plans to spend $100,000 remodeling
the exterior of the ugly brick buildings at the local U. S.
Indian School without putting modern sanitation and adequate dormitory space in the interiors. La Farge is the
active president of the National Association on Indi~n
Affairs.
Adelina Otero-Warren is the author of a book of natiye
folk tales entitled Old Spain in Our Southwest, which will
be published by Harcourt, Brace, in February. Mrs. W arr~n
hopes her book will have the atmosphere of the Southwest,
because as she says, "I am a real paisano."
Haniel Long has finished a long poem dealing' with
Cortez and his Indian mistress and· co-conqueror Marina.
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Stevenson have deserted Santa Fe
for Ossining, New York, where they are in closer touch
with publishers. Articles by "Ted" Stevenson, chiefly about
Mexico, were published last year in Travel, Esquire, and the
N ortk American Review.
Witter Bynner spent the holidays with his mother in
New York but is now at the Mayo Clime in Rochester,
Minnesota, where he has had a throat operation.

\
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Dr. and Mrs. Edgar L. Hewett have returned to Santa
Fe after four months spent at Malaga, Spain, where Dr.
Hewett completed another volume on American archaeology.
Mr. and Mrs. Omar S. Barker, will attend the Rodeo in
Phoenix in Febru~ry. Omar still,. finds a good market for
cowboy stories and v e r s e . '
.
. In addition to all this news,' I must add that Matt
Pearce, busy editor of the QUARTERLY, has written up the
life of an old Southwesterner, Jim (Lane) Cook in,a book to
be called Lp,ne of the Llano, which Little Brown Company
will publish before June 1, 1936.. The tale 'is semi-autobiographical, as the stories of Cook's life are told on a number of occasions in the warm afternoons of fall and the"
cooler ones of early winter and spring. Cook's story is a
remarkable one, describing the life on the Staked Plains of
Texas from '1858 until the beginning of ranch operations in
the '80s. Cook was born in the Old Bowie" Cabin on the.
Llano River, lived with Comanches as a boy, married into
th~ tribe, deserted the Indians and aided General l:\Iackenzie in capturing them in the famous Comanche Wars. He
also saw life on famous Panhandle cattle ranches, and knew
John Chisholm and Billy the Kid. According to reports,
the book ~ntains srime of the most amusing stories of cowboy life and some of the most authentic material of the Old
West to be published.
~asta la proxi~a vez,

J

JULIA KEL~HER.
,

~

Stone Epic
By M¥YA RUDHYAR

Saffron mIls
set as jewels
against a purple sky.
Sailing eastward
sailing eastward
on a painted sea
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of sand and sagebrushCarrying the dreams
of a myriad lives
to the Port Himvat
of the Sun
Sliding down a mesa
where the violet
rain is pouring
like a translucent
misty song.
The slip of a yellow
moon is rising
breaking through a flaming cloudWith its sharp horns,
it goes tearing
rainbow clouds
into shimmering
threads of filigree.
And the rocks go
marching onward
worshippers of the
Their heads arise
in ecstatic wonder
at the glimmering
fire lights. ,

nig~t

Mayan temples
cut in stone,
Cambodian masses,
in a dream,
roam the night
in a western desert
painted gold and green.

"
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The Texas Rangers-'Walter Prescott Webb-Illustrations !?y Lonnie
Rees-A few photographs-Footnotes, classified bibliography,
exhaustive index-Houghton Mifflin Company, 1935-$5.00.

The' most outstanding characteristic of this scholarly
work is the· quite evident enjoyment the preparation of it
gave Professor Webb. An author: who is borne along by
such pleasure in his task cannot fail to catch the attention
and hOld the inter.est of even the most casual· reader.
When, in addition, the subject is one which quickens the
pulse of aU who respond to exploits of pravery and devo~
tion to duty, the book. is assured a,lasting place of honor.
The century of Ranger history (1835-1935) is set
down in chronological order, with the ~ohcomitant political
and social changes. The struggle for eventual supremacy
of the three races wnich moved across Texas>' from three
directions brought ab9ut the need for a unique representative of the intangible and often uncomprehended forces
of law and order, and the Ranger was the character which
evolved. The Ranger's method of fighting was developed
by conflict witH the Indian warrior and the Mexican vaquero, an4 his oft sung six-gun bested the bow and arrow
of the on~ and the silently treacherous knife of the other. . The Rang~r, distinct from the army and the militia, furnishing his own momnt and equipment, expelled the Indians andJ after a IOllger struggle, cowed the Mexicans.
Rang~r traditions and traits are described by the
author, arid heroes best exemplifying these are m.arshalled
~cross the pages of this chronicle. But Dr. ~Webb is aware
that the story had a reverse that was less than bright, and
he discusses the- sordid events of the legalized oppression
by the state police of 1870-73, as well as the abuse of political and executive power during more recent years.
The book brings the story of the Ranger triumphantly
through his undignified experience as a prohibition officer,
[59 ]
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. and ends on a note of hope--the taming of the lawless ele- '
ments in the Texas oil areas, the exterminating of the last
of the Texas desperadoes, and the handing on of the
Ranger torch to the State Highway Patrol.
The volume is long enough to be an adequate combination of western thriller, authentic reference source, and
biographical compilation. Dr. Webb has blended these
elements skillfully, and has remained classically aloof until
chapter XXIII, when he gives a nostalgic and alluring account of his adventures when he made a tour of the border
with a band of Rangers in 1924.
Miss Rees' illustrations, with their smooth rendering
and effortless rhythm, add much to the pleasure of reading
this book, and the Byronic features of several of the earlier
Ranger heroes that she has portrayed make the entire absence of femininity (except for the boarding-school cake
bakers on page 2781 incomprehensible'. Photographs of
the real article of later days omit the Byron and substitute
stark realism.
4The Texas Rangers is an artistic book, and the publishers are to be congratulated on its typography and
arrangement. They, the illustrator, and the author, have
united to pay a fitting tribute to Texas' great contribution
to the ~nnals of heroism.
ELEANOR HYDE.

Dallas.
The Die But Once, the story of a Tejano-James B. O'Neil-Knight
Publications, New York, 1935-$3.00.

They Die But Once, by James B. O'Neil,. is one volume
. of authentic western biography which lives up to its prepublication press notices. The biography of ninety-yearsyoung Jeff Ake, last of the Southwestern gunfighters and
vaqueros, is written in a style all its very own." That is,'
Mr. O'Neil has caught the mood of the original narrator,
like a sympathetic accompanist, and tells the story without
any unnecessary glamour or embellishment. After reading
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this utterly unique and original· western biography, I am
glad to "admit that Jeff Ake's life has had more real drama
in it than any fictitious cbaracter about which I have read.,
'As O. Henry would 's~y, "Ake's life would make the lives
•of most imaginary ,heroes' sound insipid and as tame as

tea."

-4>

They Die But O'Yltce gripped and held my attention

from the first paragraph-with its foreword containing
its magnificent tribute to our beloved mutual friend, 'Gene
Rhodes-"whose vistas of value, human, historical, literary, were reasoned and definite"-to the last intriguing
episode. The b~k ,must be read to be fully appreciated.
But I'll cite a few of the highlights to cause you to order
your copy at once. Jeff Ake calls a spade a spade and never
leaves one guessing as to his exact meaning.
One of the most unique characters he mentions is Old
Great Western-·the woman who kept a saloon at Patagonia, in 1856l pacled two six-shooters, and "shore could
use 'em. She was a hell of a 'good woman; one of the· first
residents of Fort Yuma," says Ake, "and she used to say,
'ther was !just one thin sheet of sandpaper between Yuma
and 'Hell
The ~ook giv~ authentic pen pictures of the four
t?wns of ,ny size~n the southe~ part of Ne~ M:xico terntory, ab(j)ut the tIme of the CIVIl War: MesIlla, Just west
of Las Cruces; Tucson, Tubac, and Yuma. Ake's dad
bought the property in Las Cruces, N. M., where The Loretto Conv1nt is now located.
..
., '\
Old ~mers will enjoy chuckling over the episodes of
the hog-t 'ng of the panther, the nigger gal cannibal inci'dent, and the behavior of the rams. Being a son of a
Texan, m*self, I was glad to lea:·rn that he served in the
Confederar Army with the 4th Texas Cavalry. My father,
Sheriff Jirp. Vaden, of Grayson County, Texas, was with the
11th Texar Cavalry. As Ake says 'so convincingly, "when
Lee surre~dered, the war ended for the Arm~es, but not for
Texans, fIr surrender was not in Texan blood."

n" .
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Not being satisfied with his daring adventures during
the Civil War, Jeff Ake and some co~padres migrate into
Mexico and join Portirio Diaz' bodyguard. Back he comes
into the states, with horsetrappings of human Comanchehide and six-guns blazing, to. enter the bloody range wars
and to fight the rene~de Indians. After telling how he
and two young companions killed nine Indians after Ake
himself was seriously wounded three times-in the left
shoulder, through the lungs, and elsewhere-and after
having to ride 100 miles, wounded as he was, to a qoctor,
Ake nonchalantly remarks, "So much for an apparently
casual incident in the life of a cattle anf hoss man in the
seventies." And in describing his brbther, Jeff says, "Will
was that kind of feller. He'd laugh at danger and cry for
~
.
joy!"
One bit of humor that should not be overlooked is 'Jeff
Ake's innocent confession, "I never have drank hardly any,
water."
The sad- tale of the bullet of Billy the Kid; the reason
why Pat Garrett died; illuminating historic bits concern- .
ing JqhnWesley Hardin, Bill Longley, Jim Gillett, John
Ringo, Kit Carson, and Kit's illustrious relative, Mose Carson-who made a man out of Kit--Jesse, and Frank James,
General Custer, 'Gene Rhodes, and Roy Bean; all- ~his
varied, ~olorful, Western material lives in the thrilling
pages of They Die But ·Once.
Jeff Ake tells more than most anyliving author would
dare print, and he can prove a lot of his statements, but I
still believe he stretched a few facts; and if it's tru~as
he says-that wildcat' meat is good, white meat that tastes
like turkey-then Jeff Ake must have been living on New
Mexican wildcat meat just before conceiving some parts of
his wild and woolly story They Die But Once. However,
"it's a he-man's story-well worth any red-blooded reader's
time.
Quema¢o, N. M.•
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Minuet-F. C. Green-Dutton, New York, 1935-$4.00.

Frederick Charles Green, recently of the University 6
,of Toronto and now professor. of French at Cambridge
University, is truly ~ Leviathan 9f learning. Born in Scot- ~
land and educated at Aberdeen, ere, he left for what one
~ight call the continental continuation of his studies, he
is versed in the classics of English literature and qualified
to speak authoritatively about them. His knowledge of
French literature is impressive. Not only does he know
the field as a whol6, but his interest there is such as• might
serve as an excellent guide for the cultivated foreigner in
search of the best that has been thought and rsaid in
Fran~e. For whatever may be ·the. value of his inferences,
which at times seem drawn to the point of tenuity, it is
certain that what he talked about is significant, in fact, thatit raises the question of why we of America ,do not somehow find time to read more French.
'In Minuet, a Study of French and English Literary
Ideas in the EifJhteenth Century, whether in the field of
drama, poetry, or prose, Mr. Green moves with easy and
well-founded assurance through masterpieces as remote in
,time as those of, Joachim Du Bellay and 'Andre Gide.
Often, if not almost always, he refuses to leave a literary
monument after what would normally be a touch-and-go
reference. As leisurely as, the dance to which his title
refers, he tarries to point out the plot and to re-create the
literary atmosphere. The morceau de belles-lettres im,mediately under his eyes seems to have become the central
episode in his book, and Mr. Green himself a mere specialist in hisUi>ric delight.
Mr. qreen does not believe i1J. labels or in prefaces or
,in introd~tory remarks, and he hardly believes in conclu- '
sions, eithjer at the: end of the chapter or at the end of the
book. A ~ustained passage of pure criticism is hardly anywhere to be found. It is his conclusions, not his allusions,
which rec~ive the' summary treatment of the touch-and-go
,

'

I
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method. The reader has to pick these up on the run, for
Mr. Green, though filling the book with the material on'
which they are based, has never once stopped to .elaborate them. He is' so much at home on either side of the
Channel that he f~ils to indicate clearly where he is going,
what turning he is taking next, or why he .is making the
excursion at all. Under the circumstances, there are times
when it is only with great effort that the reader keeps his
sense of direction, and he is even less sure of his 'bearings
after the frequent and long delays in which methodicaJ
progress is unconsciously sacrificed to the delightful quest
of local color.
In summary and in description, Mr. Green is admirable, but else~here nis style is annoyjng. In the first place,
there is too much of it. In the second place, "his graduate
work at Cologne and Paris evidently left him with an indulgent attitude toward the .English cliche. Ana finally,
it displays that fundamental lack of coherence which is the
.
weakness of the whole book.
, This lack of closely-knit thinking in style and in orderIng of material may possibly indicate a similar deficiency in the process by which he has reached his conelusions.
"
The first of his conclusions is' concerned with' the
methods of scholarship. He is convinced that in comparative Iiterature-of all places-the comparative
method
,
.
has been abused. He believes that too much of the work of
tracing the international effegts of national tendencies has
been turned over to the immature efforts of graduate students who neither see literary phenomena steadily nor distinguish between superficial resemblances and fundamental likenesses.
He furthermore asserts that scholars
of established reputation have done no better when"
they undertook the task themselves. As proof of the
latter, Mr. Green unfortunately cites a work of the late' .
Professor Lounsbury, of Yale, a study which goes back
.,
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almost to ~he turn of the century~ Mr. Lounsbury today
is, of course, known as one of the great race before the
flood. He iantedates the present generation of scholars who
are often jdamneq., and rightly, for ~making the study of
literary h~story almost as exact a science as general historical resrarch itself.
.
The second inference which Mr. Green draws from
his studie~ is as st{trtling" as the title' under which be binds
them toge~her: "The cosmopolitan spirit left no great or
lasting ini-print UpOl1 the imaginative literature -of eight,
eenth cen4u"y France or England."
His ~nal conclusion is still more iconoclasti~ and
approach~ pe~ilously near to literary nihilis~. Its acceptance would
lead to a blurring of all litera:ry
distinc!
•.
tions. He finds that the so-called great figures of neoclassicismt-Boileau, Pope, and Voltaire--are each so unique
in their 01VD- genius that to group them all three undet;. the
"common 'lab~l" of "classicism" is careless and inept'.
- Wha~' Mr. Green has to say about Racine should be
read by ~very Englishman ,who. still denies Racine his
'place nexlt to Shakespeare' in, the hierarchy of modern
etailed comparisons of, such masters as Shakesdrama.
. peare an R~cine, of Shakespeare and Voltai¥e, of Boileau
, ' and Pope and of such works as Marianne and Pamela,
Manon L caut and Moll of Flanders, make Minuet interesting to agost ev.ery class of reader. Because this work is
new in it field and insists upon facts which orthodox scholarship
s never thought
worthy of record, it cannot be
.
entirely ~gnored
by any honest student of English and
I
French literature.
I

DANE FARNSWORTH SMITH.

Al,buquerque.
Diet and Like It or "A Guide to Pleasant and Healthful Dieting for
Weight Control"-Mabel E. Baldwin, Ph.D.

Upton Sinclair wrote, .The Jungle, a storY woven
around the stockyards
of Chicago,
before the U~,ited States
.
.
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had a food and drug act, and was later disgusted, because,
as Mark Sullivan says, instead of making converts to socialism, it made people think about their stomachs.
The book here reviewed is exactly what its second
title claims it to be. The reviewer, however, sees it as an
unusually fine, clear treatise on foods. The matter of
what to eat and how much to eat, ,if one wishes to reduce
his weight, and to do so safely, while actually the theme
of the book, gets second place in the eyes of the reviewer.
The book seems outstanding· for the clarity with which it
presents the functions of fats, carbohydrates, protein,
water, mineral matter, and the vitamins·in our diet. What
the author tells us to be essential in the reducing or gaining
diet is also essential in the diet of those who just wish to
be healthy and well.
We may dismiss the matter of reducing creams which.
are rubbed on the skin, as nonsense, the purgative sa~ts
which move food through the digestive tract before it can
be assimilated, as disgusting, and the gland extracts which
increase the metabolic rate, as dangerous. Lit~le space is
used in referring to these. The book deals with diet.
Is it safe to diet? If' by dieting we mean abstaining
from, perhaps, an accustomed amoun~ of food, the answer
is, dieting can be hazardous. However, it cannot be assumed that quantity of food is any assurance that what one
eats is conducive to the best health.
Dr. Baldwin dwells upon the health-giving qualities
of some fats and contrasts them with others which are
just so much fuel. Her discussion of the need of starches
and sugars (even in the reducing diet) to prevent oxidation of fats to poisonous acetone is very clear. Her rating
of protein is in terms of modern science..
Concerning the mineral matter needed she says, "The
fl.verage diet supplies .most of the essential minerals hi
abundance. A few of them, however; are frequently present in amounts too small to compensate for the daily loss.
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This is especially tr'lile of iron, calcium, and phosphorus,
and sometimes it applies to iodine and copper." How few
people realize the truth ot this statement or how to avoid
these deficiencies. And~ again, " "The average American
diet, unless it contains milk, butter, milk or cheese, seldom
contains an adequate amount of calcium." A def\ciency is
bad enough for the non-die~r. Is it little wonder that
physicians speak of an increasing incidence of tuberculosis
among young girls who, a short time ago when it was
fashionable-- to be thin, denied themselves food?
In Dr. Baldwin's very numerous menus, prominence is
given to foods that are exceptionally rich SOurces of the,
vitamins, and foods lacking vitamin content are «onspicuously absent, as are: also, those of mere calorific value.
. Most of us have been repeatedly told that the average person, who uses a mixed diet, manages to get a,.ll the necessary ·vitamins. The' reviewer has, long felt that either
~his statement were not true or that he did not understand'
the meaning of "average person." Dr. Baldwin says that
"Eggs are the only common food that may be considered a
rich source of vitamin D." How many people are below
. par in health because,., "I don't care for eggs"? .
The informatio;r)
,. given in Diet and Like It is readily
understood .and is'E1xceedingly practical for everybody.
For one who' wishes:to lose weight, and yet keep his health,
the information is indispensible. .
JOHN D. CLARK.
Albuquerque.

~

t

A Child's Bouquet, Fifteen Songs for Children--Music by Mary Morley, Verse by Alice Corbin-Writers' Editions, Santa Fe, New
Mexico, 1935-$1.50. !.
,

Most import'~nt in songs for children are the words
that make up the,\7erses. They must have a simple, direct
appeal. The author must have an understanding of the
child mind, its fancies and fantasies, and a manner, not of
writing down" to a lower level of intelligence, .but rather a
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communion with the child in his own world. The verses for
the fifteen songs in A Child's Bouquet are unusually complete
in this respect. They are charming, simple, of everyday
events in any child's life. Tl)ey should be immediately liked
and enjoyed. The musical setting for such verses should
add to the delight of the words, should match the verse in
style and meaning, with equal simplicity and charm. Then,
too, the melodies should contain n6 difficult intervals, no intricate rhythms, and the piano accompaniment should be
simple and unaffected with no attempt at modern sophistication. Even our modern children have but childlike capacities: Thus there should be such balance and .coherence between verse and music that neither could have so expressive
a separate existence. The most happy combination of text
and music in this collection is the eighth one in the book,
"The Music Lesson." The melody, the accompaniment in
the manner of a child's first "easy piece," the vers'e-all contain the same thought and feeling and could be easily sung, played, and understood by a child. The 'first song, "Daguerreotypes" is almost as successful. Melodies for a number of
other verses are appealing, although the accompaniments
are almost too elaborate.
w
NINA ANCONA.

Albuquerque.
Mimes and Miners; a Historical Study of the Theater in TombstoneClair Eugene Willson-Fine Arts Bulletin, No.1, University of
Arizona, October 1, 1935-$1.00. '

Playgoers in the days of the Stparts were familiar with
a London lane name4 Bird Cage Walk, where a marvellous
aviary dominated the streets with strings .of ,bird cages
hung from balconies and before shop fronts. The Bird Cage
Theater of Tombstone, Arizona, in the 1880's would at first
suggestion seem to have nothing in common with anything
in seventeenth century England, but parallels there are and
contrasts. The name is semething! The Bird Cage Theater,
also called the Bird Cage Varieties r.r:heater, did not reveal
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the ~ glories of its interior in the plain brick arches and
otherwise' unornamented facade which fronted on Main
Street and occupied land then known as the Gilded Age Min, ing Claim. The resplendant interiQr employed the timbers,
gilt and hangings whicp gave their glory to the playhouses
on the Ba:qk and in London when Jonson quarreled with his
enemies and Pepys discussed·. with Tom Killigrew. a new
playhouse in Moorefields wherein were to be acted common
plays and operas with: the "best scenes and machines, the
best musique, and everything as magnificent as in Christendome."
.
The birds in the gilded boxes of the Bird Cage :were the
lady entertainers in t~eir varying d~,grees of taste and refinement. Ftersistent . tradition places the eminent Lotta!
Crabtree at one time on the stage of the Bird Gage. This'
myth, ..held as steadfastly as the belief in Jenny . Lind's appearances in mining camps in California, seems part of the
illusory past grandeur of Tombstone's theatrical history. In·
.the famous opera house, rival polftical factions gathered to
take issue over the merits of the entertainment and settle
. differences that lay deeper than the arts. What happened
when shooting broke loose is not always a matter of record,
but on one occasion at least the actors, who were aligned
with the factions because of their jealousies, took a hand
in the prqceedings.'j' The disinterested auditots always left
the hall to!the artists and gun men.
This review cannot do justice to the state of the stage
pictured by the list of prodtlctions ,~nd their programs reproduced by Mr.
Willson.. Drama, opera, minstrel • shows, burI
lesque, vaudeville,Tombstone amateurs, ran the emotional
, and witty~gamut through forty years in the Ariz!JRa mining'
town. Several- other playhouses in Tombstone are mentioned and ShieffelinHall given good deal of detail. Hundreds of names of performers are listed and the titles of
scores of late nineteetith century plays. Amusing is the
.
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lampoon the author reprints from the New York Tribune of
Tombstone's reaction to Hamlet. Not many American communities have the colorful background of Tombstone for the,
investigator to work on, "but more studies of the sort Mr.
WilIson has complet~d should occupy students of our artistic
tradition here in the West as well as els'ewhere.
Like Baalam's ass in the fourteenth century miracle
plays, a burro drew applause in a play called The Chinese
Must Go. In the last scene of the last act, a Chinese laundryman, the comic chief character, was put on a burro with
his irons, portable stove, and dirty clothes piled on top of
him and lashed to the burro. The two were then to be
driven out of town. When the time came for the burro
to be led off, it preferred to remaifi,on the stage.. He;would
neither be led off or backed off. The Daily Tombstone for
March 9, 1886, reported the episode as follows:
. "The situation was ludicrous in the extreme. His burroship had evidently joined the pro-Chinese crowd; so far
as he was concerned the almond-eyed disciple of Confucious
could remain. The audience was convulsed with laughter;
screams, catcalls, etc., resounded all over the house. While
the ~xcitement was at 'the highest, the member of the troupe
who was playing the Chinaman raised his head from under
the pile of dirty clothes; and after a careful survey of the
situation, humorously remarked: "What for the Chinese
no go?" For a bit of side play it was one of the best things
ever seen on any stage."
"
Thanks to Mr. Willson for adding a descriptive and
entertaining chapter to the book of· the frontier theater!

T. M.

PEARCE.

Albuquerque.
Modern Man--Harvey Fergusson-Alfred A. Knopf, 1936-$2.75.

.

In Modern Man., Mr. Harvey Fergusson appears as "an
inquiring individual reflecting upon his own behavior and
that of his fellows." He has undoubtedly "felt long and
+
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d~plY" upon his subject. The book' is soHdly reasoned and

brilliantly. exp'ounded. -"
.
The cpre of the pool is the selection entitled ~he Illusion of Choice." One purpose of this sectioli, apparently, is
to re-emphasize some things that anthropology and psychol- ,
ogy have been affirming] for a long time: that morality is
not absolute; that moral ,or ethical ~deas have always grown
out of the necessities imlj)osed by the conditions pf life'; that
.such necessities, however, in any given group -have the
power of absolutes and! may remain as fundamental assumptions long, after the necessities themselves have ac- ~
tuallY disappeared. This much oneeould find stated or implied in such an old cl!tssfc as Sumner's Fo'lkways. ~Mr. Fer-,
gusson's contribution lies in the analysis and explanation of
modern man's inner- cOlJiflicts in terms of Jhe disparity between his' outmodedasstimptions .or beliefs and his real necessities.
It is this disparity which gives rise to the -illusion of
choice. Of the three great groups of men-primitive,'
dieval, and' moderh-m(l)(1ern man, th~ victim of increasingly rapid change, suffers most from the illusion of choice.
Primitive man had an all>solute code that took care of every
exigency of life. There was little or no chance to throw
his ,beliefs into conflict with necessity. He did not suffer·
under the illusion of choice. Medieval man was, to a certain extent, the victim of change.' His life was less under
absolute group compulsion' than primitive man's life was,
because medieval
life was
more diverse and less homogen.
,
eous. Nevertheless, medieval man had a system based upon
absolutes, and, although the absolute code was fr~quently
violated, tlie system reli~ved the individual of the sense of
guilt and permitted a tr~nsfer of blame. PrftCtically, then,
medieval man too had ]10 illusion of choice. For, modern
'.
man, the real necessities! imposed by the physical conditions
of life are change, diversity,- and a growing awareness or
cOI!sciousness. Modern man's ethics must be ~ased upon the·
l
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admission of these real, necessities into consciousness, and
until these real necesl$ities become the fundamental assumptions on which modern man acts, he will hesitate and flounder, suffering under the illusion of choice.
The proper ethic, then, for modern man, is the naturalistic "ethic of balance." Modern man finds only two real
group compulsions, that requiring honesty ("being on
time," sYnchronizing his movements with a complex mechanized society, and keeping contracts) and that requiring that he refrain from violence. In all other realms of behavior, modern man, if he is aware of 'only those necessities
that are real, will be free. Freedom requires only that he
achieve "balance," that natural state lying between spontaneous desire and ~he fear that naturally accompanies any
important action. And the value of such freedom is that
it allows the individual to find naturally the group he belongs
to, brings belief into line with necessity, still allows some
"primitive" groups in modern society to retain their integrity, and opens life up for the "growth of consciousness."
Conflict was. avoided in primitive and medieval society by a
rigid absolutism which could function because change was
not imminent. In modern society, change, mobility, and
the absence of absolutes are the real 'necessities, and there
can be "growth of consciousness" only when such necessities
are brought into consciousness. Only as awareness grows
can man adapt himself to change, and only as change is accepted as the fundamental necessity cali modern man inte-.
grate his consciousness.'
Not the least valuable feature of the theoretical part of the book (so sketchily summarized above) is the light it
throws upon various practical problems of modern life. An
explanation is given of the popularity of Aimee McPherson,
the lingering worship of pioheer v~lues, the chronic fatigue
of the typical American, the dangers of a collectivistic society based upon rigid authoritarianism, and many other
things. The explanation is perfectly integrated with the
theory.
~

~
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Modern Man, it has 1been said, is thoroughlyeonsistent;

with itself. If it is to 1?e attacked, the attack must come
from the outside. There appear to be two possible lines of
attack. Anti:-d~terminis~s might largely invalidate the
whole book, for Mr. Fergusson stands upon a rigid scientific monism-mechanistic behaviorism in psychology and relativism ·or nominalism
in philosophy. Authoritarians also
,.
might challenge· M odernMa'f}.They would probably hold
that Mr. Fer,gusson's boqk represents the ultimate to which
the diffusive relatjvistic,. individu~listic, progressivist mode
of thought can go, and they would say that modern "necesdesire and need of men to achieve again
. sity" includes the
.
a common denominator pf belief and faith to give "wholeness" to society and to "integrate" the personalities of indivIdual men. Indeed, tIle! strength of ,Modern ~an is that it
does present very far-reaching implications of the relativistic approach to life; and !its chief weakness, perhaps, is that
it dOes not sufficiently consider the strength of the absolutist
forces arrayed against the relativistic or nominalistic 'view
today.
,,'
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Thoughts for Temorrow
It

I

By ROLAND DICKEY

There are Chinas across the- sea
With thi gs that are good for eternity.

And thi gs that are old, and dead, and lost
, ·Are cov red over with ,a shell of frost.

.

.

r

A glacie shall rise and tear them away
And c.a e a new world for a day. , "
I,
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Moderri Man's
Behavior and Belief
in THE NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY for May
"Is this a private fight or can anyone get into it?" is
the remark of the interested bystander to every good dispute or fray. Harvey Fergusson starts the argument.
Who'll finish it?
Contributors to the discussion-Rabbi Krohn, T. C. Donnelly, Jay C. Knode, PaurHorgan, Gustave Weil, Howard
Raper, and others.
Also:
"The Revolt of the Ignorant"-by Aurelio M. Espinosa.
Is ignorance a collective force opposing progress in modern
society?
"Medievalism in America"-by Raymond Otis. Are the
Middle Ages still alive in the Penitente brotherhood of
New Mexico?
.Stories, poetry, book reviews, literary news of the
Southwest.

THE NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY, a Regional
Review, will be mailed to you for one dollar a year.
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